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ABSTRACT 

Obsidian in Ne~ Zealand t.1as e!tpl o i ted from a 

variety of sources, end has been found in the majority 

of Ne-w Zealand archaeological sites. The presence of 

obsidian from the Mayor Island sources in most sites 

has been noted by archaeologists, and it has been 

assumed that a cornp~eA exchange system was responsible 

for its distribution. The purpose of the present 

thesis has been to evaluate the importance of Mayor 

Island as the· main supply source of obsidian in 

prehistoric New Zealand, and to study the pattern of 

exploitation and distribution of the obsidian. 

The analysis employed two separate approaches: 

site-oriented and regional. On a site-oriented basis, 

the · quarries on Mayor Island were examined, 

particularly the production and procurement strategies. 

Ethnographic and comparable archaeological data on 

quarry exploitation ~ere revie~ed in order to test for 

evidence of access restrictions to the resources. 

For the regional analysis, archaeological· 

obsidian assemblages from 58 sites were sourced using 

energy dispersive XRF spectroscopy. Sourcing results 

indicate a changing pattern of source utilization 

throughout the temporal depth of Ne~ Zealand 

prehistory. The pattern of source utilization also 

varied ac~ording to site function. 
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The regional analysis of Mayor Island obsidian 

investigated further the importance of the Mayor Island 

cbzid1an in in the total 11 thic azsemblages of the 

sites studied, and the nature of the manufacturing 

techniques in relation to geographical .distance from 

the source, by means of fall-off curves. 

Using this combined methodological approach it 

was possible to conclude that the exploitation of Mayor 

Island obsidian varied between the North and South 

Islands of New Zealand. While direct access seems to 

be the most probable way of acquiring the raw materials 

in the North Island, do~n-the-line exchange seems to be 

indicated for the South Island. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade archaeological studies of 

trade or exchange all over the ~orld have significantly 

increased. A growing number of publications treat 

topics such as· exchange mechanisms and their role in 

socio-political systems, or deal with detailed studies 

of particular items e~changed in the past. This 

gro~ing interest is partly due to the increasing 

importance and development of models of cultural 

processes, but most importantly to the development of a 

wide range of scientific techniques capable of 

identifying sources of ra~ material. Only 16 years 

ago, Renfre~ ( 1 9 E. 9a: 151) commented on the £act that 

archaeology had almost completely neglected the role of 

trade as an element of economic growth and cultural 

change, or discussed prehistoric trade mechanisms or 

attempted to set up the facts on a quantitative basis. 

Since the ne~ analytical techniques have become 

available on a routine basis to the archaeologist, an 

increasing number of studies have applied them to the 

study of the distribution of ·traded i terns and 

hypothesized on the probable exchange mechanisms. 
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Obsid1an, of all trade~ materials, is the item 

that probably has received the greatest attention in 

the last decade, in terms of the number and variety of 

techniques applied to it, and the number of studies of 

it as an important e:cchange i tern. Obsidian has been 

the object of numerous characterization studies, and 

most theoretical discussions of the relationship of 

archaeological distri~butions and the surrounding 

cultural processes in operation, have been based on the 

results of obsidian exchange studies. 

New Zealand archaeologists have not remained 

aloof from these developments. The identification of 

the sources of lithic materials found .at archaeological 

sites have been the focus of interest of numerous 

studies in New Zealand archaeology in the past years, 

and are becoming increasingly popular (Anderson n.d.; 

Brassey 1985; Coster 1983; Fox 1982: McFadgen and 

Sheppard 1984; Prickett 1975; Ritchie 1984; Sutton and 

Campbell 1981). The increase in the number of sourcing 

studies is probably directly related to the large 

number of attempts by Ne~ Zealand archaeologists to 

implement routine sourcing techniques, especially for 

the sourcing of obsidian artefacts. No less than 12 

different methods for sourcing obsidian in New Zealand 

have been empl eyed. (For a complete summary of the 

analytical techniques empl eyed refer to Bollong 

1983:35-50). Sourcing studies based on the physical 

properties of obsidian have been carried out by Green 
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(1962), and Reeves and Armitage (1973). On the basis 

of element analysis the range of studies include 

emission spectroscopy (Green et al. 1967), wavelength 

dispersive XRF (~~ard 1972, 1974a, 1974b, 1974c; Leach 

1973, 1976; Leach and Anderson 1978; Chigdey 1981), and 

neutron activation analysis (Leach and Warren 1981; 

Chigdey 1981). 

Obsidian in New Zealand was exploited from a 

variety of sources and is nearly ubiquitous in New 

Zealand archaeological sites. The prehistoric 

Polynesian population had access to a particularly 

abundant supply of obsidian sources, compared to other 

prehistoric Oceanic people. Ward (1972:123-127) 

identified 42 separate locations where obsidian occurs 

naturally. On the basis of chemical similarity they 

can be grouped into 1q major source regions. These 18 

source areas are all located ~ithin a limited region of 

the North Island of New Zealand (Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1. Location c£ obzid1an sources and scurcs 
regions in Ne~ Zealand. 
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Obsid1an ~as used mainly as a cutting tool. 

Some of the earliest visitors to come to New Zealand 

noticed that the Maori used a type of sharp stone as a 

carving and cutting tool. Joseph Banks in 1772 <1962 

Vol.2:25) on Captain Cook's first visit to New Zealand 

remarked that, 

their nicer work t.:hich requires nicer 
edge tools they do with fragments of 
Jasper, which they break and use the 
edges of it that are sharp like flints 
till they are blunt, after which they 
are thrown away as useless, £or it is 
impossible ever again to sharpen 
them ... 

A similar observation -was made by Captain Cook on the 

same voyage. 

In working small work and carving I 
believe they use mostly peices of 
Jasper breaking small peices from a 
large lump they have for that purpose. 
As soon as the small peice is blunted 
they throw it a way and take 
another(1955:284). 

lt is quite probable that both Cook and Banks 

saw obsidian tools being used for cutting and carving 

of wood. Although no further descriptions of obsidian 

usage were made during that or th~ follo~inq t~o 

voyages, Johann George Forster noted during Cook's 

second voyage the eagerness of the Queen Charlotte: 

Sound Maori to trade for bottles and bottle glass. 
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Glass bottles, which they called 
tawhaw, were however particularly 
valuable to them; and whenever they saw 
any of them, they al~ays pointed to 
them, and then moved the hand to their 
breast, pronouncing the word mokh ... 
(1777:205). 

Later again he observed, 

The chief object of their commerce were 
shirts and bottles, of ~hich last they 
were remarkably fond ... (1777:220). 
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This statement is also corroborated by Johann Reinhold 

Forster's diary ·(1980:290-91) and by Captain Furneaux's 

narrative (1961:738). The name bestowed on bottles and 

bottle glass of ta~,:h'"ttr.-', probably refers to tuhutJ the 

Maori name for obsidian. 

Very few further instances of the use of 

obsidian are found in the early Ne~ Zealand literature. 

Obsidian was often used- for cutting hair and during 

mourning. The earliest reference to this is probably 

given in Anderson's Journal kept on the third of Cook's 

voyages in 1777, 

... [they] bewail them [the 
dead] with the most doleful! crys, at 
the same time cuttin·g their foreheads 
and cheeks with a shell or piece of 
£1 i nt in large gashes unti 1 the bl cod 
flows plentifully ... (1967:815). 

Other references of obsidian being used for such 

purposes ~re almost 100 years later. The :Reverend Mr 

Taylor (1855:102) noted that as a sign o£ grief people 
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cut thelr foreheads and faces ~ith pieces of obsid1an. 

Obsidian ~as also used for the cutting of hair (ibld.) . 

J. White (1274:337-38) ob~erved at Hokianga the use of 

obsidan flakes during a hair cutting ceremony. Finally 

Manning (1875:103) observed that obsidian flakes were 

also used 

for cutting of flax, 
flesh, hair and surgical operations. 
The edge soon came of£, when another 
chip would be split off the large lump 
of obsidian, which every family that 
could afford it would have lying by the 
house, or concealed some~here near at 
hand. These blocks were usually 
brouaht from the Island of Tuhua by the 
Ngapuhi, when returning from southern 
expeditions, and were articles which 
fetched a considerable price in the way 
of barter. 

He further recalls that, 

When I £ ir.st came to the colony, in 
many inland villages the obsidian 
knife was still much used; it was 
merely a sharp chip, but when split off 
artistically e~tremely sharp (ibid.). 

From the very_ first reports, ethnographic 

accounts of New Zealand mentioned a long standing 

network of communication. A large range of goods such 

as ltum.!lra, birds, preserved fish, berries ·and fern 

roots were exchanged, as well as manufactured goods and 

a variety of stone resources, including obsidian . 
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The 1mportance of obz1dian to the prehistoric 

population has long been recognized by archaeologists, 

especially the obsidian frqm Mayor Island flows. Graen 

(1964) recogni=ed that it could be easily distinguished 

from all other Ne~ Zealand sources by i~s translucent 

green colour under transm1tted light. Initial 

inspection of obsidian flakes recovered from 

archaeological sites using the above technique sho~ed 

an apparent predominance of Mayor Island obsidian in 

the early Ne~ Zealand sites. Green C ibid.) advanced 

the thesis that· the Mayor Island obsidian f lo~s were 

the first to be discovered by the Polynesian settlers; 

the other sources were discovered later and started to 

replace Mayor Island obsidian in archaeological sites. 

Green (ibid.:137) also noted that the presence of 

"obsidian in sites indicate an imbricated system of 

regional and inter-regional trading networks which are 

seemingly possible of definition given a sufficient 

amount of quantitative information". 

Although the spatial d1stribution of obsidian, 

and in particular Mayor Island obsidian, has been noted 

for some time, the cultural mechanisms responsible for 

its spread have never been studied in New Zealand. 

Proposals concerning the possible methods of exchange 

have been put forward, but, so £ar, no attempt has been 

made to document properly and test the validity of 

theories using 

archaeological 

a systematic 

data. The 

analysis of the existing 

changing proportions of 
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obsidian through time have been notad, f1rst by Green 

(ibid.) and later by Leach (1978), but again no attempt 

haz been made to test the ~ata sets ~ith the available 

theoretical information on prehistoric e:~change 

mechanisms. Most studies in New Zealand have focused 

on the documentation of the movement of particular 

goods, especially of lithic resources, during the 

prehistoric period. ( Leach 1978, Leach and Anderson 

1978, Best 1972, Prickett 1975). Ho~ever, the 

identification of such movements does not provide the 

information on ·the act~al exchange mechanisms. As 

Leach and de Souza have commented, 

Attempts to disclose prehistoric trade 
and communication patterns have been 
carried out ~i th high expectations of 
results. After about a decade of 
active research in developing sourcing 
techniques in Ne~ Zealand it is a moot 
point just how much has been revealed 
about prehistoric social and economic 
relationships (ibid.:44). 

At this point one may ask why no such study has 

yet been attempted in Ne~ Zealand, as studies of lithic 

source utili:ation have been carried out for a number 

of years. The source allocation of a large number of 

artefact assemblages from a wide range of dated sites 

is one of the pre-requisites for attempting any study 

of prehistoric trade or exchange. 
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source 

- characterization in Ne~ Zealand archaeological studies 

has been mainly due to the_ comple:-tity of some of the 

techniques or the costs involved in using them on a 

routine basis. The recent development and sett1ng up 

of an obsidian sourcing laborat~ry at Otago University, 

capable of processing a large number of samples in a 

non-destructive manner, has made it possible to source 

a larger number of obsidian assemblages than previously 

possible. The sourcing f aci 1 i ty all otJs £or the 

distinction bet~een several New Zealand sources as ~ell 

as bet~een some Central and Eastern Pacific volcanic 

glasses. Discrimination tJithin the New Zealand sources 

using the Otago University XRF facility, is clear 

between the Mayor Island sources and those of Inland, 

Coromandel and Great Barrier, although separation 

within these last three is not so succesful (Bollong 

1983:156-157). Separation bet~een the Mayor Island and 

Northland sources is clsar, on the basis of relative 

element concentrations .. However, certain problems due 

to source sampling were encountered ·(see Brassey 1985, 

Brassey and Seelenfreund 1984). The system is 

therefore best suited to discriminate accurately the 

presence of Mayor 1 sland obsidian from all other New 

Zealand sources. 
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The sourc1ng facilities set up at tho:: Otago r University ~.rchaeometry Laboratory have made possibl~ 

r extenzive sourcing of New Zealand archaeolog1cal 

obsidian assemblages, and has therefore al.:.o provided 

r the materials for the study of the prehistoric obsidian 

exchange mechanisms in Ne~ Zealand. 

r Although several stud1es in New Zealand have 

dealt \Jith the lithic source utilization patterns, no r explanation of the factors involved in the acquisition 

r and exchange mechanisms have yet been attempted. The-

presence of some type of e~change mechanism is usually 

r taken for granted, and the presence of foreign material 

been usually taken as evidence of communi catl ons 

r and e:~ternal connections. The present research 

r 
attempts therefore to fill some of these gaps in our 

understanding of prehistoric source utili=ation in Ne~ 

r Zealand: The main points on ~hich the pressnt rssaarch 

is focused are: 

r. 
1 ) the understanding of the 

r role that Mayor Island played e..s a 

r I 
source of obsidian tJithin a regional 

e:~change net\Jork, and its overall 

r importance in Ne~ Zealand prehistory. 

r . w.-. 

r 
r 
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2) Mayor Island was the largest 

exploited source of obsidian in 

prehistoric NetJ Zealand. The process 

of lithic procurement should be 

reflected in the artefacts discarded at 

the quarries. Working patterns there 

should also be determined to a large 

extent by - the type of exchange 

mechanism by which the rau material was 

distributed. Therefore, the study of 

the patfern of source exploitation is 

explored. 

3) The present work also 

attempts to examine some of the factors 

involved in prehistoric obsidian 

exchange in New Zealand, and attempts 

to answer a number of questions 

concerning the exchange mechanisms in 

operation. 

page'!~ 

The problems proposed here are not easy to 

solve. The archaeological data necessary for this type 

of research on a ~ide regional scale are not uniform. 

Excavation techniques are of the most diverse type::., 

and the information of the site reports is often 

incomple~e for the purposes of this type of study (for 

example data on abundance ~ absolute or relative - of 

lithic artefacts). In addition the archaeological 
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£1eld~crk proposed for Mayer Izland as part of the 

present research had to be cancelled, since permizsion 

to excavate was refused by the Maori Trust Board wh1ch 

administers the Island. 

Given these factors, it was not possible .to use 

a number of methodologies employed by other researchers 

to study obsidian e:-cchange processes, and it became 

necessary to find alternative ways to study the 

importance of Mayor Island and its quarries in the New 

Zealand wide exchange net~ork. 

Alternative methodologies were therefore 

employed, based on existing theoretical frameworks. 

Using the data that could be collected from the 

archaeological assemblages, a deductive framework was 

developed in which the e~change net~ork was seen as an 

interlinking system directly related to human 

behaviour, in which the quarries and workshops on Mayor 

Island represented one end of a system and the obsidian 

found in the archaeological sites the other. The study 

of the obsidian dispersal and use should allow 

predictions of the character of the system as a whole· 

to be made. Inferences made about the nature of 

feedback among different components of the system 

should shed light on the behaviour of the ~hole. Thus, 

the process of lithic procurement and exchange should 

be both reflected at the quarries and the 

archaeological sites to which the raw material ~as 

distributed to. 
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For the present research a combined study of 

the quarries of Mayor Island and the archaeolog1cal 

obsidian assemblages was us ad. The obsidian studied 

uas obtained from a number of collections excavated 

from as early a 1920, up until the present _day. They 

represent sites from all over the t~o main Ne~ Zealand 

islands, covering different time periods and they 

involve open settlements, temporary camps, defended 

settlements and lithic uorkshops. 

The lithic assemblages studied are made·up of a 

large quantity of small unretouched flakes, core 

fragments, uaste flakes and very feu actual retouched 

'tools'. The analysis is based on the study of a very 

large quantity of amorphous flakes, Few studies have 

used this sort of information, but Torrence's (1981) 

study on Aegean obsidian exchange is based largely on 

the analysis of similar obsidian debitage. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

The study has been organized into seven 

chapters, i ncl udi ng the l ntroducti on. Chapter I I is 

devoted to a study of the et.hnographi c background to 

trade in New Zealand. A revieY of the early contact 

1 i terature and later ethnographic sources is usad to 
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present a picture cf the general exchange pattarns 

observed by Europeans. In this chapter, the 

archaeolog1cal evidence relating to trade is also 

examined. 

In Chapter III a general analysis and critical 

review of the theories on prehistoric exchange put 

forl.1ard by a number of scholars is undertaken. The 

chapter delineates the main components of exchange 

mechanisms 1) the institutions employed in the 

transactions of exchanged goods and 2) the modes by 

l.1hich these goods ~ere transported and their 

application to the study of archaeological materials. 

The methods used by other authors to study prehistoric 

exchange on regional and site oriented bases are 

discussed in order to develop the analytical tools 

appropriate for the study of obsidian exchange in New 

Zealand. 

Chapter IV discusses saveral aspects of quarry 

analysis, such as the identification of quarry 

ol.1nership and type of exploitation. The chapter 

further discusses the quarries and general settlement 

pattern of Mayor Island in order to understand its 

importance and role in the Ne~ Zealand exchange 

network. 

Chapters V and VI are devoted to e~plaining the 

methodology involved in the analysis of the obsidian 

assemblages studied and the presentation of the 

sourcing results, as well as th~ results of the 
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and their 

The final chapter returns to the main points 

posed in this introduct1on. 

Little previous analytical ~ark on New Zealand 

obsidian exchange is available on ~hich to build. The 

combined approach in which regional data and data from 

a single site are used (particularly the study of the 

sites of procurement) have been useful in providing 

information on the functioning o£ the system as a 

whole. It is hoped that future studies can refine the 

analytical techniques and theoretical approach used in 

this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TRANSFER OF GOODS 

IN PREHISTORIC AND PROTO

HISTORIC NEW ZEALAND: 

ETHNOGRAPHICAL AND 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 

INTRODUCTION 

The environme~tal diversity encountered in New 

Zealand by the earliest Polynesian settlers provided a 

large variety of resources that could be exploited. 

Ethnohistorical records of New Zealand indicate that 

lithic materials and other items, including foods, were 

obtained from a variety of sources and by various 

means. Captain Cook on his second visit to New Zealand 

in 1773 met a-group of North Island traders on a visit 

to the South Island for the purpose of obtaining 

greenstone. He reflects on the knowledge and 

communications bet~een the different areas of both the 

North and-South Islands. On his return to New Zealand 

and arrival at Queen Charlotte Sound in 1773 he was 

greeted by a group of Maori asking for Tupaia (Cooks' 

... 
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Tahitian interpreter on his f1rst trip), ~hem they had 

never met before but had knoYledge of his first visit 

to the Sound. He writes: 

It may be ask'd, that if these people 
had never seen the Endeavour or any of 
her crew, how they became acquainted 
Yi th the Name of Tupia or to have in 
their possession such articles as they 
could only have _got from that Ship, to 
this it may be ansYered that the Name 
of Tupia \las at that time so popular 
among them that it would be no wonder 
if at this time it is known over great 
part of .Ne;.1 .Zealand, the Name of Tupia 
may be as familiar to those who never 
saw him· as to those who did .•. by the 
same way of reasoning the Articles left 
here by the Endeavour may be now in 
possession of those who never saw her. 
I got from one of the people I am now 
Yith an Ear ornament made of glass very 
well form'd and polished (Cook 
1961:172). 

He also commented on what seemed to him a far reaching 

network of communications which he had had the 

opportunity to experience during his first visit to 

Palliser Bay, reached after having landed only at a few 

places on the east coast of the North Island, when he 

remarked: 

it appear' d from the be haver of these 
people that they had heared of our 
being upon the coast, for they came 
along side and some of them on board 
the Shio without shewina the least 
signs o{ fear: they were ;,o sooner on 
board than they asked for nails: but 
when nails were given them they asked 
Tupia what they ~ere which was plain 
that they had never seen any 
before ... These people asking so readily 
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for nails proves that their connec~1ons 
must e~tend as far North as Cape 
Kidnappers ... for that Yas the southerm•t 
place on this side of the coast we had 
any traffick with .the natives... we 
have no reason to think that the 
inhabitants of any part of this land 
had the least knowlidge of Iron before 
we came among them (Cook 1955:250). 
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Cook was also surprised not to see any of the 

items his people had given to the ~aori in e~change for 

fish, greenstone artefacts, and other 'curios' in the 

houses on the several occasions he visited the native 

villa9es. He remarked that these must be used in some 

sort of transactions: 

I beleive they must give away many of 
the things they have at different times 
got from us, to their friends and 
Neighbours, or else purchass Peace with 
them of their more powerfull Enemies; 
for we never see any of them after they 
are once in their posession and every 
time ~e have visited them, they have 
been as much in want of Hatchets, Nails 
ca to all appearence as if they never 
had had any amongst them (Cook 
1961:578J. 

A year later Crozet (1891:48) commented on the 

same fact when stopping at Queen Charlotte Sound after 

arriving there from Tasmania. 

It is very surprising that savages, ~ho 
in the preceding year had seen and 
traded with a French and an Enolish 
yessel (De Surville and Cook], and who 
must necessarily have obtained from 
these ships iron, cloth, and other 
European goods, should never hav= 
allowed us to notice anything about 
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this, ... It is true that the goods ~e 
gave them daily ~ere never seen again 
by us, nor d1d we see traces of them in 
overrunning their villages and on 
visiting their houses. 
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These early European visitors did not have much 

of a chance to observe the manner in which transactions 

were carried out among the Maori nor how foreign 

non-European goods were acquired. They were usually 

not much inclined to inquire about the sources of a 

number of i terns they observed among them. The only 

exception to this was in respect of greenstone, Yhich 

they noticed had a great value attached to it. Johann 

Reinhold Forster on inquiry was told that the 

greenstone was 

brought by the natives from the 
interior parts of Queen Charlotte's 
Sound to the South West, in ~hich 
direction they pointed. we asked for 
its native place and they called it 
.Poendmoo from owhence probably the 
abovementioned part of the country 
obtained the denomination of Tavai 
Poenamoo CJ.R. Forster 1778:18-19). 

.cook also recorded during the third voyage that 

the stone ~as not only gathered somewhere from the West 

Coast of the 5o~th Island but that it was traded to 

localities in the North Island. 

Thus it is that a trade £or .Poenammoo 
or green talk is carried on throughout 
the whole Northerri island, for they 
tell us there is none of this Stone but 
et a place ~hich bears it[s] name, some 
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where about the head of Queen Charlotte 
Sound, and not above one or two days 
Journev at most from ~here we lay with 
the Ships... (Cook 1967:72) . 
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Evidence of the extensive knowledge of the 

country by the Maori surprised the first Europeans, and 

indicates a high mobility of parts of the population. 

.9n a visit to the Bay of Islands in 1822, Bishop 

Marsden talked to some people who describe~ to him the 

mountains, lakes and hot springs to the south on the 

North Island, about 400 km distant (Firth 1929:429-30). 

Marsden also remarked that chiefs travelled often and 

were absent at times for periods of almost a year. 

Marsden's informants also described to him the 

resources, people and the special skills of places as 

far south as Tongariro and Roturua and Taupo, places 

from ~here they obtained certain garments and carvings. 

Similarily, Shortland (1851:205-07) was told 

about the appea~ance of the interior of the South 

Island by Huruhuru~ when they met at the Waitaki River 

on the East coast of the South Island. 

He drew with a penci 1, the outline of 
four lakes by his account, situated 
nine days journey inland of us, and 
only t~o from the West Coast, in a 
direction nearly due west of our 
position... I ~as· -oersuaded that this 
information was to be relied on, as I 
had the benefit of hearinq discussions 
between him and anothe::- old man, who 
arso kneg the country, on the propriety 
of halting at this or that place on 
account of either of them being more or 
less convenient for catching eels or 
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r Ethnohistor1cal records indicate that the goods 

were obtained by different mechanisms, various 

r including exploitation of sources, inter- and 

intra-group exchange, confiscation by Yarfare and 

r through the custom of muru (Firth 1972:400-01). From 

the ethnohistorical record it is also evident that r groups often had e:-!ploi tat ion rights over 

r geographically Yidespread areas (H. Leach 196 9; Mair 

1972: Sha~cross 1966). In the follot.:ing sections of 

r the present chapter the evidence on the type of 

products exchanged and a summary of the exchange 

r mechanisms in existence as recorded by the New Zealand 

r ethnographers will be presented. It will be followed 

by an· examination of the archaeological evidence of 

r· traded goo cis in pre historic archaeo 1 og i cal sites over 

New Zealand. 

r. 
r 
r ETHNOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE OF TRADE AND EXCHANGE 

r 
The transfer of goods and the acquisition of 

r . ..-: .. 
i terns produced at distant places was a common 

occurrence among prehistoric and protohistcric Maori 

r communities. Firth has documented and analyzed the 

r 
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different ~ays by Yh1ch goods ~ere transferred between 

individuals and groups in Maori society. F1rth 

(1972:402-403) racogn1zed. the pre sene-: o£ beth 

i ntra-grotlp and e:{tra-group e:~change, and that these 

were carried out under what Firth has termed the 

'gift-exchange', the main points of which ~i 11 be 

briefly referred to hers. 

_ Gift-exchanges were commonly made between 

parties with the aim of strengthening political 

relations or social ties between people or tribes. On 

occasion they w~re also made for economic reasons. The 

giving and receiving of gifts took the form of a 

reciprocal exchange - for every gift that was made a 

return gift of at least the same value from the 

recipient was expected. The return gift was usually 

given at some later time, a fe~ days after the original 

gift had been given, and the time when this return gift 

was given ~as decided upon by the receiver of the first 

present (Firth 1972:409-11). Colenso (1868:354-355) 

also states, ~hen describing the exchange 

foodstuffs, canoes and other items, that 

a chief ~auld give to one of his own, 
or a friendly t~ibe, some article as an 
ackno~ledgment or equivalent for 
building of a canoe, carving, etc., but 
al~ays ~ithout any kind of stipulation 
or fixed price. Or he would make a 
present ... to some other chief, 
g'enerally to one of higher, or equal 
rank than himself; but all ~ithout 
anything 1 ike price stated. And when 
the return gift ~as made, it was alwavs 

of 
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stated to be such, fer if not so stated 
it would not be so considered... A 
return gift was always expected to be a 
larger one than the one wh1ch 
occasioned it. 
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It was very rare fer objects to be directly exchanged 

for one another. On occasion though, special trips 

~ere made with the particular objective of obtaining 

certain goods by exthange at the spot. This apparently 

~as done when a certain type of object Yas desired 

(Firth 1972:410-11). The return gift was usually a 

just equivalent so that if the original giver desired a 

particular i tern, he could express this in an indirect 

manner, and in return the receiver could not refuse to 

give that object. But etiquette also meant that an 

unwanted return gift could not be refused, si nee it 

would tarnish the social position of the receiver. 

Firth (ibid.:402) distinguishes two types of gift 

exchange; one, carried out fer purely economic reasons 

in ~hich objects of practical utility were e:-tchanged, 

and a second one, ceremonial, in which the exchange of 

goods ~as carried out to fulfil some kind of social 

purpose. Firth suggests though that the distinction is 

not clearcut, and exchanges often involved elements of 

the former and vice versa (ibid.). Firth states that 

intra-group exchanges were not common, and usually 

affected certain craft specialists, like carvers and 

tattooers·. These would exchange their services for 

other products. Transactions carried out extra-
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communally were commonly car:-ied out. The ma1n items 

e::-tchanged included foodstuffs, and lithic resources~ 

but cloaks, ornaments, feathers and other products were 

also involved. The ramification and variety of goods 

exchanged in the prctohistoric and early historic 

exchange networks are described by Colenso (1868), Mair 

(1972), Shortland (1844) and others. 

Food was an important item of exchange. Along 

the eastern coast of the South Island, for example, 

people exchanged preserved muttonbirds, and dried fish 

from the south· for ./iauru (prepared root of the tJ 

( Cord_vl.ine sp. ) ) 1 for .kumara from the North Island I and 

mats (Beattie 1920:67; Stack 1898:24). According to 

Stack (ibid.) at a village he visited in inland 

Canterbury, the inhabitants devoted time to planting of 

kurnara and preparation of £auru for the express purpose 

of exchanging them for other goods they required. 

On a trip from Dunedin to Christchurch~ 

Shcrtland (1851) obse:-ved that some canoes hauled up on 

a beach were packed full with casks of preserved 

muttonbirds poha-titi many ornamented with 

feathers, destined as presents to relatives further 

north on Banks peninsula. A lot of these, he states, 

also would be sent north of Cook Strait (ibid.:224). 

Short land (ibid.) also observed on the North 

Island that certain villages of the interior obtained 

some foods from the coast in exchange for inland 

products. Preserved eels, forest birds, rats and other 
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items were sent to the coaztal settlements ~he in 

return supplied fish and seaweeds . 

Colenso ( 1868) also recorded the e~tchange of 

£ ood products between groups 1 i vi ng on the coast and 

the interior parts of the North Island. 

Dried sea-fish, or dried edible 
sea -weed, or shark o i 1, or }(ara.ka 
berries, would be given by natives 
l1ving on the sea-coast to friendly 
natives dwelling inland; who Yould 
afterwards repay with ·potted birds, or 
eels, or IJ.ineu cakes, or mats, or rouge 
[red ochre], or birds' feathers and 
skins (ibid.:17). 

Some groups had exploitation rights 

different ecological areas. Mair (1972:210) 

in 

for 

example, menti ens that in the Wairarapa area, groups 

had rights to exploit land over a widely scattered 

area .. Some of them, for example, had the right of 

exploitation over certain areas where red ochre 

e3isted, which they prepared and made available to 

other groups.. Gifts were sometimes sent to places at 

considerable distances; the Wairarapa Maori for 

example, would send presents to places as far a~ay as 

Napier (ibid:210). 

On occasions, special inter-tribal meetings 

~ere called at which a number of items were exchanged. 

Servant (1973) was able to observe such a meeting at 

Hokianga, .Northland, between 1839 and 1842 . 
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During these kind of meet1ngs, a 
pyramid is sometimes built, on a 20 
square foot base, r1s1ng to 80 feet 
high, ~ith a large number of poles, 
firmelY fixed. formina several 
'storeys', on the outside of which are 
hung edible prov1s1ons, baskets of 
potatoes, dried fish, kumards and other 
commodities of this kind... Each 
portion is marked for each tribe and 
each tribe, in its turn, makes a ha.kar.i 
in the folloYing years. (Servant 
1973:23). 
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Besides £ oods, garments, ornaments and 1 i thi c 

materials were part of the exchange networks. Servant 

(ibid.:7), also observed that a number of special 

cloaks, mainly of dog-skin were obtained from the 

South, as they were not made in the North. Feathers 

were also an important i tern of exchange. The 

preparation and transactions of white feathers for 

exchange by the Bay o~ Island Maori ~ere observed by 

Nicholas (1817:398-99). He states that they ~ere 

prepared exclusively in the Bay of 
Islands, ~hence they are carried into 
other districts, and form a staple 
article of trade. These feathers are 
neatly dressed, and each of them has a 
small piece of wood tied round the 
quill end, which serves to stick in the 
hair ... Cibid.:398). 

The ethnographic information of gift exchanges 

and the i terns employed in these transactions clearly 

show that a number of very different goods were 

exchanged £or each other. One of the least recorded 

items of exchange, and, at the same time, one of the 
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most conspicuous in the archaeological record, are 

lithic materials. With the e:!cept1on o£ greenstone, 

Yhich ~as probably the ·i tern ~hich took the most 

attention from the European ethnographers, very little 

information is to be obtained from the ethnographic and 

ethnohistorical sources on the transfer of lithic raw 

materials or lithic artefacts. The appearance of 

greenstone at places far removed from its source was 

recorded by the earliest visitors (De Surville 1982; 

Labbe 1982, Forster J.G. 1777: Forster J.R. 1778, 

1982; Cook 1961; Crozet 1891). Overland east-~est 

patterns of movement of goods developed on the South 

Island as a result of the localization of greenstone 

sources on the West Coast, as well as North-South sea 

based movements to the North Island. Beattie 

(1912:143) affirms that no regular trade in greenstone 

ever developed. West Coast natives, when visiting the 

East Coast of the South Island would bring pieces of 

greenstone as gifts to their hosts. According to 

Skinner (1912:149), foodstuffs, fine mats and perfumes 

( teramea), made from the sap of grasses were among the 

items that they received in exchange. 

References to obsidian exchange are absent. 

Best (1974:53) only quotes that cores of obsidian were 

often carried by travellers, who could then flake off a 

piece whenever needed . 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF HOVEHENT OF GOODS 

The e:tploration of the ~leY Zealand ethnographic 

and ethnohiztorical sources shoYs a picture in which a 

wide variety of goods changed hands by diverse means. 

Nevertheless, the information is scanty in regard to 

the exchange of lithic resources. Contrary to 

ethnographic source data, the archaeological record 

provides a wealth of information on the variety of 

stone resources ·exploited and e~changed in prehistoric 

New Zealand. 

Interest in the sources of stone materials 

found in archaeologica~ sites was perhaps first 

expressed by von Haast in 1871. Von Haast thought that 

a number of stones found at a site on the Rakaia River 

(South Island) originated as far away as the Dun 

Mountains in Nelson, and others came probably from the 

neighbourhood of Banks Peninsula (von Haast 

1871 :83-96). Foreign stones \Jere also identified by 

von Ha.ast at the "Otokai kitchen midden" 

(1879:151-152). Travers (1875) also remarked on the 

large quantities of foreign stones at a number of sites 

he found on the South Island. Travers ~as probably one 

of the first to speculate on the nature of the 

com~unication routes along different regions of the 

South Island and between the North and South Islands. 

For example he noted 
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in the ovens on the coast, besides 
£lakes and rough knives of chert and 
fl1nt, are- found flake knives of 
obsidian, a rock which only occurs in 
the Volcanic District of the North 
Island (ibid.:69). · 

He also remarked on a number of other 1 i thi c 

resources found at sites in Central Otago, Yhich Yere 

foreign to the area. For instance, he found chert 

pieces in the Otago coastal middens which he assumed 

came from "the same chert which occurs .in s.itu in the 

interior~ (ibid.). He also observed at a site in 

Central Otago a "hornstone cleaver [that] must have 

been brought from a very great distance" Cibid.:68). 

Archaeological research in New Zealand ·carried 

out in the last 20 years or more has sho~n a remarkable 

interest in the identification of stone materials 

employed by the prehistoric Polynesian inhabitants. 

Identification of foreign stone resources at 

archaeological sites has been coupled ~ith the 

investigation and e~ploration of native stone quarries. 

Lockerbie (1955, 1~59) examined the geological sources 

of stone materials of the sites he excavated in the 

sout~ of the South Island, and suggested possible 

points of origin for tne materials he encountered. 

Much earlier Skinner (1914) initiated the recording o£ 

argillite quarries exploited for the manufacture of 

stone adzes. Duff (1946) recorded further argillite 

quarries in the Nelson-Marlborough area. 
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More e:ttensi ve stud1 es on the range of stone 

resources employed began in the mid 1960's by Green 

(1964), Trotter C1967b), and Wilkes and Scarlett 

( 196 7). Trotter, for e:~3mpl e, studied the range of 

lithic materials employad at the Katiki Point site 

(Canterbury) arid computed the abundance of each type as 

its percentage in the total stone tool assemblage 

(Trotter 1967b:240-45). Similarly, Wilkes and Scarlett 

at the Heaphy River Mouth site in southwest Nelson, 

identified the different types of rocks employed by the 

inhabitants of the site. No other sourcing techniques 

Yere employed at the time than hand specimen 

identification. Nonetheless, the authors ~ent one step 

further and suggested several possible sources from 

Yhere the materials might have been obtained. Although 

the authors did not make any further inferences on the 

results of their examinations of the stone assemblage, 

this study Yas probably the first to shoY the great 

potential in Ne~ Zealand of examining the rock sources 

of the abundant stone assemblages from archaeological 

sites. 

In later years, Millar (1971) analyzed the 

stone assemblage from the Tahunanui site near Nelson. 

He attempted to identify the sources of several of the 

different rock types recorded, by visual examination 

and using these results he proposed that the pattern of 

rock exploitation, particularly that of metamorphosed 

argillite had changed throughout the occupational 
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history of the site (Millar 1971:1b3-72). 

The attention given to the identification of 

rock types at archaeological sites iz a direct result 

of the increasing attempts by New Zealand 

archaeologists to find suitable sourcin.g techniques. 

One of the most important attempts in this respect was 

the initiation by Green (1964) of an obsidian sourcing 

programme in which a number of techniques were 

developed. Research on the sourcing of lithic 

materials has not just been restricted to obsidian 

studies. More recent work by Brassey (1985), Prickett 

(1975), Leach (1978), Leach and Anderson (1978), and 

Ritchie (1976), have focused their attention on a wide 

variety of rock types. As Davidson (1984) has pointed 

out, it has become increasingly clear that lithic 

resources including obsidians, nephrite, argillites, 

quarzites, etc. were transported over huge distances 

during the prehistoric period. 

The initiation of an intensive research 

programme at Palliser Bay in 1572 (Leach 1976, Prickett 

1975) provided the material for the most extensive 

source identification study so far undertaken. More 

recently the study of the rock resources used at 

Pouerua, Northland has provided the same type of 

information for another part of the country (Brassey 

1985). Prickett (1975) has argued that lithic material 

from sources up to 800 km to the north and 700 km to 

the south o£ Palliser Bay was exploited and that at 
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least 32 d1fiarent l1thotypes were be1ng used 

(ibid.:203), of which half w~re importad. 

Nevertheless, Prickett ar9ues, the imported stones 

constituted about 32 per cent of the assemblages. The 

most important rocks in terms of their abundance in the 

separate assemblages were cherts (36 per cent) and 

obsidian (19.5 per cent), followed by argillites and 

greywackes. Prickett's work is the first study to· 

speculate on the importance of the presence of foreign 

lithic material in archaeological sites. The evidence 

from the analysis of the Palliser Bay stone assemblages 

showed that relationships extended to areas at 

considerable distances. Argillites, nephrites and 

schists were obtained from the Nelson-Marlborough area. 

It is argued by the author, that most articles arrived 

as finished pieces. The relationships with areas to 

the south changed over time and in later periods the 

variety of stones obtained from the south seemed to 

have been less. Exchange relationships to the north 

were strong also, and the materials obtained included 

obsidian, cherts and limestones (ibid.:217-18l. 

The difficulty of relating the archaeological 

evidence of traded materials with the ethnographic 

records on exchange is fully understood by Prickett. 

The ethnohistoric evidence on trade/exchange is hard to 

relate to the archaeological evidence, ~nd Prickett 

only goes ~s far as to suggest the possible items which 

might have been given in exchange for the lithic 
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materials received. No attempt is made by the author 

to relate the archaeologic.9.l evidence to the possible 

exchange mechanisms in operation at the time. B. F. 

Leach (1978) has also noted the practical difficulties 

in relating the ethnohistoric evidence to the 

archaeological picture. Based on the analysis of the 

Washpool sites at Palliser Bay, B.F. Leach (ibid.) 

concludes also that the large range of foreign 

materials presant at the sites Yere obtained by some 

type of exchange. Changes in the proportions of stone 

flakes are interpreted as shifts in the netYorks of 

communications which linked the Palliser Bay area with 

other parts of Ne~ Zealanc. Leach (1978:392) does not 

believe that the actual social circumstances 

responsible for the presence of foreign goods, can be 

actually discerned from the archaeological data .. 

Further analysis by S. Best (1975, 1977) and 

Davidson ( 1972) on sitas on the North Island, 

particularly on adze material and to some extend 

obsidian has sho~n that a large number of the raw 

material was obtained from the Coromandel-Bay of Plenty 

area. 

The analysis of obsidian distribution in Ne~ 

Zealand has suffered from the same problems as the 

sourcing studies of other lithic materials. Although 

numerous studies have been carried out,· in which the 

sources of obsidian used at particular sites have been 

studied, no real advances have been made to~ards 
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explaining the exchange mechan1sms 1nvolved. Th~ Y1de 

distribution of obsid1an ~as noted for a long time, but 

mere serious s't.udies commenced with Green~ s obsidian 

dating and sourcing program in 1964. More ~idespread 

use of obsid1an sourcing fallowed. · Davidson's ( 1972) 

study of Motutapu Island showed that at least four 

obsidian sources were exploited at a single time. 

These included Huruiki (Northland), Great Barrier, 

Mayer Island, and Whitianga. On the basis o£ the 

obsidian date., De.vidson concluded that the different 

sources were discovered and exploited in succesive 

stages, as Green (1964) had already suggested. 

However, these ini t1al cb.::;idian sourcing results have 

to be treated ~ith csution, as the source allocations 

have been questioned (Leach and Manly 1982:106). 

The study of another large assemblage from 

Houhcra (Mt Camel) in Northland sho~ed alsc a number of 

foreign materials at the site (Best 1975:23-25, 

1977:318; Best and Merchant 1976). Best believes that 

close ties existed bet~een the Northland group and the 

Coromandel area. No further comments are made by the 

author en the possible type of these relationships. 

Almost 90 per cent of the obsidian was assigned by Best 

to Mayor Island, on the basis of colour and density. A 

re-analyis of the obsidian performed by ~ollong 

(1983:148) using energy dispersive XRF spec~roscopy, 

sho~ed that a significantly higher proportion of 

obsidian had been obtained from local sources. Leach 
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(cited by Bollong 1~23:127-138; see alsc Gilllez 1973), 

ho~ever, ques:.icned Best's alloc.=.tions, and 

believes that the p:::-oportions of Northland obsidians 

was as high as 30 per cent. Bollong's (1982) 

re-analysis showed, though, that the assemblage 

contained only 17.4 per cent obsidian from the 

Nort~land sources. This is still .signiticantly higher 

than Best's results. Brassay (1925) has questioned the 

accuracy of these results on the basis of source 

alloc::ttion problems encountered with the Pouerua site 

assemblage (Brassey 1985; Brassey and Seelenfreund 

1984). He believes that the proportion of Northland 

obsidian in the Houhcra assemblage could actually be as 

high as 30 per cent, as Leach has suggested ( Brassey 

1935:147). 

By 1976 nearly 500 pieces of obsidian from 

about 16 different sites in Ne~ Zealand had been 

submitted to diverse sourcing procedures (Reaves and 

Ward 1 9 7 6 : 2 7 6 ) • The ~idespread distribution of Mayor 

Island obsidian t.;as again noted, but also the 

distribution of obsidian from the Huruiki sources. 

Reeves and Ward Cibid.) summarized the information on 

obsidian usage for different areas of the country. 

Thus, they concluded for example, that for the Auckland 

and Coromandel area, Mayor Island and Huruiki obsidians 

were exploited in the early phases, while later on a 

greater variety of sources was exploited including · 

obsidians £rem Taupo and Great Barrier Islands 
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(ibid.: 279-281). In general, the authcrs noted that, 

follo~ing initial settlement by the _Polynesian 

settlers, a significant nu~ber of lithic sources were 

exploited. Subsequently, "great territoriality 

developed" (ibid.:285) which inhibited the use of 

widespread sources and, therefore, general use of local 

resources was rnada. The authors argued that, during 

the period of consolidation, mainly local resources 

were exploited, but exchange networks with adjacent 

groups developed, involving the movement of goods in 

favor of the earlier movements of groups of people 

C ibid. ) . Reeves and Ward's study does not suggest in 

any way, how obsidian ex6hange could have been carried 

out. The study examines mainly the evidence o£ 

obsidian use through time in the different areas of Ne~ 

Zealand. 

Brassey (1985) studied the lithic assemblages 

recovered from six archaeological sites in the Pouerua 

area, Bay of Islands, in Northland. Identification of 

lithic sources tJas attempted, and Brassey found that 

some of the materials at the sites came from as far as 

the Nelson and D'Urville Island area. Foreign lithic 

materials included obsidians, argillites and nephrites, 

but these stones did not represent a large proportion 

of the lithic assemblage. Most of the materials used, 

~hich included different types o£ rocks, were probably 

obtained within close range from the .site. It was 

found by the author that rocks, such as cherts, 
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sandstones, basalts, petrified wood and obsidian came 

in large proportion from the Northland area 

(ibid.:31-67J. The small range of non-local stone 

artefacts attributed to sources at ·quite considerable 

distances is common to a number of Ne~ Zealand 

archaeological sites. 

Brassey (ibid.:133-144) attempted in his study 

to explain the reason behind the acquisition and use of 

the lithic materials. He proposed several alternative 

explanations for the patterns of lithic usage found at 

the Pouerua sites. Source allocations showed for 

e'rample, that obsidians Yere obtai ned mainly from the 

local sources, but Mayor Island and other sources of 

'grey' obsidian such as Fanal Island, Great Barrier 

and/or Huruiki were also represented. Aproximately 74 

per cent was obtained from the local sources and only 

17 per cent from Mayor Island (ibid. 49-50, and Table 

6). Some of the materials, he argued were: obtained 

because of the function they were intended for, ~hile 

othere were obtained because of the better quality of 

the materials. He argued, that in those cases where 

non-local stones were used in preference to local 

materials, this was mainly due the suitability of the 

different rocks for the tasks they were intended to be 

used for. 
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In summary, the archaeological evidence points 

in general towards a ~ide movement o£ goods over 

considerable distances. Although some authors have 

interpreted the presence of foreign goods as evidence 

of direct commun1cations or close relationships bet~een 

the different areas (Best 1975), there is no evidence 

at present to sustain ~n argument of \.lhat form these 

were. As Davidson (1982:19, 1984:201) has pointed out, 

a constant link of interactions connected different 

areas of the country and the inhabitants had all 

special links ~~th people in their surrounding areas, 

as ~ell as with groups further away. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Ethnographic and ethnohistoric records have 

shown that a variety of goods were exchanged in 

pre-european Maori society. The ethnographic evidence 

suggests several ways in which these materials could be 

transfered gift exchange being probably the most 

important one. Other ways of obtaining desired goods 

are also recorded. The range o£ goods as described 

from the ethnographic sources is expanded with the 

archaeological evidence. Archaeological research 

ca~ried out in New Zealand has shown that besides the 

perishable foodstuffs a range of lithic materials was 

obtained from areas as far away as 800 km. Foreign 

rocks recorded at sites included nephri tes, basalts .. 

obsidians, argi 11 i tss and, to a lesser e:{tent other 

·types of rocks such as cherts. So far, the analysis of 

the range of utilized rock resources at New Zealand 

archaeological sites has stopped short of identifying 

the exchange mechanisms involved in its acquisition. 

Most studies have limited themselves to identifying the 

occurrence of foreign lithic materials and their 

probable sources, and suggesting that some sort of 

communication links existed between the different areas 

of the country. Brassey's study (1985) which proposes 

to explain the reasons behind the presence of foreign 

lithics at Pouerua, marks an important step away from 
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the ini~ial zourcing ztud1es in Ne~ Zealand. As 

Brassey himself points out (lbid.:133i the s1gnificance 

of the pattern of the range of sources used and ho~ the 

materials ~ere obtained are not entirely separable. 

In the follo~ing chapter a rsvie~ of the 

procedures and theoretical issues involved in 

identifying eachange mechanisms from the archaeological 

record will be discussed, in- order to be able to 

interpret the obsidian source utilization pattern on a 

New Zealand ~ide basis. 
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CHAPTER I I I 

THE STUDY OF PREHISTORIC 

EXCHANGE: 

METHODOLOGICAL AND 

THEORETICAL PROBLE~S 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the mo~~ in~eresting aspects in the 

study oi prehi~toric people lS the communic~tion 

ne~~crks which e~isted in the past. Increasing nu~bers 

of studies in recen't. years ha~.:e dealt with systems of 

exchange in ~h1ch matsri~l gcods changed han~s az pa~t 

of -wider net~orks of t~ade or e:-:change. A numbe:-- of 

techniques h~ve been developed to loca~e the ~:ographic 

sources of raw materials, and models have been proposed 

to explain the proce£ses 1nvolved in such exch~nges. 

One c£ the p::-oblems £aced in this, and' ether 

prev1ous w•::>rlt, conce::-nz the rnaan.s of archaeclogically 

identifying ~ne mechanisms by which the goods in 

question ~ere exchanged. Increasing numbers cf studies 

of prehistoric e~change have used highly variable 

methocis to distlngui.sh arch~eclogically .bet~een m~n:: 
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types o~ exchange mechanismz. In this chapter the 

theoret1cal background and analytic~l techniques 

employed in previous studlez of prehiztoric obsid1an 

exchange ~ill be evaluated. This ~ill be followed by a 

brief appraisal of these approaches in terms of Yh1ch 

ones could most profitably be employed for the study of 

obsidian e~change in Ne~ Zealand. 

Studies of obsidian e~change have been c~rried 

out from t~o different perspect1ves - regional and site 

oriented. · When adopting a regional per.specti ve .· 

archaeologists have studied the diz-:~ibut1on of 

obsidian or other resources over a large area. The 

spatial distribution is then in~erpreted using a number 

of models of prehistor1c exchange. Site oriented 

studies, on the other hand, have f oct:sed ·:.n the study 

of import~c goods in a single site, and used the 

informat1on on the location, provenance, abundance, 

etc. of the gocd.s tc. reconstruct the mechanisms by 

~hich th:se objec~s arr1ved at the site. Both types of 

studies offer ~ variety cf possibilities for the 

investigation of the prehistoric obsidian distribution 

in Ne~ Zealand, and are ravie~ed in the present 

chapter. 
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL IDENTIFICATION OF EXCHANGE SYSTEMS 

Anthropologists have described numerous ~ays in 

which transactions are carried cut in modern societies. 

Several authors have tried to classify the patterns by 

which goods change hands in different societies 

(Polanyi 195.7, Sahlins 1972). The identification in 

the archaeological record of the different ways in 

which goods change hands is a difficult task. Some 

archaeologists (P.enfre~ 19tS, 197/a; Renfre~ et al. 

1966; Hodder 1974; Hodder and Orton 1976:98-124; Clark 

1978, 1979; P1res-Fe~reira 1975; Pires-Ferreira and 

Flannery 1976) have tried to link different exchange 

mechanisms to ethnographically described economic 

institutions such as reciprocity, redistribution, 

market exchange and others, in an initial series of 

hypothetical models, which they later tried to prove 

using archaeological data. One of the main problems in 

trying to correlate e}tchange mechanisms with economic 

institutions is that there are no clear cut boundaries 

bet~een the different types o£ the latter categories; 

indeed they are not mutually exclusive as has been 

shown both ethnographically and ethnohistorically by a 

r number of authors ( Buechler 1983; Earl 1977; Earl and 

Ericson 1977; Murra 1956 .. 1972). The distribution of 

exchanged goods within a community, or outside it, may 

Yell have been produced by different types of exchange. 

i· t,, 
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S i 11 i toe ( 1 9 7 e : 2 €, 5 - 2 7 5 ) h o. s shown , f or e :tamp 1 e . 1 n h 1 s 

study of the Wola of the Highlands of P3pua New Guine~ 

that the presence of goods in the community c3.n b€ 

ascribed to numerous types of transactions, t.Jhich are 

all ind1vidually distinguished in the Wol~ language. 

Some authors have tried t.Ji th moderate success 

to find archaeological ind1cators that ~auld help in 

the definition of the economic institutions under which 

the transactions t.Jere carried out. Pires-Perreira 

( 1 9 7 5 : 6 ) argues , f or e :-!amp 1 e , that one t.J a y of 

identify1ng reciprocal exchange from the archaeological 

record is by the identification of a large range of 

variabi 1 i ty cf goods bet~een households. She argues 

that for Mesoamerica, where individual households 

negotiated for their ot.Jn goods in this case obsidian, a 

great variability in the sources present could be 

expected. 

A similar argument has been employed to define 

archaeologically a redistributive economy, in t.Jhich a 

central authority collects goods for payments and the 

f 1 nanci ng of its projects and e~tpenses. For e:{arnpl e, 

Earle and D'Altroy C1982j have argue~ that reciprocal 

exchange could be inferred through the absence of large 

storage facilities sincel' as they believe, their 

presence reflects some sort of redistribution of 

products within the community. While this may be true 

for certain cases; in general, the absence cf large 

storage facilities cannot be taken as an indication of 
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absence of red1strlbut1on. A large range of goods that 

rn1ght be redistributed with:n a cornmun1ty may not need 

large and elaborate storage_£acilit1es. Pires-Ferreira 

(1975) has further argued that redistribution could be 

identif1edf in the case of Mesoamerican obsid1an 

exchange, by the uniform distribution among households 

o£ local goods. The situation, she argues. might 

reflect a centralize~ collection and pooling point and 

later redistribution of goods among community mem~bers. 

The apparent uniformity of distribution in an 

archaeological ·site, for e~arnple the obsidian 

distribution in the Valley of Oaxaca may, however, be 

produced by other effects. The seeming uniformity 

might be nothing more than the result of many years of 

subsequent occupation ~he~e the same sources ~ere 

supplying the one area for a long period of time. As 

Zeitlin (1979:133) argues, the archaeological remains 

would appro}timate the ave::-age of various individual 

acquisl tions, and each household would sho~ a similar 

of sources even if obsidian were obtained 

independently. When possible, other lines of evidence 

should be used to support the distributional evidence. 

Attempts to identify other specialized trading 

institutions, such as administered trade or market 

trade, from the archaeological record have not proved 

vsry successful. For exam~le, attempts have been made 

to prove, archaeologically the existence of markets and 

market trade, by the presence of an all purpose money 
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(Bohannan and Dal~cn 1~71:153-154J or permanen~ m~rket 

placa. liarket e:<-ch!tnge does not necas::.ar i 1 y have to 

take pla=e 1n permanent market places. For thls reason 

the arch~eological absence or presence oi a permanent 

market place site iz not enough evidence to suggest the 

non e~istence or existence of market trade. "Perfodic 

Trade Fairs" took place in parts of tropical lol-:land 
., 

South America,~here the participant::. travelled long 

distances, through usually non-friendly terri tory, to 

obtain certain products (Lathrop 1973:173). Even if 

these places could be identified 

archaeologically, hog do ge knog that a market type of 

exchange took place ? Meillasoux (1971:82-83_) observes 

that market exchange or markets often occur at the 

border of complementary economic zones. He further 

argues that the presence oi currency or an all purpose 

money is an indicator that the trade dealt ~ith might 

have been market exchange. The presence of money 

fac1litates market transactions by providing 

universal medium of exchange with a standard value 

against ghich all goods can be measured. Adams (1974) 

does not discount the possible existence of market 

exchange by the absence of an all purpose money, as he 

illustrates in his re-analysis of Assyrian trade. The 

presence of all purpose money is certainly a helpful 

indicator of market e~change, but where the currency 

has not survived, or cannot be identified 

archaeologically, other indicators must be found. 
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Cert.aln t.ypes of 'money' such as ~ f or e :{a rn p 1 e , 

'red-feather' and shell and stone money' are frequently 

found 1n Western Pac1f1c archaeological sites and have 

been well documented (Bellwood 1978a; Davenport 1962). 

The presence of this type of money in an ~rchaeolo;ical 

site does not imp 1 y , in this case I the e :! i s ten c e of 

market type exchanges as suggested by Adams (1974). 

From the above brief revie~ .. it can be seen 

that archaeology still lacks a ~ay of unequivocally 

identifying the ways in ghich transactions took place 

bet~een individuals, groups or larger communities. 

Nonethele::::::.. if these 'economic institutions of 

exchange' cannot be ider.:.i f i ed I as yet, through the 

archaeological record~ archaeologists have 

other tJays in which the e:oechange mechanisms 

identified archaeologically. 

THE STUDY OF THE MECHANISMS OF EXCHANGE 

e~plored 

can be 

The economic institutions under which exchange 

can be carried out in different societies are linked to 

the different 'mechanismz' or 'modes' of exchange. 

Renfre~ and others, as mentioned above, pioneered 

mathematical models in ·which they explored the 

relationships bet~een the two, and these ~ill be 
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r discussed later in th1z chapte~. Although Renfre~ 

(1975:41) haz defined at least ten different 'modes of 
.. 

r exchange', basically four m~chanisms by which people or 

communities can acquire non-local goods can be isolated 

r 
l)dlrect access, also defined sometimes as 

r i 
unilateral conveyance (Zeitlin 1979:142>. 

I ! ·~ 

r 2ibilateral reciprocal trade. 

trade, distance carried out bj' 

r professional trader3 or organized expeditions. 

4> do~n-the-llne exchange. 

r A brief e;:ami nation of how each of these i z 

expressed ethnographically and archaeologicall! 

r follows. The correlation between modes of exchange and 

r the institutlons of exchange will be described in crd;= 

to help in the prediction of the archaeologically 

r· . observed patterns ~hen the New Zealand data ar~ 

e::ami ned. 

r 
r DIRECT ACCESS 

r By definition this is not a type of exchange as 

r it does not involve a transaction between t~o groups cr 

individuals. lt usually takes the form of a group 

r.... travelling to the source of the desired goods 

r acquiring them under peaceful conditions. This type of 

acquisition described ethnographically among certai~ 

r 
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groups of Austral1an abcr1g1nes (Berndt and Berndt 

1'364:111> and the Porno Ind1an.s in California (V~yda 

1966:495) is characteristic cf lo~ populated areas 

commonly of egalitarian groups of people, where it may 

represent the only way of obtaining certa1 n necessary 

materials. 

BILATERAL RECIPROCAL TRADE 

As defined by Zeitlin l1979:144) this can occur 

l.:hen two separate and independent communi ties meet on 

special occasions (ceremonial, social or economic) on 

which goods are exchangsd. It has been described 

ethnographically by Berndt and Berndt (1964:122) for 

Western Australian aboriqines and for the 

Islanders in Northeast Papua Ne~ Guinea. 

c. . 
...,laSSl 

(Harding 

1967). R en f r e T,J has de f in e d t h 1 s mod c: of e :-t change as 

"boundary reciprocity" (1975:41). It is not 

necessarily restricted to n~n complex societie~. as it 

can also be found in more comple:~ societies, occuri ng 

at certain transitory fairs or markets. 
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LONG DISTANCE TRADE 

Thi.:; is also kno~n as Freelance Trading 

(Renfre~ 1975:44), or Expeditionary Conveyance (Zeitlin 

1979:146), ~nd is carried out by professional traders. 

Goods are obtained by a trader at a distance in 

exchange for goods or currency and then traded to one 

or more communities l-1hich are permanently home-based. 

Trade expeditions of this kind, organized either by a 

single person or a group, are recorded, for example, 

among the Siassi and Trobriand Islanders of Melanesia 

(Harding 1967: Malinowski 1932). Such trading 

expeditions have also been described in other area~ of 

the Western Pacific, such as the islands of Yap and 

Santa Cruz. Special long-distance trips of this kind 

t.1ere made in a more-or-less regula::- basis from the 

outer islands to Yap in order to pay tributes and 

fulfil othe~ social and political obligations. The 

fleets that travelled to Yap left from Ulithi atoll and 

totalled ?':. .... ~ canoes representing each of the major 

islands in the atoll (Lessa 1950:42). Green (1982:16) 

believes that long-distance voyaging of this kind might 

be the clue to the presence of imported goods in a 

larga range of the prehistoric Lapita sites in the 

Western Paci £ i c. Other such expedi ti on.s a.re recorded 

outside the Pacific area, for example, among the Aztecs 

in Mesoamerica (Sahagun 19S9:14-19). 
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DOWN-THE-LINE EXCHANGE 

The term ~as used f~rst by Renfre~ Cl972, 1975> 

to describe a distribution pattern of goods over long 

distances.. when goods are passed from one point or 

community to another through a number of intermediate 

links. Zeitlin (1979:148) classifies it as "pass-along 

conveyance' , and sees it az a "reduplicated bilateral 

or expeditionary conveyance" (ibid.). Renfre~ (1975) 

and others ( \-~ebb 1 9 7 4 ; Be a 1 e 1 9 7 3 ) have associ ate d 

do~n-the-line ezchangc ~ith balanced reciprocity. 

The literature revietJ presented in the 

foregoing chapter, in ~hich the ethnographic evidence 

for trade in Ne~ Zealand ~as explored, does not allow 

an "~ prior.i election of any of the above mentioned 

'modes of exchange' to best describe the preh1storic 

Net.;~ Zealand situation. HolJever, certain institutions 

can be ruled cut as they are traditionally associated 

with comple~ societies and have never been recorded in 

Zealand (for example Market trade ar1d 

Administrative trade). A decision on \:hich type of 

exchange uas in operation can only be made by testing a 

number of theories and models based on the study of 

actual archaeological data. The follo~ing part of this 

chapter will be devoted to the analysis of techniques 

used to identify modes cf distributio11 of e:.tchanged 

goods. J.n evaluation of these models and techniques 

~ill be follo~ed by an appraisal of ~hich ~auld be most 
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ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE STUDY OF TRADE 

In the studies of archaeological exchange which 

have become more and more popular in the last 10 to 15 

years, a b1g concern has been to find analytical 

techniques which would allow the identification of 

particular type= of dlstribution. 

Most analytical techniques have b~en introduced 

from studies of human geography and the most widely 

applied methods include regression analysis (Renfre~ 

1977a, 1977b; Sidrys 1977; Clark 1979) and gravity 

models (Hodder 1974; Hallam, Warren and Renfre~ 1976). 

Most o£ these studies have approached the 

archaeological evidence from one of two perspectives, 

either regional or site oriented. Many regional 

studies using mathematical models have attempted to 

identify regional trends in the distribution of 

obsidian or other resources, using a small scatter of 

sites over a very large area. By contrast, Ammerman 

(1979) has sho~n that analyses over large areas can be 

misleading, and that a detailed analysis of one region 

can produce results contradicting large scale analysis. 
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~.F. Lea=h ( 1976. 1 '?7 3 1 raached a e1m1lar c~ncl :.:zion 

ln his study of the proportlons of Hayer Izland 

cbsid1an in New Zealand. The llmltationz of the 

mathematical models have been discussed by Hodder 

(19e2j, and they have been criticized on the grounds of 

t~o interl1nked problems which concern the lack of 

equivalence bet~een pred1ction and e~planationz. The 

best fit regression curve 1s not an explanation of the 

raasons for certain distributions. Hodder argues that, 

~hilst the methods a .,..,.. -= adequate for describing the 

distributions, the soc1al processes that produced them 

cannot be differentiated by the application of 

mathemat1cal equations. 

Archaeological site oriented research carried 

cut in the last few years has concentrated on one site, 

and studied the trends through time within that site. 

Spatial intra-site analy.:.is has also been a frui t£ul 

anterpr1se ior the understanding of prehist:>ric 

e~:change. In the follc~1ng sections regional and site 

oriented research are discussed. The chapter is 

coricluded with an evaluation of how some of these 

studies can be incorporated in tha study of obsidian 

exchange in Ne~ Zealand. 
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REGIONAL ANALYSES 

Distance Fall-of£ Studies 

Pioneer1ng studies us::.ng distance dscay 

analysis have been carried out by Renfrew, Dijton and 

Cann (1968j, and Dixon et lll. (1968). In these two 

articles the authors note that beyond a 'supply zons', 

immediately surrounding the geological source 1n 

Anatolia, the proportion of obsidian ~ithin the total 

chipped stone ~ssemblage of sites declined in an 

exponential ~ay. in direct proportion to distance from 

the source. Renfrew and other scholars noted that the 

shape of the line describing· the relationship bet~een 

distance and quantity is almost flat up to a radius of 

approximately 300 km f~om the obsidian source and after 

this point it drops off steeply. The differences 

bet\Jeen the t\,;'O are .as! named the 'supply zone' and 

' con t a c t z one ' ( P. en£ r e tJ e t ~t:t 1 . 1 9 6 8 : 3 2 ~ ; D 1 ~t on e t ~.r: J • 

1968:45; Renfre\J 196~a:1S7, 1975:46-47, 1977a:84), \Jere 

interpreted as being caused by two different exchange 

mechanisms operating in the areas. Within the supply 

zone communi ties acqu1red their own material from the 

source, ~hi 1 e in the contact ::one they obtai ned the 

required obsidian through exchange with their 

neighbours. The analysis o£ the fall off curves led 

Renfre~ to postulate his do~n-the-line model o£ 

exchange ( Ren£rew et el. 19E.8; Ren£r~~ 1969a, 1972 .. 
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1975). 

In these ~tudies Renfre~ tried to correlate 

possible institu~ionz .o: exchange ~ith the 

archaeologic~lly recoverable data. ·In later works he 

t:::- ied further to link e:{change mechan1sms to di £ f erent. 

shaped fall off curves~ ~h1ch led to the formulation of 

a fundamental hypothesis that underlies all his 

previous models. The 'LaY of Monotonic Decrement" 

postulated by Renfre~ C1977a:72), argues that "in 

circumstances of uniform loss or deposition and in the 

absence of highly organized directional (i.e. 

preferential non homogenous) exchange, the curve of 

frequency or abuncance of occurance · o: an e~tchanged 

commodity against effective distance from a localized 

source ~ill be a monotonic decreasing one". One of the 

p:::-oblems affecting Renfre~'s La~ of Monotonic Decrement 

is the small number o£ variables it consids:::-s. Other 

var1ables which affect the distribution, but ~hich are 

not taken into consideration by Ren.frew '~ La\.:1, can 

seriously modify the observed fall o££ curves. 

Nevertheless~ Renfre~'s model serves as a guideline for 

comparing different exchange mechanisms. Deviations 

from his law can be used to determine ne'W factors 

involved in prehlstoric e:-tchange. Directional trade, 

for e>tampie, as defined by Ren£re~ (1977a:85-87, 

1975:48-51) does not conform to his la~~ but its 

deviation can as 'Well be 

scholars have applied fall 

specified A number of 

of£ studies to the study of 
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pre h 1st or 1 c o b s i d 1 an e ::~hang e i n d 1 f £ c rent reg 1 on z c f 

the world, as ~ell as to other types o£ goods (McBryde 

197B! McBryde and Harr1z~n 1981; Fry 1980: Earle and 

D'Altroy 1Q0'1o 
~vL! Hodder and Lane 1982). The studies on 

prehistoric obsid1an e:{change sho"Yed a number of 

deviations from Renirew's proposed la"Y. 

Ericson (1977a! 1981) in his study of 

Californian obsidian exchange demonstrated that! from a 

regional viewpoint, the quantity of obsid1an decreased 

with distance from the source. When he used population 

density as a va.'riable he found that, distance was not 

the only variable affecting the obsidian distribution. 

He found that for 70 per cent of the systems examined, 

44 to 88 per cent of the variability of the e:.(change 

could be e:.cplained using a multiple linear regression 

model in which the percentage of the obsidian from one 

source represented the dependent variable while 

population density! distance from the source! and 

distance to the next closest source were the 

independent variables. He found that although distance 

~as the best predictor variable, the effect of the 

population density~ or some equivalent measure, should 

not be ignored. The di~tance to the second nearest 

obsidian source did not have a significant impact on 

the distribution (Ericson 1981:53). The methodology 

employed by Ericson to study the distribution ~as three 

dimensional synagraphic mapping since, as he argues, in 

a t~o-dimensiona1 model only the magnitude of an 
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observation and from a zource 1.3 

c~ns1dered. but the spatial pos1t1~n of the observation 

is not considered in .its 1 oca 1 conte:{t. This 

simplificat1on often masks significant variability in 

the data (ibid.:104J. 

The value in Ericson's study lies in his 

identification o£ the importance o£ factors ether than 

quantities and their role in the interpretation of his 

fall off data. This type of analysis requires a large 

quantity of archaeological and ethnohistor1c data· to be 

successful, arid ~ight not be possible to undertake. It 

nevertheless is of importance in pointing out the 

iri=luences 

considered 

of 

in 

archaeological data. 

factors 

the final 

\.:hich should 

interpretation 

be 

of 

Wright ( 19E.9) suggested other variables t.;hich 

influenced the fall off patterns of exchange, ~hen his 

data did not quite fit the pattern predicted by 

F<enfre~. In his analysis of obsidian d1stribution in 

the Zagros-Tauros area from the Near East he suggested 

that the ~eight of the material ~as a more appropriate 

measure than its proportion in the lithic assemblage, 

si nee the material ~as transported by humans ~i thout 

the aid of pack animals. Other problems identified by 

Wright which influenced the general pattern, ~ere 

temporal variations in the amounts of obsidian reaching 

the site, the availability of alternative resources 

(flinti in certain areas, and the change in the mode of 
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transport of the obs1d1an through time. He alzo argued 

that only sites with the same £unct1on should be 

comparee at any one t1me (Wright 1969:47-52, 1974:38). 

The importance of s1te function has also been 

d1scussed by S1drys (1977), in h1s s~udy of Maya 

obsidian trade. When he plotted obsidian density 

against linear distance from the source, h1s data 

showed a poor fit ( 1 o~ Pearson-r values). 

re-examination of the sites sho~ed a large range of 

different sites, from agricultural hamlets to large 

nucleated centres. Regression analysis performed on 

sites divided into major and minor centres showed 

highly significant Pearson-r values and that the bigger 

centres ~ere able to import up to six times more 

obsidian than the smaller cent!eS (1977:97). In order 

to compare economically d!ssimilar sites, Sidrys 

(ibid.:98) established a Trade Index (defined as 

obsidian density multiplied by the distance from site 

to source). The regression analysis also sho~ed that 

the maJor· centres had a higher Trade Index than the 

smaller centres (ibid. :98-99). As a further result 

of the diachr~nic study of Mayan obsidian distribution, 

Sidrys observed distinct changes between the Classic 

and Postclassic Periods. This was discovered using an 

alternative trade measure: the ratio of obsidian to 

pottery sherds. The fall off pattern using the 

obsidian to sherd index on one axis and distance on the 

other again sho~ed a differentiation of sites below and 
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To e~pla1n this. the author proposed that the shift ~as .. 

r due to changes 1n the transport routes, ~ith tr~nspcrt 

becoming more efficient as it shifted from overland 

r routes to pr1marily r1verine and sea coast routes 

r (ibid.:l03). The increased transport efficiency, he 

concluded, decreased the value of the foreign obs1d1an 

r making it more accessible and permitting its regular 

uti 1 it aria n use ( ibid . : 1 0 4 ) • Sea transport has also 

r been seen as easing the difficulties o£ overland c~rgo 

transport . Ammerman (1979; Ammerman et 81. 1978l has 

r pointed out that in Neolithic Calabria the sea did not 

r represent a barrier to exchange as h~~ prev~ously been 

assumed by, for ex~mple, Hall~m et al. (1976:100). 

r The gork carried out in the Calabria region in 

Southern Italy by Ammerman <1979) on obsidian exchange 

r·· net~orks raised some basic questions about the adequacy 

oi the do~n-the-llne model and the La~ of Monotonic 

r. Decrement postulated by P.enfre~. Sy.stem,:,.tic surface 

r collections of lithic material from sites in Calabria 

contained a high peicent&ge (90 per cent> of obsidian 

r while, in contrast~ assemblages from sites on the east 

coast had less than 40 percent. The fall off \Jith 

r distance from the source is far more pronounced on the 

sites on the east coast of Calabria. Sites located at 

r .·:,;-.. 
more or less the same distance from the obs1dian source 

r snowed very different values in the proportion of 

obsidian (ibid.:l00-101). Ammerman offers t~o possible 

r 
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explanat1ons for the dev1at1ons from Renfre~'s 

down-the-line model~ the availabity of local chert 

resources! and the posit1on of the site in the exchange 

net~ork. HoYever. he does not exclude the possibility 

of a range of other factorz. 

In an earlier study Ammerman et al.C1978; 

Ammerman ·and Feldman 197 4) discussed some other 

problems apparent in Renfrew's studies (also discussed 

by Wright (1969, 1970~ 1974) ~hich might be responsible 

for distortions in the fall-off patterns. ·He found 

that the effects of time ~ere the most important factor 

t.1hich eluded .Ren£re~'s model. The authors set up a 

simulated exchange system, in t.1hich an exchange process 

operated over a large number of time steps. They 

concluded that dogn-the-line eachange is a "dynamic 

time dependent process" (Ammerman et al. 1978:182) 

since they could shaY that ~i th the increase in time 

the proportion of obsidian ln si te:s distant from the 

source increased, as d1d the area covered by the supply 

=one. They applied this insight to the data sets used 

by RenfretJ et eJ.(1968:328) from Armenian and 

Cappodocian obsidian sources, and shoYed that the 

possible differences in si=e of the supply zones of 

both sources could be due to variations in the 

operation of the systems. They also included t~o 

additional parameters a dropping rate and pa.ssi ng 

rate - which uere developed by Ammerman and Feldman 

(1974) and concluded that once a state of equilibrium 
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was reached w it h 1 n the e :< c h a '!1 g e s y.::: t em "the s l ope o: 

the fall off line is essent1~lly the same as the r&t1o 

of the dropp1ng rate to the passing rate " (1973:136). 

Another point they discussed was the potential 

influence of geographic factors, such as location of 

the obsidian source, and natural communication 1 i nes. 

Finally Ammerman et al. (19781 suggest certain l1nes 

of inquiry to follo':..' in obsidian trade studies. They 

point out the importance of recording the form in which 

trade is carried out (finished tools, prepared cores, 

blocks), and of· the examination of the site types and 

the1r function ~ithin the region under examination, if 

one ~ishes to car~y out comparative regional studies 

(ibid.:192). 

In a study of obsidian distribution at Owens 

Valley, California, Bettinger (1982) observed an 

overlap between supply zone and territorial boundaries. 

Although the observed pattern resembled Renfre~, Dixon 

and Cann's C1968i model, where a resource sho~s a 

supply area where obsidian is abundant end a fall off 

area further removed from the source where it competes 

~ith alternative resources, the di~tribution along the 

fall off line shO'.;'ed sharply differentiated zones of 

supply and consumption. Due to the absence o£ 

alternative obsidian resources t.:ithin the studv area - , 

it ~a.:: argued that the break observed along the £all 

off line corresponded to boundary lines of aboriginal 

territory (Bettinger 1932:121-123). Bettinger~s 
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argument. 1s based on the underly1ng assumption that 1f 

obsidian d1stribution is afiected by territ:>rlal 

owners hi p a h 1 g h frequency s h o u 1 d be e :{ p e c ted w it hi n 

the terri tory where procurement would be by direct 

access. Secondly, low frequencies of ob~idian should 

be expected in neighbouring territories. Thirdly the 

boundary betloleen the i::.wo areas Yould be marked by a 

sharp cut in the observed frequencies (inid.:112). 

Findlow and Bolognese (1980a, 1980b, 1982) have 

analyzed obsidian distributions in NeY Mexico and noted 

the importance of political organization in the fall 

off patterns observed. They stress the importance of 

incorporating this and a number of other factors, such 

as topography, site function and demography into the 

analysis. In order to achieve the integration of these 

factors into the regression analysis, improvements in 

the measurement of cost factors are suggested by the 

authors. In an earlier paper (1980a) the authors 

proposed a dJ.stance/work coef£icient which 

calculated 

"by first finding the line between the 
site and the source that at once 
minimized distance and topographic 
relief. The cost of using the path to 
and from the source "Was then measured 
as the i nteq:-al under ~ne 11 ne . the 
lower bounds- of the area being s.et by 
the lowest elevation alonq the line" 
C19BOa:239). -

This ~as replaced in a later paper by a measurement of 
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movement cc.::t, calculated using factor anal y s iz. The 

eiiects o£ topograph1c reliei Yere standard1zed~ using 

factor analys1s, 1n order. to estimate the transport 

costs involved in the movement of obsidian from the 

source (1982:71). The improved measurement ~auld allo~ 

one to take into consideration "the subtle effects of 

topography within a particular region", ignored by the 

previous method (ibid.). In th~ir research the authors 

have tried to differentiate exchange systems by 

applying· a number of regression techniques. They 

applied four different regression models to their data 

on obsidian abundance: linear, hyperbolic, exponential, 

and power function models. For every individual 

source, each best fit regression line represents a 

different exchange mechanism Cibid.:72). Different 

regression models were found to best describe obsidian 

distribution data for different periods. For example, 

a linear model best fitted the Antelope Wells obsidian· 

distribution during the Archaic PerioC.,while an 

model best fitted the distribution from 

Basketmaker II to Pueblo II Periods. Further the 

Pueblo I I I and IV Periods \Jere best represented by a 

hyperbolic model (ibid.:76). Since each of these 

models has been associated \Jith a specific type of 

exchange, the best fit model allo~ed the identification 

of temporal and regional differences in the e:~change 

systems. 
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The most important conclus1on to come out their 

study ~as that sociopolitical iactors are causat1ve in 

the formation of comple;~ do'.Jn-the-11 ne e:-rchange 

systems. Social movements? (i.e. 1 ncreas1 ng or 

de cr e as in g soc i o p o 1 it i c a 1 co mp 1 e =~ it y ) " w o u 1 d seem to 

promote concomitant movement either totJards or a~ay 

from direct access" (ibid.:80). A further implication 

of their study is that mathematical models will not be 

accurate and successful, unless the app~opriate factors 

and variables influencing the system are accounted for. 

The comb1ned use of regression analysis with 

qualitative inspection or the data will yield the best 

approach, as neither can operate successfully alone 

(1980a:247). 

The different approaches used to study regional 

exchange described above have all started from the 

initial exploratory hypothesis proposed by Renfre~, and 

have shotJn the po~er and usefulness of fall off curves, 

regression analysis and other techniques in th: 

evaluation of prehistoric exchange types. However, as 

has been shown above, they can also be used to evaluate 

the effect of other factors on obsidian distributions 

(transport methods, technology, influence of 

alternative resources). In the follo~ing t~o sections 

an evaluation of two further models for use on a 

regional basis tJill be made befcra concluding with an 

appraisal of the relevance of these models to the study 

of obsidian exchange in New Zealand. 
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The Gravity Hodel 

The gravity model, borrowed from studies in 

geography (Hagget 1965) has also recently been applied 

to the study of obsidisn distributions (Hallam ~t 

al .. 1976; Hodder 1974, 1972; Renfre~ 1977a). The 

gravity model, lJhich was designed to measure cultural 

interaction (Crumbley 1979), is e:.pressed by the 

folloQing formula: 

I1j = ---------

t.:here Ilj is the predicted interaction bet~een two 

places Ci and j), Pj and PJ represent the population of 

the two places, DLJ the distance bet'.Jeen the two, and b 

an e :-t pone n t o: e chosen v .:.1 u e ( Hagge t . 1 9 6 5 : 3 S ; 0 1:~ son 

1970:227; Crumbley 1979:14£). 

The model has been .applied by Hallam a: .:1. 

(1976) to study obsidan distribution in the 

Mediterranean. To suit the data.. the size of -the tt.Jo 

centres was replaced by a variable measuring the 

'attractiveness' of the obsidian source. The 

quanti£ ied 'attracti vene.ss' of the source ~as used to 

predict the proportion o£ obsidian from each source to 

be found at each site (ibid.:102>. Two equations for 

measuring the 'attractiveness' were devised. The first 
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~here A i z the me as ur e of at r act i ~.~ness , · 0 i s 

the quality of obsidian found at the site , and D the 

distance betlJeen two places. This equation poses a 

problem in that in order to obtain the measure of 

' attract i v.e ness ' ( A ) , the v a 1 u e o £ Q ( qua 1 it y of the 

obsidian found at the site), must be known. The second 

equation is 

k d 
r = ------

where K2 is the "ratio of the 'attractiveness' 

of the source (assumed constant), d iz the distance 

between the two sources, and r the radius of the circle 

dividing the areas where the proportion of obsidian 

found at sites are not equal" (1976:101). This 

equation poses c:. problem in that one already has to 

know the location of the sites which contain equal 

quantities of obsidian. As the authors postulate, the 

'attractiveness' can be measured, and the proportions 

of obsidian to be found at the site be predicted, if 

the source boundaries are known. 
. 

These equations are used to examine the spatial 

distribution of sites containing equal quantities of 

obsidian from two known sources. When the 

attractiveness is made a constant factor, the sites are 

predicted to fall on a curved line mid~ay between the 
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t~o sources, but wher. att.ract.l'Jeness 1s net the same 

for the t'..lO sources, the Sltes will fall w1th1n t~~o 

circles separating the t~o sources. 

The model in general presents pract1cal 

problems when applied to archaeological data. Firstly, 

to solve the population equation, artefacts sensitive 

to economic indicators have to be found, and secondly, 

to solve the measure of distance, historical or other 

evidence of interaction between a known and an unknown 

centre has to be £ound. To resolve these basic 

problems, well dated contemporaneous sites distributed 

over a large area have to be used. The problem of 

distance measures has been discussed by several authors 

and will be referred to in Chapter VI. 

Finally it has to be stressed that the gravity 

model, when applied to archaeological problems, is 

primarily designed to record spatial distributions, 

rather than to document or explore exchange mechanisms. 

Because the present research concentrates 

mainly on the reconstruction of prehistoric exchange 

mechanisms and not on a description of the spatial 

distribution, the use of the gravity model is not 

called ·£or. Moreover, some of the variables l.:'hi ch have 

to be incorporated into the gravity model include 

factors, such as population composition, which are not 

purely econom1c (Crumbley 1979). They are cumbersome 

or impossible to record from the archaeological data 

and there is no assurance that they can actually help 
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r in the reconstruction of preh1s~or1c exchange. 

.. 

r 
Other Models: Technological Model and Trade Routes 

r 
r There are two further approaches to the study 

of obsidian distribution. The first was applied by 

r Sheets ( 19 80a) to the study of obsidian trade in the 

L Valley of Zapotitan in El Salvador. A technological 

r approach ~as used to study the economic organization of 

obsidian manufacture and usage. The aim of the study -

r to record the position of each archaeological site 

within the trade network and to describe the 1 i thi c r industry - was accomplished by recording a number of 

r descriptive variables for each site. The variables 

selected to record technological aspects of the lithic 

r· - material are the proportion of artefact types, mean 

~eight per piece, the ratio of the cutting edge of 

r prismatic blades to their weight and the number of 

r hinge fractures on each piece. These data, recorded 

for the total obsidian assemblage, were used to 

r reconstruct the mechanisms of obsid1an exchange and the 

process of obsidian manufacture in the area. 

r The technological study allowed Sheets to 

observe that the obsidian was entering the sites in 

r 
&·~·--.. 

different ways, and was related to the position of the 

r site in a settlement hierarchy. He observed seven 

levels in the settlement hierarchy of the valley and 

r 
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noted that obsid1an entered the valley at the top level 

sites and ~a:s redistr1buted from these to the lower 

level settlements and vill~ges. The obsidian found at 

the sites from the top t~o levels showed a high 

incidence of flakes with cortex in the assemblages, 

higher mean t.Jeight values and lower ratio values for 

cutting edge blades versus blade weight in relation to 

the other sites. The specialization of the industry at 

the top of the hierarchy ~as also indicated by the 

small number of hinge fractures, t.:hich are directly 

related to the· skill of the knapper, and contrasted 

sharply t.li th the obsidian production at the smaller 

villages, ~here obsidian production ~as carried out at 

the level o.f a "small cottage industry .. (1980a:12). 

Further down in the settlement hierarchy obsidian ~as 

obtained from itinerant craft specialists and t.las 

harder to acquire, as t.las indicated by the high cutting 

edge to ~eight ratio of the blades (ibid.). 

Sheets' study is important in that it 

demonstrates the possibilities of the analysis of 

obsidian technology~ and its role in understanding the 

relationship between sites and quarries and between 

specialized sites and distance from the source. 

Technological measures have also been employed 

by Ren£re~ ( 196 9, 1977b; Sidrys 1976b) to study 

exchange. The main argument used by Renfrew in i1is 

study ~as that sites distant from the source ~ill have 

access to less ra~ material and this should be 
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reflected in the obsidian azsemblage at the s1 tes. If 

it is a sc3rce and valued resource, more efficient use 

of it ~ill probably have been made and one could expect 

a smaller size of flakes and debi tage at the site. 

This kind of behaviour has been documented by Sidrys 

C1976a) for the Mayan area, and Renfrew (1977b:29S) 

also argues for a reduction of size of the Yaste 

material and re-use of artefacts. Other authors 

recordlng such decrease in size are Evett (1973J on 

Italian Neolithic greenstone axes, M=Bryde and Harrison 

(1981) in Australia for ground stone axes, and 

ethnographically Hughes (1977) and Strathern (1969) 

have observed a similar situation for ground stone aAes 

in New Guinea. 

A similar approach to Sheets (1980a), ·has been 

used by Ammerman ( 1979) in the· analysis of obsidian 

production in Calabria. Ammerman recognizes the 

importance of the technological variables, but his 

analysis was not as sophisticated as Sheets' study. 

Finally Hammond's (1976) attempt to trace the 

trade routes by ~hich the obsidian travelled in 

Mesoamerica, should be mentioned. Hammond suggests 

that the differential distribution of material from two 

different sources was related to their respective trade 

routes. Obsidian from one source ~as supposed to have 

travelled overland, while obsidian from the other 

source was supposed to have been transported to the 

coast and then distributed beth along it and inland 
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through the c~as~al pcrt3. Characterl3atlon stud1es 

carried out at a later date have given support to this 

hypothesis (Hammond 1972, 1976). 

Implications of the Regional studies for NeY Zealand 

prehistoric exchange 

Distance fall off studies, even if they present 

some problems, seem to offer a number of possibilities 

for the study of prehistoric exchange in New Zealand. 

One o£ the main problems faced by the archaeologist 

when interpreting the fall off pattern has been 

mentioned by Hodder (1974; Hodder and Orton 1976) and 

involves the similarity of the fall off curves produced 

by t~o dif£erent processes random ~alk and 

down-the-line exchange. Renfre~ ( 1977a) suggests the 

use of additional data to solve the problem, and also 

notes that, even so, direct access can be distinguished 

from reciprocal exchange (ibid.:86). 

Other problems faced by researchers 

investigating distance decay a:-ise from the va:-iable 

quality of the raw data. To construct plots whfch 

measu:-e the abundance of obsidian in relation to 

distance from the source, it is necessary to choose an 

approp:-iate abundance measure. In this respect the New 

Zealand data share a problem ~ith other places in the 

world, notably the lack of information for a numbe:- of 
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sites on the quantit1es of other lith1c mater1als 

rae-overed. The absan.ce of sufficient or adequate data 

on either the absolute cr relative abundance of 

obsidian at a number of sites where obsidian has been 

found makez the use of distance fall-off curves 

difficult. It is possible to find· different indices 

which can be collected from the available assemblages. 

Wright has suggested the use of mean weights ( 1969, 

1970, 1974) as an index of abundance, in the lithic 

assemblage rather than percentages. Ammerman 

(1978:193, 1979:103) has warned against this measure, 

because the statistical means can be skewed towards the 

smaller pieces. He suggests the use of cumulative 

frequencies. The problem of mean weights can be 

overcome by classifying the data into different 

categories, such as cores, flakes, and waste flakes and 

then comparing the relationship of each of these 

separate variabies ~i th distance from the source. In 

this way the mean weight values will net. be ske~ed 

towards the smaller pieces. In the present study the 

obsidian cores, flakes, blades and debi tage for the 

selected sites on both the North and South 1 sland of 

New Zealand are investigated for the relationship of 

the variables of size and weight with distance from the 

source. 
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The other methods revia~ed appear to be of 

little practical value for the present study, The 

gravity model focuses mainly on the description of 

spatial distributions instead of exchange mechan1sms. 

Trade routes can be of help in identifying 

relationships in spatial patterns but do not in 

themselves help in the clari£1cation of prehistoric 

exchange mechanisms. For these reasons neither model 

is used in the present research. 

SINGLE SITE ANALYSIS 

All the above mentioned studies have a common 

approach in their regional outlook on the study of 

obsidian distribution. A number of other studies, 

though fe~ in number, have focused on the analysis of 

obsidian distribution ~ithin one single site, and 

attempted to explain the methods by which foreign goods 

found at a site were acquired. Information such as 

source of obsidian and its location within the site in 

a spatial and temporal context has in some instances 

beer1 used to reconstruct the mechanisms of exchange. 

Relatively few studies have been carried out using this 

approach to elucidate the exchange mechanisms in terms 

of actual trade or exchang• theory. 
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~lgn:il~an~ly fr~m thcze c~mmonly employed 1n the .. r T1ms ~rend 

analysis. spatial var1~bility in the quantit1es oi 

r di£iarent k1nds c: cbsld!=.n f;,und at a z1ngie s1ta. 

r variability of source composition and~ lastly~ the 

formal analysis of cbsid1an have been appl1ed to the 

r problem by different researchers. The most relevant of 

these studies are brieEiy summarized belo~. 

r 
r Quantitative Studies 

r In this type of study a basic measure of 

r abundance must be found 1n order to monitor 

quantitative changes through time. A number of methods 

r·· to measure the abundanc; c: obs1dian or its rela-:.1vc 

propor~ion ln a s1te ha~e been developed. These record 

r .. the changes through ~irne 1n the irnpcr~a~1cn to. and use 

r of .. the ra~ material in the archaeologic:.l in 

comparison ~ith ether cornrncnly occur1ng arteEacts. 

r Renfrew, Di~:on and Cann (1968) in their 

an~lysis of Near East trade used the counts of flaked 

r obsidlan relative to flaked flint. The value obt~ined 

as a percentage ~as interpreted as a reflection of the 

r 
• '"!J ..... 

proport.lon o£ importad obs1dian 1n the total l!thic 

r assemblage. 

r 
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nume~1c~l counts. bec~use, he argued, it overlooked 

weigh~ differences bet~~en artafact type~. No 

consideration was given to the fac~ that a small 

quantity of large cores might represent considerably 

more material in tarms of volume and transport cost 

than a large numbe~ of small flakes. Wright therefore 

calculated an obsldian to flint percentage based on 

weight . His use of data from other e :-t cava t i on s was 

obstructed by the poor and inconsistent recovery 

techniques of many earliar projects. In the absence of 

data on sample weight, Wright estimated the ~eights on 

the basis of counts, having to ignore functional and 

temporal variations within his samples. 

Renfrew (1969b; 1977b) calculated values for 

several variables which could measure the variation in 

the obsidian supply for an area. Values for each phase 

of occupancy in the Deh Luran plains were calculated 

for the follo~ing variables : 

1) Total number of pieces, 

2) percentage of obsidlan in the total chipped 

stone assemblage, 

3) number of piaces c£ obsidian per cubic meter 

of excavated material, and 

4) mean weight of obsidian pieces. 
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He noted some problems t.;lth measuring .some cf 

the above V3riables. The number of pieces of ob.sld!an 

per cubic metre of excavated ma~er1al is susceptible to 

the excavator's bias, due to selective sieving, si:e of 

sieve mesh and selective recovery of material from 

different areas of the .site, as well as the nature of 

the fill of the archaeological site (1969b:432). 

Renfre~ believed that the mean weight measure Yas a 

more useful means of comparing the abundance of 

··material ~ith the ratio of the same material in ether 

sites. Nevertheless this can 

functional and stylistic 

be 

& . .act.or.s 

influenced by 

(1969b:432 .. 

1977b:296). 

also be 

The quanti~y of cbsid-~n at the sit; can 

affected by differential activities or 

functions within the site. 

In another .study Cobean et ~J. C1971) utili:ed 

several indices to quantify the obsidian found at San 

Lor-en:o Tenochti tlan in M:xico. The total number cf 

obsid1an p1ece$ (separated into flakes. blades and 

~aste material) were plotted for their abundance in the 

site. This was then compared to the numbers of 

grinding implements (manes and metates) in the site. 

Each mano/metate unit ~as assumed to represent one 

household. The t~o figures ~ere then compared and 

plotted against each other and the ratio of obsidian to 

manoimetate units ~ould represent the actual 

consumption of obsidian of each household. The authors 

fol.Jnd the amount of obsidian in the site increased 
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through time and hypothesized that this represented a 

"rise in prosperity or 'buying power' of the 

individuals" (Cobean et al~ 1971:666). 

Zeitlin ( 1978; 1979) in his study of obsidian 

procurement and the long distance exchange links at the 

Isthmus of Tehuantepec, used the total weight of 

obsidian against the total count of pottery in the 

site. This ratio was an index to measure abundance of 

obsidian at the site through time. He notes changes in 

the use of obsidian, and these are interpreted as 

shifts towards a more intensive utilization of it 

(1978:202). Pottery was used, since it was unifo:--mly 

abundant in the site and could be assumed to have a 

relatively constant per capita consumption rate over 

time. Changes were seen as alterations in the 

intensity of use. Intra-site variation was smoothed 

out by sampling areas of the site that represented all 

its different occupational phases. 

Alternatively, Sidrys (1976b:450) used obsidian 

count per unit volume of excavated fill, while another 

method of measuring abundance has been employed by 

Moholy-Nagy ( 1975) at the Maya site of T ikal, 

Guatemala. The ratio of obsidian flake-blades to flint 

flake-blades was calculated for all obsidian found in a 

non-ceremonial context. The gradual increase in the 

value of the ratio from the Middle Period to the Late 

Classic Period was interpreted as sho~ing that obsidian 

was available to all members o£ the population due to 
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r an efficient procurement and d1stribut1on system. The 

late drop after the Postclassic Period in the values of .. 
r the ratios, was seen as a drop in the accessibility of 

the obsidian to the lower social groups of the 

r population, mak1 ng obsidian an 'elite' i tern. It also 

r suggested difficulties in the importation of the 

obsidian into the area (ibid.:S17). 

r A di £ f erent approach was empl eyed by Torrence 

(1981). In order to control for differences in site 

r function or in the contexts of the sampled deposits, 

the mean ~eight measures ~ere calculated separately for 

r each artefact t.ype, but again .. for intra-site 

r comparisons the total ~eight per unit volume of 

excavated material ~as calculated (ibid. :281). This 

r measure ~as used to analyse the output of the obsidian 

~orkshops at Phylakopi in the Aegean. 

r·· Ir-win (1977a, 1977b) quantified the obsidian 

found in his eJtcavations on Mailu Island, Melane~ia, r .. calculating the percentage (counts) of obsidian versus 

r chert artefacts. Ir~in' s study stands out in that it 

is one c£ the fe~ to attempt to predict the nature of 

r local and long distance trade through the duration of 

the site's occupational history by quantifying the 

r obsidian data (1977b:22-23). Variations in the 

relative proportions of chert and obsidian are 

r ... ~. ...... interpreted as a reflection of changes in the supply 

r network, rather than of consumer preferences 

(ibid.:23). Ir~in found that obsidian ~as abundant 

r 
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during the Early Period of Mailu preh1story but later 

decreased in importance, being almost totally replaced 

by local chert ( 1977a: 308-311). In the later Mayri 

Period, chert is abundant in the early Period but is 

steadily replaced by obsidian, and then again looses 

importance during the succeeding Mailu Period (1977a: 

308-311, 1977b: 23-25). In spite of the observed 

pattern, ~rwin concluded that the documentation of long 

distance movement of material did not help to clarify 

or explain any of the e~change mechanisms by which the 

materials changed hands (1977b:26). Nevertheless, 

despite Irwin's pessimistic conclusion, the combined 

use of techniques such as fall-off studies, variability 

in the abundance and technological analysis might lead 

to an understanding of the e:-tchange mechanisms 

involved. 

Finally, Prickett (1975) in her study of stone 

resources at Palliser Bay in Ne~ Zealand, used relative 

percentages of different types of stones to record the 

changing patterns of utilization within the area. The 

importance of the non-local rocks in the area was noted 

by Prickett (ibid.) and Leach (1976), leading to the 

interpretation that the predominance of imported rocks, 

including obsidian, ~as due to the build up of stronger 

and more reliable exchange net~orks (Leach 1976:169). 

Nevertheless, no further attempt was made to identify 

exchange mechanisms, although Leach (ibid.:175) points 

out the possibility of t~o different exchange networks 
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cper~~1ng s1mul~aneously. 

some cf i-- .... certainly 

~auld be profitable to monitor the changes 1n obs1d1an 

supply through ~1me . in craer to test hy;~theses on the 

changes 1n the system of e::change. lt ~ould be 

.• 1 
pOSSlD ~ e , for e;{ample , t:> argue that a ch.=.nge 1n the 

quantities o: ob .s1d1an .supplleci t :> one sn.e (o r to an 

area) over a period of time Y~ ~ du e t o different 

a shlft in 't:.h.: e~cnange mechanisms. 

Moho l y - tlagJ· I r·.: in h.=.ve made some import.=.nt 

the oretical C.,:)Unce.::ce of 

obsidian to the de vel opment o f systems o : e~change. 
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TABLE 3, 1 

Measures of abundanc e ~hich have been used in the study 

of obsidian exchange (after Torrence 1981) 

Measures based on quantity or relative proportion · 

Percentage of 
obsid1an in the 
total lith1c 
a_ssemblage 

Ratio of obs1dian blades 
to flint bl-=.des 

Tot'!l numbe::- o f 
obs1d1an flaY.es 

Total number of 
obsidian blades 

Total quant!ty of 
obsidian 

Total weight of obs!dian 
per unit volume of 
excavated e.=.::-th 

p . . ~ . . • . 
.. a"tlO or OD2l:J.lan 
artefacts to 
grinding eq~~pment. 

Renfre" et ..=1 . 19t.3: 
Renfre" 1969b, 1977b; 
Er1cson 1 977a; 1977b; 
F1ndlo~ and Bolognese 1980a. 
1980b; Prickett 197S; Leach 
1 9 7 5 ; I r" in 1 9 7 7 a , 1 9 7 7 b. 

HohJly-Nagy 1975. 

Cob e.=. n e t .<: J . 1 9 71 . 

Cobea n et al . 1971. 

Cobe=.n et aJ . 1971 : 
Ren:re~ 19S 9b; 1977b. 

S.idrys 197E.=.. 1976:0. 
197S: ~ enfre~ ! ~c9b , 
1'?77b. 

Cobc:c.n et .::1. 1971. 

Total weight of obsidian Zeitlin 197 8 , 1979. 
to total count o£ p ottery 
sherds. 
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Measures based on Technological differences: 

Distribution of Ammerman 19 79 . 
artefact weights 

Relative percentage of Sheets 1980a, 19~0b ; 
ciebi~age types Torrence 1981. 

Relative percentage of Sheets 1980a; 19~0b. 
corti.l'ca.l flakes 

Number of hinge fractures Sheets 19 80a; 1980b . 

Mean blade width and 
thickness 

Mean ratio of blades 
cutting length to weight 

Mean weight of 
artefacts 

Sidrys 197ba; Torrence 
"1 9 81. 

Sidrys 1976a; Sheet s 
1978. 

Renfrew 1969b ; 1977b; 
Torrence 1981. 

pa.ge eJ 



Spatial Variability 

The a nalysis or spatial variations 1n the 

archaeo logical c ontext has been wide 1 y carr 1 ed out in 

Mesoamerican sites. For e xample, dur1ng the 

Teotihuacan mapping project, large areas scattered with 

obsidian art efacts were noted and samp led, as well as 

the l ocation of workshops. 

produ ction at the site was 

The h1story of obsidian 

reconstructed, based on 

source composition and artefact types encountered 

(Millon 1 967, 1970). Another stud y was performed by 

Sheets (197 8) on the workshops at Cha l chuapa, El 

Sal vador. P. t the site o: Loma Torremonte in Mexico , 

variations in the quantity and quality of the obsid1an 

assemblage used to link speci alized and 

dif:erential acquis1tion of ra~ mate~ial. 

Lastly, in another study by Pires - Ferre ira 

(1975; \oiinter and Pires - Ferreira 197t ; \oiinter 1~72 ) . 

spat1al variations of the obsidi an sources within oTJe 

s it e were analy~ed. The authors explored the obsidian 

di str ibuti on at the two villages of Ti erras Largas aTJd 

San Jose Mogot e, assurniTJg that a large variation 

between households both in source s used and the 

proportions used from each sou~ce would be a reflection 

of a reciprocal economy (1976 :3 06). On t h e other hand , 

uni:ormi~y in obsid1an distribution be~ween households 

was assumed to be the result of redistribution (ibid.) . 
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The analys1s o: ':.he obsidian assemblages from 

the Tierras Largas and San Jose Mogote household 

clu s ters showed large intrc - site variat1ons in the 

sources emp 1 oyed during the ear 1 y Formative Period at 

Tierras Largas but became more uniform during the 

Middle Formative. Comparatively, the utilization at 

San Jose Mogote was very uniform throughout its 

occupation . On this basis, Winter and Pires-Ferreira 

c on cluded that at the lcrge early Formative villages, 

obsidian was obtained from several sources, pooled by 

the elite and later red1 str ibuted to the re s t of the 

population. In contrast, at the smaller sites, 

households obtained their supplies directly through 
t·· .. ,. 

reciprocal exchange. During the Middle Formative 

Period this was replaced by pool1ng and redistribution 

(ibid . : 3 0 9-3,1 0) . 

vii nter and Pires Ferreira's .... . 
s~...uay 

p.=.=ticula=ly important in that it is the first one tc 

integrate data on source composition and intra - site 

variability into the study of exchange mech anisms. 

J>.rchaeological research at Sen Lorenzo 

Tenochtitlan indicated that with each occupational 

phase increasing numbers cf obsidian sources were used. 

Cobean et cl . (1971 :.670) concluded that trade played 

an important role in the expansion of sources employed 

and that this was due mainly to certain major changes 

that occurred in the m=.gni tude or the structure.. or 

both, of the Olmec culture sphere (ibid.). 
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Ren:~ew (1977b: 308 ) al s o notes the va~ 1at 1 on in 

the relati v e abundance of ~wo d iffe r ent k1nd z of 

obsidian in the Deh Luran. plains . 

more abundan t during the Earl y Period and r e ached its 

highezt level of consumption v ery early in the 

occupational history of the area. Consumption was then 

stab 1 e throughout several phases and dropped i n the 

last phases. Grey obsidian reached its rna;~ i mum 

consumption at a later stage but its use decl1ned at 

£he same time and rate as that of the green obsidian. 

These changes in quantities and rel ative proportions o f 

obsidian consumption are int erpreted as being caused by 

differences in the effectivness of the down-the -li ne 

trad e network, or d iffi culties in access to the trade 

net'-' Orks for the two sources (ibid .: 309) . The a utho r 

is more inclined to accept the latter view - a change 

in supply due to transport or politi2al factors . 

The analysis of intra -site varic.bility 

per:ormed at Palliser Bay , New Ze aland by Prickett 

(1975) and Lea ch (1976) sho•.::ed that at l eas t seven 

sources were utilized at one point in t ime The trend 

observed earlier by Green (1964 : 139), t.:h ere obsidian 

from one source (Mayor Island) was do minant in the 

Early Periods in North Island sites and declined in 

popula~ity at late~ sites fu rthe r removed from the 

sou:::-ce, was not confirmed by Prickett (19 75) and Lea ch 

(1976 ) . Con z iderable variati-:::>n from th i s trend was 

observed by Leach (ibid. : 171) . Green C 1964 ) did not 
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attempt to u:=:e his informat1on to analy=e eAchange 

me chani sm s .. but rather as a rela t ive datln? technique. 

Leach concluded from hi-:o ane.lys1s the.t. as a dating 

device, the proportion of Mayor Island o.=sidian in a 

site would only be e.pplice.ble e. t a very general level. 

Le ach does consider the shifts 1 n the pro port i ens o £ 

obsidian and other local and imported rock sources 

found in the study area. However , none of the authors 

goes beyond noting the existence of communication 

networks a nd suggesting possible routes of 

communication. 

Reduced potential for consumer variation due to 

) a 1 imi ted number of s ources ma!{es it ~:;. 5. f i cult t o 
I 

interpret changes in compositional variabil1ty in terms 

of ex change. One of the me.in problems fc.ced in the 

study of source variability is that the household units 

must be c lec.rly reco~mizc.ble. The unc.vc.ilability of 

these data for c. number of New Zealc.nd sites has 

hampered some of the possible analyses mc.kin~ it 

difficult to inc orporate this approa ch 1n the present 

study. 

~ I . } 
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Formal Analysis 

Finally, Winter and Plres-Ferreira (1976) have 

noted that it is important to record the form in which 

a piece enters the site, since it might be related to 

the type of exchange. The authors suggest a general 

relationship between exchange mechanisms and the form 

of objects, based on the observation of the association 

of three different variables 1) the proportion of 

obsidian from two sources of high quality material, 2) 

the quantity of prismatic blades and 3) the degree to 

which pooling and redistribution might have taken 

place. It is thought that the blades are alien to the 

site and that their exchange was controlled by an elite 

group (ibid.:310). This relationship between the form 

of the obje~t (for example prismatic blades) and the 

exchange mechanism has been pursued to some degree by 

Ammerman et a1 .. (1978). The consideration is that the 

more valuable an item, the more likely it is that its 

exchange will be controlled by a special group. 

Ammerman also argues that the differences in obsidian 

use at a site reflect specialization. He has tried to 

apply this line of argument to his research in southern 

Italy, by recording the differences in weight of 

obsidian debitage at the sites. Wright (1969) has also 

proposed a specialized exchange for obsidian blades in 

the Near East. 



Implications of single-site analyses to the Ne~ Zealand 

study of prehistoric exchange 

Most of the single-site analyses described 

above could in some ~ay be performed in New Zealand. 

However, the nature of the sites in New Z ea 1 and does 

not compare with the huge workshops in the Aegean or 

large settlements of Mesoamerica, ~hich were used over 

e. number of centuries. The sites in this study have 

~11 been used for a short length of ti me, al though some 

have been used repeatedly. Nevertheless, time - trend 

analysis on the variation in quantities of obsid1an at 

a single site ~auld be of little use in explaining 

exchange mechanisms for the whole country . 

The differences in source utill=ation are 

meaningful in sites lik e the villages of San J o se 

Mogote or Teotihuacan in Mesoamerica. It is E!xtremely 

hard to record these differences for family groupz in 

temporary set tl e:rnents or hunting camps su::h as those 

used for this stu~y . It might be re~arding to at~empt 

such a line of research in the future on some o: the 

larger permanent villages on the North Island, but at 

present this approach cannot be used here. 

For the present purpose, the f o rm of the 

obsidian seems to be the most useful o f the four 

techniques outlined above. This aspect has been given 

attention in some studies, such as Leahy's ( 1976) study 

at Whakamoenga Ca•;e in the North I:::le.nd, and it seems 
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~orth~hile to pursue it 1n pa~t icula~ for the analyzis 

of lithic ~orkshops. 

In th1s category one m1ght 1nclude the lithic 

quarries and mines ~hich represent the centre of 

production. Quarry analyses are relatively ne~ but 

have proven an extremely fruitful line of inquiry. 

They have been performed by a number of scholars all 

over the ~orld (Leach 1934; Gramly 1984; Torrence 1981, 

1984; Purdy 1984; Gibson 1984; Luedtke 1984; McCoy 

1977; Stevenson et al. 1984, Bosch 1C::79 ; and others). 

Some of the most exciting research re 1 evant to this 

study has been carried out by Torrence (1981, 1934 ) on 

the S~ Nychia and Demenegaki quarries on Melos in the 

Aegean. Torrence ~as able to show that consumers 

obtained their obsidian by direct access (1981:425). 

Singer and· Ericson (1977) have stressed the 

possibilites of quarry analysis for studies of 

p~ehist o~i c exchange . 

It ~as believed that the present study ~auld 

profit considerab l y by an analys i s c ~ the obsidian 

sources , quarr1 es, and ~orkshcps on ~ay or Island. ). 

site survey uas carri ed out in Ma y 1982 ~ith this 

purpose in mind. Several areas ~here the obsidian 

flo~s ~e~e mined ~ere found and these ere described in 

the chapter. Further research on the 

quarries, ~orkshops, and mines ~as sadly hampered by 

factors beyond control and cannot there5ore be inc luded 

in the present study. I t is hoped that in the future 
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1~ ~ill be- poss1ble ~o carry ou~ ~ m ~~~ da~~1led 

e :-:am 1 nat 1 on of the o b s u:: 1 an q u.:: r r 1 e s .. m 1 n e-.=: an c! other 

archaeolog1c~l zites on Mayor Island. 

SUHHARY AND CONCLUSION 

The: present chapter has d1scussed a range of 

different approaches to the study of obsid1an exchange 

1n d1fferen~ areas of the ~o~ld. The appli=ability cf 

number of reg1unal and site orientec research 

appro.:.ches emp l o:;ed in the .study prehistoric 

exchange ~ere d1scussed in order to invest1r;c.te >:hich 

ones could p~ofltably be applled to the study o£ N e~-J 

Zealand ob s 1~ian Exchange. 

research has concentrated on re?ional aspec~s. fccusing 

on the rel.::t1onship bet~~en .::bundance c~ s1ze of 

ob:=.Hilc.n ar:.efact.::. c.na. di.::.tance from the source o f 

obsidian. 

carried ou~ 1n Mesoamerica, but lately qua~ry research 

h.:.s been carried out in a number of place.=.. f::::-·om the 

fo~egoing re· ... ·1e•.J i~ is clear thc.t a number cf methoC.s 

can be emp loyed, but due to a number of rest~ict1ons in 

t he Na~ Zealand dc.ta it seems that the most p~ofitable 

c.pproach for the present s~udy is to integ~ate c.spects 

cf several of the techn1quas rev1ewed. 
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The main points concluded in the present 

chapter may be summarized as follous: 

1) }.1 though attempts to identify archaeo

logically economic institutions such as reciprocity, 

redistribution and others observed in present day 

societies have been made, these have not been 

cone! usi ve. There are at present no ~ays of 

establishing unequivocal!~~ which of these was 

responsible for the distribution of goods as found in 

prehistoric sites. 

2) The prospects of using regionally oriented 

research in New Zealand seem encouraging. Fall-off 

studies have been sho~n to be of use, even if there are 

still problems in how to interpret specific patterns. 

There is every chance that this type of analysis will 

be profitable· in New Zealand.. 

Sheets 

3) The 

(1980a, 

technological approach employed 

19S0b) sho~s the important role 

by 

of 

understanding the technology of obsidian production in 

relation to distance from the source and with respect 

to the degree of craft specialization. This approach 

can be applied in New Zealand and su£ficient data seems 

to be available to attempt it. 

4) The gravity model employed by some authors, 

does not seem of any use for the present study. 
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5) A number of azpects of single z1te analyzes 

could be of use in the present study. F1rstly the 

formal a nalysi.s o f the obsidu.n aszemblages provides 

some interesti ng results and has already been employed 

in Ne•.J Zealand . Of special importance i.s t he analysis 

of quarries and related ~orkshops that can provide 

information on the patterns of expl oitat i on of a 

resource and its subsequent transformation for 

c onsumption. 

The approach emp loyed in the present · s tudy 

dra~s on the methodology of other resea rchers. The 

main f ocus of the thes i s i s on regional a na lys is . I t 

was believed t hat t he study could also prc :it fro m the 
,. \ 

' 
.. r --

analysis of c ertain sites on Mayor l sland wh ere the 

main obsidian flo~s are located, and that fieldw ork at 

the quarries· there cou ld provide a number of ans~er.s 

about prehistoric obsidian exploitation in New Zealand . 

In the f ollo~ing chapter the results of the site survey 

carried out on ~ayor Island are discus sed . The 

used here for th e regional ana l ysis were collected fr om 

excavated assemblagez stored in N e~ Zeal and museums an~ 

univ ersities. The regional study deels '.Jith the 

analysis o: the £all o:£ patterns of a number of 

variables. Thi s research is described in Chapte rs V 

a nd VI. 
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CHAPTER IV 

QUARRY EXPLOITATION-

THEORETICAL ISSUES AND THE 

OBSIDIAN EXPLOITATION 

ON MAYOR ISLAND 

INTRODUCTION 

When discussing the prospects of £ite ori ented 

analyses in Chapter III for the study of prehistoric 

obsidian exchange in New Zealand it was found that this 

type of analysis offers a number cf possibilities . As 

discusseC. 1n the previous chapter- the .s t udy o f t he 

sites of procurement the quarries can be of 

c..ssistance in providing ans\.Jers to .specif i c questions 

rt:lating to prehistoric obsidian exchange . In 

par-t i cul c.:::- the behaviour observed c.t. the quar-ry sites 

can be expected tc reflect skills, producti on rate , and 

methods of procurement of the people making and using 

the final products, b e it at the quarry itself .or at 

places fa:::- removed. 
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F o u~ major questions a~1se ~hen d1scuss1ng the 

explo1tation of specific resources and r,.;>i 11 be 

d1scussed 1n this section If access to the source of 

the rat-~ material ~ere controlled, certain behavioural 

patterns might be expected to b~ present at the sites. 

Hot-~ ~as the material obtained , ~ho controlled access to 

the resource areas , ho~ ~as it enforced ? Ho~ is this 

expressed in the archaeologic~l record ? These are the 

main questions ~hich ~ill be d1scussed in this section. 

The follot-~ing chapter t-~ill discuss hot-~ the 

above points ~ould be expressed archaeologically. 

Firstly, a numbe~ of ethnographi cally documented 

examples of quarry exploitation in different places c: 

the ~orld and at different time peri ods ~ill be 

desc=-ibed. Secondly, number o£ archaeological 

studies of prehistoric quarr1es ~ill be e:·:~mined in 

order to see if any of the s-:.udies can be of use in 

predicting a particula~ type o£ behaviour a~ the quarry 

sites. It • • "! • • .. 

1 s nopeo. t.na..... some these e :\ amp l e s ~ i 11 

provide insight into t he pattern o£ exploitation 

observed at Mayor Island . 

The second part of the present chapter is 

devoted to the description of Hayer Island, its geology 

and the archaeologic~l field~o=-k carried out there . 

The archaeological remains found on Hayer Island are 

discussed in relation to the theoretical discussion of 

quar=-y exploita-:.ion and p=-oduction ~hich follc~s . 
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CONTROL OVER ACCESS AND PRODUCTION AT LITHI C QUARRIES: 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

The concept o£ ownership of a q~.::.rry is of 

par3.moun t importance when discussing central over 

access. In certain casas the exploitation of a quarry 

will be open to o.ll those who need it. In others i t 

may be cont-rolled by local residents or e. particular 

kin group. If ownarsh1p does exist then the o1.1ners may 

or may not maintain their r1ghts on ~na quarry . 

Severo.l options are open for this . The::· may h .e. v e 

territorial boundaries which cculd be marked in some 

way. In other c.::.ses they may need to asser~ o1.1nersh ip 

by force some sort or 

defenses ~ould be needed . ln other instances the 

loce.tion of the resource may be kept a secret. It can 

be e :~pe cted that i £ Nmersh 1 p r i gh :.s e.re e:-: er-ted. the: 

from the i :::- centro l. This in turn may imply the.t tha 

o1.1ners have a monopoly over the rescurce and that ether 

groups must be willing to pay fa:::- this resource . ln 

o:::-der t o rna i ntai n control it is f:::-equent 1 y necessary 

for pe ople t o reside permanently near the source, or 

maintain constant watch over the territory 

surrounding the prized resourc e Spence and Parsons 

(1972 : 28) believe that this m1ght have been the case at 

Teotihuacan, •..;ohere large quo.ntit1e.s of obsidian were 
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used at th e city. They be l i.:ve that due tc the s::e of 

the i ndustry end In o ~ de~ to ma1ntain a high output it 

1.1es n.:cessary fc:- Tec:.ihuacan to have had "con-::.rol o~ 

undi s;Juted access·· t o both the 1 ocal sources o: grey 

obsid ian and the g:-een ob2.1dian from Hidalgo. 

Restri cted access t o a qua~:-y and t1ght control 

directly imply that the r e zource e:-~ploi ted i s 

consi dered to be e valuabie asset. 

The behaviour observed at quarry si t.::s haz t o 

be seen as part of the large~ economic sy:=:tem in ~hich 

' + 1- is embedded. Clearly the ex iztence c£ any s ort of 

control ov e r access i .=. link:d to the basic ec .::>nomic 

backg:-ound under o.;:hich e:-:ploit::.tion is t ak ing place. 

As Torrence (1981 , 1934) n• . e 
C.- observed, monopoly 

exerci.=.ed over a rez ou:-ce i.::. strongly linked to the 

later commercialization of the e xtracted produ c e and 

that the monopoly ov e:- a resource is a p~erequisite for 

the c:-eat ion of profits (Ja cobs 1972: 27 - 29, Torrence 

1~81 : 17~ ) . Comme:-c ialization of p:-oduct in 

c ompet itive market economy imp~ i ::s t hat it i s o f .=. ome 

impo:-tence or has an inherent value . Nev ertheles:=: , the 

output of p:-oduct is net necessa:-il y 

correlat ed t o ·market ' factors, that is , '.J i tb s upp ly . 

demand and pri ce conditions . Output may be related to 

other-- non - ma:-ket factor :=: , which cul tural, 

ecological or other, ez has been shown f or ex amp le by 

Ne sh (19£.1) a nC. Cook (1970 ) . Nash, in a study of 

pottery manufacture and output in Chiapa.=., He~ico, 
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r-eached -r.ne ccnclus1cn that '"pr-~duct1on 12 ma:nm1.sed 

not at the time of hiqhest pr-::.ces on the m.::.d:&t. but 

rath:::- 1n time '.-Ji th the rhythm cf sacred and secular-

celebrat1on.s '.-Jhich require c~sh outlay and provide 

opportunities for disposal t.lithout .storage problems" 

(Nash 1961:187 ) . Cook ' s study of the metat::ro industry 

in Oa:<aca, Mexico , .shot-led that the output of metates 

<stone s:r::!.nders) fluctuates regularly in ~ccord t.lith 

the aqricul-r.ural calendar as t.lell as -w1th market 

factors (1970:788-789) . 

.?•.rchaeolos-ists have propc.s&d a number of t.lays 

by ~h1ch the type c~ exchanqes in oper~tion in a 

cultural system could be predicted from the 

distribution o£ traded qcods (see Chapter I!Il. In the 

same t.lay predictions concerning the econ omi c structure 

could be m~de by studying the behaviour at the points 

of origin o: the product . .. r. number of arch~eologic~l 

1ndicators can be expected tc be found at ~uarry sites 

\.;'hich ciistinctiv.: fer id.:ntifyinc:r control 

access or ot.lnership. 

Th~ evidence of control over acces.s to a quarry 

could be e:-!pe::""C.ed to be found not onl y at the site 

itself but also in the surrounding area. Pc.ssible 

evidence co1.2ld include te:-ritcrial mar-kers , defensive 

constructions in the vicinity pr-otecting access routes, 

or domestic structures of people living on a full time 

basis at the quarries. 
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Controlled access to the quarries suggests that 

they may be exploited by a s:ngle group of people, 

consequentl y the labour force specializing 1n the 

extraction of the raw material and i ts subsequent 

stages of modi i i cation could b e expe cted to be highly 

s k illed in their work . It is also likely that once t he 

raw material was extracted by workmen it was roughly 

worked for easier transport and then finished somewhere 

else. Jl.rchaeologically, the remai ns l eft at a quarry 

by specialized workers, empl oye d only on the extraction 

of the raw material, might be different to these left 

by a periodic visitor collecting some materia l on an 

occasional expedition to i t, when the quarry is open to 

everybody's use. 

Torrence (1981) hc.s shown that some form of 

limited access to resources in commercial style 

industries. Th e a 'Jthor examined a number o£ 

c omm~rcializ~d and no;; - ccmmercialized stone working 

industries (English and French gunflint industries, 

Mexican metateros, New Guinea axe quarr i es, and others) 

and found that i£ p~oduction for exchange is the 

primary reason for the exploitation, access to the raw 

material and/o~ the skills o£ manu:acture will be 

restricted, regardless of the type of economy in which 

the objects are produced (Torrence 1981:241-244) . She 

argues, moreover, that the degre e o£ restriction will 

vary according to the nature o£ the products dependence 

on the goods received in e xchange . Torrence says, 
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furtf',er, that E the flnc.l product is mainly going to 

be used locally, there are no rec..sons for restricting 

access ~o the re.sources; only if the material is 

quarried to produce goods for export is access to the 

quarries restricted (ibid. ) Jl.s an e;{ample, she cites 

the quarries e~ploited for the production of ceremonial 

axes in New Guinea, where access is restr 4 cted. In 

contrast, in the quarries which are worked to extract 

stone for the production of utilitarian axes , for local 

use only, access i.s open to all groups. The author 

concludes that if production at a quarry is chiefly for 

the export market, the resource will be controlled and 

.~ 
one can e:·:pect full time special i.:::. craftsmen, with a 

(~ ... 
monopoloy in the necessary skills, working at the 

extraction sites. Torrence (ibid.) was not able to 

find any archaeological indicators that would clearl y 

establish rights 0! ownership from any of the 

ethnographic e:{ampl es she studied. Nonethe 1 ess, the 

identification of one of the.se aspect.::, such c..s the 

existence of special ized craftsmen, may show that there 

was control over acce.ss or that the quarry was 

exploited for export . These observations, based on the 

'study of a number o: ethnogrc.phi c test cases, ci.o he 1 p 

in estab 1 ish i ng ways o£ measuring these aspects in 

archaeological term.:: . 
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Craf~ special1zation as ind1cated above is 

another fa.ctor present when exploitation is speciali:ed 

and oriented to•.Jards a specif1c goal. This can be 

identified in the archaeological record as Sheets 

(1980 ) has demonstrated. The number of knapping errors 

such as hinge fractures observable on flakes are an 

indication of the skill of the cra f~smen working . The 

pr esence/absence of a specialized ~orkshops at or near 

the quarry sites can also be taken an an ind1cator of 

the degree to ~hich the ra~ material ~as modified for 

local consumption or for export. 

In summary, bounda.ry markers, fortifications. , . location o: settlements, skill of crc.ftsme i. and the 

presence of a specialized \.Jorkforce may be able to be 

identified archaeologically and could indicate the 

degree to ~hich a quarry ~as controled. This in turn, 

could indicate for what final purpose the products were 

produced , ~hethe~ for local use or for e~po~t. 

In the following section a number of 

ethnographic and archaeological cc.se studies >·.' ill be 

examined in order to see if any additional indicators 

can be found in the field. Ethnographic information on 

quarry exploitation is e>:tremely scarce , neither are 

archaeological studies of prehistoric quarries 

abundant, although they have in=reased considerc.bly in 

the last few years. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC EXAMPLES OF QUARRY EXPLOITATION 

Gould's numerous studies ( 1968, 1978, 1980, 

Gold, Koster and Sentz 1 971) on the hunter /gatherer' s 

use end manufacture of stone tools pro v ide the most 

detailed informati on on quarry exploitation in the 

Australian Central and Western Deserts. Go uld observed 

that material extracted either from surface 

quarries or mined for extraction of un~eathered cherts. 

Behaviour at quarries, ~here material ~as extracted 

from .surface rock outcrops, consisted of reducing cores 

by appl yi ng rock-tc -rock percussion (to boulders, 

nodules or outcrops), using the natural angles as 

striking platforms. Wastage is high at such sites and 

there is little sp.=.tie.l patterning of the waste 

materiel <Goul d 19 80 : 124). Gould notes that, i n 

contrast, a t quarries ~here the ra ~ me.terial he.s to be 

laboriously mi ned out of the ground a more efficient 

method o f. c ore reduction is e mp l oyed direct 

percussion ~i th a h ammer stone and careful preparation 

of s t riking pl~tforms . Thi s system ~as extremely 

economic~! in terms o: the production of ~e.ste material 

(ibid . :"1 2 6 ) . Small cores ~ere carried a-:,.;ay from 

quarries that ~ e re never more than 32 km dist~nt from 

the habitation 

kno~n quarries 

and, at other 

quarries ~ ere 

site (1980 :1 24 -1 26) . ExpeC.iti ons to 

sometimes involved deli ber~te detours 

... . 
~...1m es, spec i al 

organized. Cores 

expeditions 

re moved 

to the 

from t he 
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quar::-1 ss ·.; ere u.:=:uall1· fairly small i n -:;:-, - c __ _ .._, s o t.ha t 

they could be ::~rr1ed m0re c :.nve niently back to the 

camp. 

At the \·lest ern Desert quarries .. Go ul d 

areas on the basis of the size of waste £lakes. At the 

larger quarri es separc.t.e ch1pp ing stat ions cc::.:: i sting 

of small circu lar or ov-=.l shaped pc.tches cleared from 

rocks with occa::.ion-=.1 hammer stones f::und nearby 

(1'?7~ : 819, 1980:12 3) . At small quar-r1e::. ::.mal l ::. i:.ed 

~aste flakes are chara::t.eristic of percussion flaking , 

and appe.=.r •.<her e th e block - t o - block percussion 

te::hr.ique was empl oye e for cere redu::tion. 

It can be extract ed from Gould ' s findings that 

archc.eolcgically acti vit.y areas can be di fferentiated 

main l :; du e to the n~ture of the w~ste flakes. No 

permanent habitation sites e~ i st close to the quarryi ng 

areas. The high perc2nt age- o f w-=.ste m-=.teria l at the 

qua:-ries is due t. o on si t e pre liminary c ore r e ductions 

to reduce 1..Jeight of the material to be taken at,.;'ay . 

Gould doe::. not ment1on any l1mitation .:=: or restrictions 

of access to the qu~rries he studied . From his 

descr l·pt ion it seems th~t. each group vi::.ited the 

quarries within their own terr itory anci no access 

restrictions seem to have been observed. 
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By contrast. McBryde's s tudy c£ the M~ W1ll1am 

A~!e Quarry 1 r1 Southeast Austr~lla has sho\Jn that some 

restrictions \.JEre enforced (McBryde 1978, 1979, Binns 

and McBryde 1972, McBryde a nd 1-latchman 1976, McBryde 

and Harri.son 1981). Axes produced at the Ht \h ll1am 

Quarry \Jere e:< c 1 usi ve 1 y for ex change, and McBryde and 

Harr ison (1931 : 191) argue that the quarry i tse 1£ 

acquired characte~istics of a sacred-ceremonial place . 

Access to Mt William was str1ctly limited, as reported 

by How itt (1904:72, 3·11-312) and its resources could 

o n ly be worked by specialist.s ~ho possessed the 

necessary status and kin 
..... assocl5c..lons. similar 

situation \Jas repc~ted by McBryde and Harrison for the 

quartzite blade quarrleS in Arnhern Land CHcBryde and 

Harrison 19~1). 

The behaviour e.t the Mt ~~ illie.m quarries 

initially recorded by Hot..'itt (1904) and Fi.son (1390) 

and is al.so de.scribed McBryde and ~·latchman 

(197b : lS4) . The qu.::.rry was owned b y e. g~oup of the 

WurundJer i of the Y:.~rc. Valley and the quarry1ng was 

the responsibility o: one man, 81lli-billari. Any 

reques t for a;< e stones had to go through him ; nobody 

w~e allowed to work the outcrops by themselve.s. 

Requirements had to be made known to Billi-billari, and 

payments t.:e:- e also negotiated throu?h him. He t.:orked 

by himself at the quarry, although on occasion other 

members of the <;roup t.:i t.h ownership ri~hts were al.so 

e.llo\Jed t o work on it dur1ng his absence. .?•.pc.rt from 
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this, there are n o de:=.cr1ptions of th e actual •.:crk at 

the quarry. Archaeological research carried out by 

McBryde ( 19 7 8) at the quarry has ident ified separate 

working areas, including flaking areas, separate from 

the extracti on sites. As most work at the quarry was 

carried out at one time by only one man, in the opinion 

of McBryde ( ibid. ) selection of activity areas is most 

likely to reflect the preference of this craftman. 

However, if these flaking floors were in use before his 

time, they might reflect spatial separation of 

activities of different craftsmen within the site . 

Summarizing the information obtained from these 

two e;.:ampl es, it is f cund that access restricti on.::. do 

not necessarily leave any distinct archaeological 

traces . In both cases where access was restricted, as 

at the Ht W i 11 i am J>.xe Quarry, and where there was no 

restriction , as 1n the Central and Western L•e.::.ert, no 

habi tati on areas and physical remains o~ boundary 

markers have be en £ ound to be associated ..: i th the 

quarries . The working floors seem to provide the best 

areas to identify di f f ererential working patterns. 

Although in both the e~amples , discrete working floors 

were found , the nature o: the ~aste material can be of 

paramount importanc e in the identification of the 

patterns of explcitation. 
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The absence o: bcundary markers t.o mark 

rest.ri cted access to the si :.a may be due to the fact 

that restricticnz were enforced by other means or 

simply that they were either not noticed by the early 

recorders or have not survived. On the other hand, the 

fact remains that they might not be a necessary feature 

of a quarry site, even if accass were restricted, since 

it might have been enforced by other means which leave 

no physical trace. 

Ne~ Guinea Axe Quarries 

The working of most quarries in the New Guines 

Highlands iz open to everybody, whether the stone is to 

be used loc~lly or· for exchange. Each local group 

seems tJork for thei:::- own needs, and no 

specialization of tasks seems to exist. A similar 

situat1on has been recorded for the Ne'W Guinea a ••c 
A-

quarries. Torrence (19e1:232-236) in her analysis has 

already noted that here, also, access is restricted to 

quarries where axes for e~change were produced, and 

also that no. boundary markers are to be found. Stone 

working quarries have been studied by Vial (1940)? 

Chapell ( 1966), Strathern ( 1965), Hughes ( 1977 J, but 

few of these descriptions re£er to the actual quarrying 

process . 
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V1al (1940 J note~ though that cer~a1n quar~ 1 e~ 

c3n be worked by ~pec1fic groups. Th:s is the cas.: for 

the Dom quarry, irom where special stone fer brid~ -a~es 

>Jere extracted, "only Dom Gondigu could 'Work it" 

(ibid.:1611 while other quarr1es could be visited by a 

number of villages (ibid.:159). The Dom quarry wc.s 

'Worked by workmen living at the quarry in huts besides 

the shafts for long periods of time (5 months as 

observed by Vial), ~,.;hile their fc.milies s~ayed in the 

nearby villages c.nd brought food daily. Vial observed 

the actual 'Worklng at the quc.rries 'Where axe blades 

'Were obtai ned. Stone preforms ~,.;ere flaked out at the 

quarry and then taken h~me for polishing. Stones at 

this quarry 'Were mined £rom a deep s haft and s tored 

until the end of the mining process. A number of them 

'Were flaked out si multc.neously and ta}:en back to the 

home camp to polish. They were later tal~en to the 

village and d1ztri buted among the Dom and neighbouring 

tribes (ibid . ) 

1 n . the Ne..J Gui neo. quo.rri es 'When access 'Was 

restricted to a g~oup o~ ;roup of tribes or when it was 

open to any group, wod: i ng pat terns did not seem to 

differ in essence. In both e:-:c.mpl es, (as reported by 

Vial (1940) and also by Chap.:ll (1966)), 'Workers either 

mined the flo·~s, e:<c3vatlng deep shefts cr 'drives', 

using somet ime s only s harpen ed sticks, baskets and 

other 'Wooden implements, or the rock was simply broken 

out of the outcr:)p uzir1 ~ wooden pules . ln c.ll cases 
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the s~cnes were York~d to th~ racui=~d preform a~ th~ 

qlJar:-y :!ind ~hen polished scrr.c·.:here e:l.se. ·::lcze :.:: .:t 

source of ~a~er and sand (Vlal 1940:159). 

W1se C1981J has shown that manufacturing s~yles 

can be 1s6lated between different axe quarr1ez 1n Na~ 

Guinea. Difierences 

reflect the type of 

in manufacture Yere shewn to 

product1on taking place at the 

Manufacturing st:,.·les quarr1es. 

restr1cted access. and where axes 

at quarries ~ith 

~ere produced £or 

e:-t change .. sbowed little in st.yle. In 

contrast. a~tes com1 ng from quarries ~here material was 

obta!ned by direct access by "the consumers, sho~ed a 

higher variabil1ty 1n m.anufc.=turing s"t.yles. In this 

case.· as many styles of production as quarries 

expl~ited were observed (ibid.:230-237l. 

In these cases, as ~ell as in the case of the 

Mt \o1!lliam aze quarry in Southeastern '·'..lstralia, it 

see rn s to h a' .. ~ e been ' common k no ':J 1 t: d g e ·· when access to 

the quarry ~as res't.r i ~t;d.. and no physical boundary 

markers ~ere necessary or presan~ near the quarries. 

As thare does not seem to be any differential approach 

to the extraction work~ or the reduction methods, 

iden~i£ication of these cannot necessarily bring us 

closer to establishing restrictions of ownership of 

accs.sz. 



Obsidian Quarrying a nd Usage by Ethiopian Hide Workers 

.~.s .=. tln~l ethnogr~ph1c e:~~mple f::- o m ou t.::1de 

Ne~.J 7.e.s.land, the c:Os::.ci.1an qua.rry1ng oroce:=:::: of 

Eth1opian h1de ~.Jork e::-s Yill be e~am1ned . 

In C:ent.ral Et.h1op1a people belcng::.;;g to t.hree 

separ~te ethn1c groups the Gurage , the Aruss1 - Galle 

and the Sidama. are e.:. present still eng.::gc:d 1n the 

prepar.:.tion hides us1ng obs1dian scrapers . One of 

these groups stud:ed G.::.lla.gher 1~77b~ . 

The ob.sid1 e n lS =~:t.r~cted by them £rom quarry a 

half-dey's ~alk e~ay from the village. T::-:..ns are made 

eppro:Dmately once c. fortnight tc once e v er·; t~.Jo to 

th::-ee month :::. and the quarry is n et c~ned o::- c ontrolled 

by p~rt.:..cular group . Th e quarry :r-esembles an 

undifferentia~ed c: obsid1c.n deb:::-1::: 

Gallagher is .=. l most k T1 e e 

dc:ep 

systemc~1c p~Ltern . The obs1di~n 1s quarr1e~ fr om the 

ground us1n; lone; C.l<;<;:ng s"tl ·:i:s ',.;lith lr OTi t1p::: on 

them . L.:.::-ge b l o cJ: s ~r= extracted 1 n th l s way. Th:n 

us1ng e hamme:::-s~ o ne , ~.Jhl=h is el~avs lei:. a~ the qua::-ry 

:=. i t e' f l~kes arc det.ached to test. the quality of trle 

obsid1an block. If the blo=k 1s of sr ocd flaking 

quality , the desired numoer oi flak es are d e tached and 

are £urthe::- reduc ed t c the r equ1red :=.i~e at. the qua::-::-y. 

··- because oi th e need t o minim1:~ carrying ~e2ght . Tr1e 

the h1.d e scrape::-:=. 13 
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the v1llage tGellagher 1~77b : 4G7 - 410J. The flak1ng and 

retouch1ng of the scrapers. as well as the r~ sharpening 

oi t.hese is pe:::-iormed carefully ove :::- a container, 

either a basi<et or hide. The waste material 1s .. in 

th1s way, carefully c ol lect ed and later dumped in a pit 

or dump away from the 11 vi ng area (1 977b : 411). 

Obsidian fl akes are occas1onally traded to group s that 

live more distant from the qu3rry. 

The r ew material quarried 1n th 1s case is used 

directly tool, and is 1 n genera 1 not used in 

1tsel: for any transact.ions. There does not seem to be 

much value attached to it outside the hide - working 

community , wh ich is formed by a s ma ll sroup of s kil led 

endosam8us cra ftsmen . The skill has been protected and 

is only perfo rmed by men of certain ethni c groups. 

Extraction ac t ivities at. the Ethiopian quarrie s 

and the nc.ture of the resulting deb:- is left behind 

there do not s eem to d1f:er much from the suecia li ::ed 

iiic.nufacturlng quarry >:'here access 

was restricted. 

Ne~ Zealand Greenstone Exploi tation 

Although no systematic study o: greenstone 

quarrying and worki ng has yet been done i n New Zealand, 

ethnchistoric sources pro·Jide a picture of how this 

r ock used to be ~orked . G:-e enston e (nephrit e end 
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boYenl~e ) 1s found a~ a numner of loca~1cnz on the Wes~ 

Coast of the S outh Is land of New Zealand, from M1lf ord 

So und north to as far c.s Ne lson/Ma:!:" ! borough ( ih ~ ch 1 e 

1976). Greenstone •..: as used for the manu£ acture of 

ornaments and certa1n t ool s , adzes and weapc~s . and was 

traded widel y over Ne t~ Zealand. The: f1rst published 

scientific dezcr i pti on of Ma ori greenstone sources by 

Hector (1863:460) mentions tha t it w.::.s obtained f r o m 

boulders lying on the be ach. On h1s v isit ~o Anita Bay 

(Milford Sound ) he wrote : 

I landed 
which the 
greenstone 

to examine the beach from 
Ma ori procured the .Jade or 
for the manufacture of their 

ornaments and weapon:::. It is from 
am ong -c.ne shingle that this stone is 
obtai ned, occurr i nq in rounded pebbles 
along wi th fragments of h ornblend1c 
gneiss and felstone . .. (Hector 
1 8 E. 3 ·: 4 E. 0 ) . 

In£ orm.::ti on on the pos sible sources exploited b y the 

Mc.ori and on th: qrc:en:::ton2 tr.:de is f1rs:.ly given by 

von Hochstetter (1864 :4 67). He writes, 

even new almost everv vear pa~~ies come 
from the Northern Island with money, 
coverings, clothing and so on to the 
Buller, G~ey and Arc.hura to barter with 
the H.::.or1s settlec c.t the mouths of 
these rivers for partly worked end 
pertly rc.w nephrite . L1ttle 1s yet 
kno~.:n concerning i ~s occurrence Jn 
.situ. 1>. ::: tar as can be c.scertained 
from the n.::.tives and others, there are 
three m.::n places where nephri-c.e is 
kno~n to occur thus ... 1t was sa1d to be 
so ha:::-d and 
b::-ea}: it, 

firm, ~nat ~nev 
and because of 

could 
lack 

not 
o£ 
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suitable tools. had to be content ~ith 
the p1eces they found 1n the r1ver and 
on the be::tch. 

:;:-=.qell:? 

There 1s a large number of ethnohis~or1c::tl 

refe-::ences ind1cating the kno~ledge of the Me.ori 

population concern1nq the greenstone s~urces. 

References to the working of greenstone are prov1ded by 

Heaphy (1959 : 241) on a trip to the West Coast where he 

observed a group of people at a pa on the mouth of the 

Teremakau River engaged in the working of the stone . 

The inmates of each house were 
busily engaged making mere pounamu and 
ear pendants of that ma~erial for trade 
and presents to the northw-=.rd . They 
sa~ the slab with & piece of mi ca 
slate, wet and afterwards polish i t 
with a f1ne sandy limestone which they 
obtc.in in the vicinity. The hole is 
drilled with a stick , pointed with a 
piece o£ Pc.hutani flint . The natives 
here are principally o5 the Ngai~au or 
southern tribe: .. and 1 oca ted themse 1 ves 
at the Araura af~er being d1spe~sed 
into the interior. On reacn1ng the 
west coa.::t they located thems::lves at 
this place, whe~E: they 1magined they 
would be safe from mol esta~i on and 
could work the green.::~one , which is 
brought down the Arau~a river and 1 n 
its bed after floods. 

Other references to settlements engaged in the 

e:-:ploi tat ion o: greenstone a~e given by Beattie 

(1920:45). He describes the place names of some Maori 

settlements used as a base to e~tract greenstone . 



From the ethnoh1ztor1c recordz ll. c.:tn be 

co ric 1 uded th3 t the nephr lt.e and bor.Jen it e ::: ources r.Jerc 

e~ploited by a number o: groupz. S i nee tiH:y ':.Jere no t 

obtained from zpecific qu.:trries, but , r.:tther, picked up 

a.t certa1n spotz al ong ri•Jerz and beaches. it can be 

concluded th.:tt there r.Jas no app.:trent restriction on r.Jho 

co u 1 d e :< p l o i t. these s ource z . Group::: from the North 

Island occasional . trips to acqu.'!.re it by 

them:::elves or to trade for it. Captain Cook 

(1967:72-73) specific.:tlly mentionz meetinq greenstone 

traders on the1r way south . The presence of a 

specialized village or settlement on the \·Jest Coast 

~here everybody ~as engage~ in greenstone manu£actur1ng 

seems to be more of an except1on. Most of the 

e){ploitation seem::: to have been carried out mainly by 

groups using· b3se camps from ~here spec1 al periodic 

to the source areas i:ere made. 

Archacologic~ll y, g~~enstone e~pl oi tati on would not 

leave many remains. No quarries are to be found, since 

the material ls picked up from beaches and rivers , and 

the later manufactur ing carried out s ome~here else . 

J.lthough the m.:tterial tJ.:ts mainly exploited for trade, 

no restrictions such as the ones observed in New Guinea 

are apparent . 

When c omparing the above case studies it is not 

po:::sible to flnd subst.=.ntial di5£erences betl.:'een 

quarries to tJh i ch access ~as restricted and those to 

t:hi ch acce:::s r.Jas cpen to everybody . Torrence ( 19 E; ·1) 
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has sugges~ed ~hat restr1c~1ons of access are enforced 

>J h en the m a~ e r i al e :{ p 1 c 1 ted 1 z t o be us E: d f c r c:· 3d e . 

The explcita~1on of greenst~ne 1n Ne~ Zealand d8es no~ 

agree >Jith this observ3tion, although the a bsence of 

restrict1ons in Ne~ Zealand may be due to the nature of 

the sources of ra~ material. In .summary, 1 t is found 

that quarries -with res~ricted access (M~ William and 

certain axe quarrries in New Guinea ) do not .sho-w 

evidence 0 ::. .. 
1)protection of the skill 

2lboundary markers 

3)permanent .settlements 

4lfortifications or defensive structures 

S)secrecy of the quarry location 

Discrete -w orki ng areas are found at the Mt 

vii ll i am quarry. 'W'ith no a ccess 

restrictions share the follo'.:ing fact ors .:ith 

res~ricted access quarries 

1labsence of boundary marKers 

2)absence of forti£1cations 

3)quarry location is not secret 

In s ome cases discrete >Jorking areas are found, 

such as at the central and ~estern desert quarries in 

Permanent settlements are not present, >Jith 

the exception of the Ne'tJ Zealand example , ~here 1t is 

not known ho..., common such Only one 

group ch ose to protect the skill (Ethiopian hide 

'.:ork ers), mainly du e to the fa ct that the resource 1n 
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1tsel: ~as used ~o manufa=~ure a more valuable produc~. 

Before e~amining the situation of the Mayor 

Island quarr1es, a number of archaeolog1cal case 

studies will be described. In these studies there has 

been mostly a concentration on the technological 

aspects of stone ~orking rather then on establishing 

the social and economic contexts of lithic 

exploitation. Nevertheless, ~ithir• these examples it 

might be possible to f1nd some evidence t.:hich can be 

used to support socio-economic interpretations. The 

e:iamples chosen are a rhyolite quarry in Neu England, 

and one obsidian quarry on Easter Island as ~ell as a 

number of non-obs1dian quarr1es from the Pacif1c area -

the Mauna Kea adze quarry in Hauaii, and t~o quarr1es 

from Neg Zealand. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CASE STUDIES 

Prehistoric Rhyolite quarrying at Mount Jasper, New 

Hampshire 

Archaeological research at the Mt Jasper 

rhyolite source in northern Neg England uas undertaken 

by Gramly (1984, Gramly and Cox 1976). Research at 

this source area sho~ed that it had been exploited over 

a period of more than 7000 years and all e~rtraction 
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t:crk tJa.:: carr1ed out directly by the consumer.::. Th~ 

best quality rhyolite appears on outcrops on the 

mountain , on top o f high r steep c 1 i £ is and a.l z o as 

louer grade material on the lo~er slopes of the 

mountain. 

T\.:o ·prehistoric \Jorki ng and extracting areas 

~ere identified. The older of these is located on the 

top of the mountain, ~here a rather poor quality dike 

~as exploited, leaving large amounts of \.:aste products 

behind (Gramly 1984:12). Working ~as apparently later 

eAtended to an area further down the slope ~here better 

quality material \.:as obtained. A 10 metre deep mine 

shaft was located here, from which approximately 63 

cubic metres of ratJ material had been extracted 

(ibid.). here recent \.:orkshops? dating to the Late 

Ceramic Peri.od (approximately 1500 B.P.) ~ere located 

at the base of the mountain. ·These had been used by 

parties travelling up the valley by the ri •Je=-

(ibid.:13). 

Excavations at the Hill Workshop on the top o£ 

the mountain, shoTWeci no pattern of artefact 

distribution or clustering. Three distinct classes of 

stone tools tJere found both at this workshop and at the 

later 'Workshop at the bottom of the hill. Tool classes 

·recognized include debitage and p~eforms (class I), 

hammerstones~ adzes and large scrapers (class II), and 

lastly class I I I artefacts featured a tJide range c.£ 

tools some heavily used~ wh1ch had all been employed in 
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~asks un~elated LO the manufacture or stcne tool s . 

Most or these were made o f foreign m~ter1als . CGramly 

19S4:1t, ) . The analysis of the H:d i ;.;c~ic~h.Jp showeC. 

that the deposition of artefacts was the result of a 

repeated number of small operations tha:. could net be 

isolated from each other. The evidenc e suggests to 

Gra.m,.bly (ibid.) that du:-ing the Jl.rcha ic period the 

source had been visited by small groups in order· to 

replenish their toolkits (ibid .:20 ) . 

Excavat1ons carried out aL the Dead R1ver 

workshop belong1ng to the Late Ceramic Period showed. 

in contrast to the early t.: orkshop discrete 

concentrat1ons of Different classes of 

artefacts were also found in the working areas . Three 

s eparate working areas ~ere c1stinguishec . F.t the 

first area C.Alpb-5. 1) a strong clustering of class II 

a r tefacts w.::e found ~ith a high con::::enL~ation c: 

debit.::c;-e. The author belie•:e::. tb.::t th1s area might 

have been the result o: a party of m1ne~s employed in 

the processing of s~ ones .=nd mining implements 

(ibid . :19 J. A similar siLuation ~as obss~ved at Alpha 

2. In the third area <Beta), class I artefacts were 

smaller and large c oncenLrati on of class I!I artefacts 

\,;'ere found. A larger amount o: bif21cial LOols was .= l so 

produced at this spot. The d i ff erent tools 

manufactured at this last cluster was thought to be the 

result of a groupo: people arriving a t the and 

replenish1ng a large quantity o: their LOolki :. (i ~id. ) . 
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The ava1lability of boat tranzport by th1s late ceram i~ 

gr::>up meant., in the author's opinion (lbid.:20 ) , that 

~o~ith t.ne1r canoes. Ceram2c Period 
hunters ~o~ere n::..t. t1ed do~o~n to a few 
lithic resources. They could range 
~o~ide1y amd r.:main 3 ~-;a. y from quarr1es 
for longer per1odz. On the other hand , 
by sta y1ng on the hunt for extended 
per1ods , more stone had to be extracted 
for toolmaking ~hen they camped at a 
lithic ~o~orkshop. Their entire toolk it 
and n ot just a fe~o; elements of it, 
needed replacing. 

The a.rcha.e olog1cal research ca.rried out at the 

Ht Jasper quarry has sho~n that a number of factors can 

influence prehistoric 

important fact or i Ti 

quarry 

... . . -.n1s ca.se 

e :·: :;J 1 o i tat i on . One 

the transport 

available to the miners. Hi th the use of canoes the 

miner-s ~o~ere able to extr.=.~t more m.=.t.erial during one 

s i n g 1 e \' 1 s i t , and there f ore return l e s s o f ten to t b e 

que..rriez. Supp! y o: stones was by c 2 re ct access, the 

c onsumers ~o~ orking the outcrops themselves and pr oduc1ng 

the fin1shed to ols at the site . This is reflected in 

the lack of differentiati on of activities ~o~ithin a 

~o~ork i ng area. Jl.rchaeoloqically, this is reflec~ed in 

the lithic debitage left at the querry s i te and the 

essocieted ~orkshcps. The presence c: a ~o~1de range c: 

artefacts , but especially of class III too l s (artefacts 

manufactured of materials) of use for 

establishing the pattern of of the 

prehistor1c quarry s ite . In additio.-., a n estimate o : 
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the total quarr1ed rnater1al ~as made over the timaspan 

-of exploit3tlon of the quarry. Thls amounted to only 

39 kg a! stone per year (Gram~ly 1984:12J over a life 

span of approximately 7000 years. Such a low rate of 

extraction can only be expected if the quarry ~as 

exploited merely once or t~ice a year by small parties. 

The estimation of the volume of stone e:-ttracted by 

mining and quarrying over the time span of its 

occupation may yield an impression of the magnitude of 

the extraction industry and the magnitude of material 

e:.:tracted at any one time. In this l1ght the role of 

the quarry in an e:~change net\.:ork, if any, might be 

assessed. 

Mauna Kea Adz~ Quarry, Hawaii 

This imprez~ivc quarry situated on the slopes 

of Mauna Kea volcano on the Island of Ha~aii. 

studied by McCoy (1977, McCoy and Gould 1977) and 

Cleghorn (1982). The quarried area extends from about 

2800 metres to 4300 metres above sea level CMcCoy 

1977:223). It consist.s of a number o£ areas ~here 

extracting activities and flaking-reduction activities 

~ere carried out. Chipping stations a~e sometimes 

clustered together in large areas, "While others are 

small and isolated. During the course= of the site 

survey, ~orkshops, overhangs, rockshelters open air 
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d1stinctive features at the quarry. E~ a mi nat ion of the 

site rema1~s led to the conclusion that th e Ma~na Kea 

ac~e quar~y W~S a spec1a l1 zed adze manufacturing site. 

Spec:i£ic t.=.sks were: cc.rr1ed out at d:frerent parts of 

the main quarry. Some areas con tained mainly large 

cere blanks , while others such as the rock.shelters, hac 

small ad::e preforms and small finishing flakes 

(ibid .: 241) . Jl.t. the .same time a number of smaller 

~orking floors were f ound dispersed over a fairly large 

are.=. where c. concentre.t1on of waste 5 lakes and used 

cores indicate isole.ted activity areas (ibid . :2 39 ) . 

.b.lthough identific:::.ti cn of the speci:::.lized task e.:::-e.=.s 

was made, the observed pattern of areal cluste:::-ing of 

ce:::-tain ty~es of m.=.t. erie.ls at extraction sites ana 

rockshel ters · t.:as believed to be due t o the need of 

work i n g i n e. more s he l t ere d 1 o cat i or. o f t h 2 ex p c .seC. 

quarrying a:::-eas ( McCoy e.nd Gould 1977 : 238). McCoy does 

n ot. believe t h .=.t speci.=.l1zed s ki lled c:::-a5~smen uere a~ 

t: o rk a t the quarry .. e.=.ch performing .:. separate task 

(1S77 ;241). 

Cle~horn's C19 e2) c.n~lysis on the Mauna Ke.=. 

ad::e manufactur i ng techno logy shot:ed, in contrast, that 

ad=e producti on ~as the result of the presence o£ 

skilled cra:tsmen workin~ usually in groups of t~c 

( iblCi.: 344). The technolo~i cal analysis of mainly two 

ty~es o£ ~~ :: es (rectan~ular and t r.=.pe::cldal) showed 

th.=.t the cr.=.ftsmen often used poor quality m.s.terials, 
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becauze the ra~ material appeared 1n 1ts na~ural s~age 

in a tabular form that facilitated the production of 

these ad~e2. The author bel1eves that they ~ere mainly 

produced £or trade or exchange. Adze production was 

highly standard1zed, follot.:ing a set sequence in the 

reduction t.Jork. Standardization was also extended to 

size and forms of the adze preforms. (ibid.:343J. 

Small stone structures have been interpreted as 

religious shrines. These are mainly located on top of 

rock outcrops over loolci ng the more important working 

areas. 

The extraction work at the quarry was performed 

using t.Jedges and t.Jooden levers to extract the basalt 

slabs from the ground. Large slabs to: ere broken up, 

taking advantage of the natural cracks in the rock 

produced by .thermal action. Preliminary flaking of 

adze preforms ~as done using di£ferent sized 

hammerstones CHcCoy and Gould 1977:238). 

In addition to the basalt fc~ adze manufacture, 

a lo~ quality glassy lava was quarried, t.Jhich was 

probably employed for a number of domestic tasks. The 

source of this glassy basalt is close to the main ~aste 

flake concentration area of the l.:hole quarry. This 

glassy rock was extracted and flaked on the spot 

(ibid.:241). The archaeological evidence does not 

supply many clues on possible access restrictions to 

th~ site. Complete reduction of preforms was carried 

out at the site, whi 1 e no evidence exists that the 



fl.n.:d pollsh1ng ~JC.S d one th.:::::-e . The locatl ·::n c: t.h1s 

qu.=.rry is on the very inho::::plt.:tble sl opes of a high 

mount.ai n. and there 1 s no . ethnograph l c i nf orma-:.10n on 

the use of t~e quarry . Although the adze manufacturing 

was carried out by highl y s killed craftsmen, there is 

no evidence th.:tt they worked permanently at the quarry . 

The only possible evidence present to supply clues on 

acccess restrictions might be · obtai ned from the 

presence of craftsmen et the si te. The presence of 

full time specialists is postulated by Cleghorn (ibid . ) 

on the basis of a measure of fl.:tking skill establi s h e d 

as the ratio between flake length to striking platform 

thi::kness. If this facto:::- doe:::: indeed measu:::-e the 

skill of the workmen at the site .. .::.s postulated by 

Cleghorn , s ome sor-t of accezs restrict1ons to other 

groups can be · postulated. It is probc.ble that sizeable 

expediti on :; to obtain t he ra~ mate:::-i al were planned in 

.::.dv:mce. The finished ad =es were traded to other 

is lands of the Ha~J.::.i1an archi~elag o . 

The Haunga Ori to Obsidi an Quarry on Easter Island 

The Orito obsid1an qu.=.rry en Easter Island is 

loc.=.ted on the s lopes of c. low vol c.=.nic c one on the 

southwestern side of the !.:::land. The quc.rry \.:'C.S 

ex ami ned by Stevenson et c I c19eo . Preliminary 

research on the qu.=.:::-ry esta::: l1shed that the mc.te:::-ial 
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w a.:: m i r1 e d cut o.:: e h c. ll (:; ~.: p 1 '=- z from t h = h 1 ll s 1 de . The 

obsid1an 1n its natural state appears 1n blocks and 

slab.:: the l arge .::t o: wh1ch are only c..!Jout 30 em in 

length and about 10 em thick . 

T'.iO distinct types of artefacts were 

manufactured. The £ irst class of tool.:: made ~,.;~a.:: the 

m,"'taa, a stemmed obsidian flake used as a spearhead. 

These were manufactured from large unifacially worked 

block cores <Stevenson et aJ. 1984:121). A large 

number c : the s e f in i shed too l s 1.1 c. s r e c ::> ' J ere d at. the 

quarry from surface and excavation The 

authors argue that these 1.1ere produced and finished at 

the site, and they propcse that it would be preferable 

to produce this type of tool at the quarry site, since 

it reduced transport weight. One or t'I.Jo Jih7tsa could be 

produced cut. of a single block Cibid.:122J. 

The other class cf t ools made c: obsidian are 

slightly modified flakes with one usea~le eo;-e. J. 

l arge number of flakes have been utili ::ed without any 

edge modification. These flakes were struck from block 

cores and slab cores which 1.1ere prepared at the quarry 

site . Core preparation consisted of the removal of 

primary and secondary flakes to remove all traces o£ 

natural corte:. and weathering from the rock 

Cibid . :1 21) . Again, no structural ind1cations are 

present that indicate restricted ac::ess to the 

quarries . T'"' - \... is notable that no habitation or food 

preparation sites were found in the immac1ate vicinity 
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of t he quarry. wh1ch could d2rectly be assoc1ated wlth 

it. 

The e~aminat1on of the values or co nsumption of 

ob s idian in a residentu.l context showed a pattern of 

increasing consumption between about 1700 and 1800 

.LD . . Since this peri od coincides with a po l itically 

and socially unstable time, the authors hypothes1ze 

that the trend might be due to a change 1n access to 

the source produced by the unstab le soc1o-political 

scene. This 

may have resulted in ~ne inability of a 
specific group ~ o control access to 
resources, such as obsidian, within its 
o1.m terr1 ~ory. Thus great-er access to 
the obsidian quarries may have promoted 
its use now that costs associated ~ith 
acquiring the material had been redu~ed 
(ibHL : 124). 

This final stateme;Jt by the authors is 

e:;nremely 1mportant for the possible similarities we 

might encounter t-~i th the Mc.yor l slanci quarr1es . The 

an a l y s i s o £ 1 i t h i c pro ci u::: t i c n , types of f l a lt e z , the i = 
size and abundance, bo~h at the quarry and at domestic 

sites seems to show a t-~ay of isolating events that 

affect quarry e:!ploitation. The archaeological 

correlation we might obtain from this case study 

comprise 
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large number of prepared ceres at the 

large proportion of decorticat1on fldkes at 

the quar ry, 

3) low frequency of cortex flakes at habitation 

sit.es, 

4) high frequency of small 'tertiary flakes' 

and , 

5) presen ce of exhausted cores at t he d ome s t i c 

site:=:. 

This topic i s di z cussed aga1n later in Chapter VI . 

Prehi storic Quarry Exploi t ati on in NeY Zea land 

A number o~ lithic quarries in Ne~ Zealand have 

been described ana stud1 ed . A \.'ide ran:;e of s-:.on e 

resources \.'ere e~ploited by the prehistoric inhabitants 

of Neo:.J 'Zealand for the r::c.nu:c.ct.u::-e o: c. varie-:.y of 

artefacts in(:lud1n~ ornc.ments, ao::es and other tools. 

Adze manu5a =turers exploited a number o: diffe r ent 

types of rocks, including basalt which 1s found for 

ezample at Tahanga on the Coromandel Peninsulc. en t he 

North Islc.nd and near Srigh-_on Island on the South 

Island . In c.ddltion , metasomatis e d argillite sources 

\.l ere o f t en e =~ p 1 o i t e d f or a C.= e manu f a c t u r e . The most 

important qua::-r1es are located along the Nelson Mineral 

Belt and at Blu~: harbour and P.i verton . ln addition, 



Central Ot.:1go crt.hcqu.e.n::.;:_te t.::il cret.e ) ble.de cuar:-ie.:: 

have been exploited (Leach 1C?84 ) . Two e~amples of 

quarry expL:nt.ation in Ne·" Zeal and will be de.::c:- i~ed 

below. 

Oturehua Silcrete-Blade Quarry 

This prehistoric silcrete blade quarry located 

1n the I da Valley in Central Otago was studied by Leach 

(1984) . Associated workshops were also found nearby . 

The raw materie.l appears in well we athered boulders 

which litte:- the su:-face of the hillside. To obtain 

better quality st.one the re.>;" material 'r:.e.s e:{tracted 

from pits up to 8 . 5 by 2 . 5 metres in size, but mainly 

only three by two metres in size. M .:> st were about 20 

to 25 em deep beneath the surface. 

the workshop e.re.e.s \..'.e.s c~rried out in order to .study 

the spreat of material du:-1ng 'r:ork and a lso the 

movements of the knappers on the working floor. 

The extre.cted blocks were s plit in sit.u to 

determine the quality. The selected blocks were then 

transported t.o the >.:crk .::hops, which uere located just 

belot.: the main quarry area (Lee.ch 1984 :1 08 -11 0 ) . 

De=ortl=ation, platform preperation e.nd the product1on 

··~ 
of the blades was carried out at the workshops. These 

were then t.::.ken aw::..y to be used le.ter on. 

core.:: and waste :lakes were left behind . Blades were 



Only 

three ~.:ere found at the Slt.:. suggest1ng they were 

car::-ied by the worker-s after the tas it was 

completed Cibid .:1 11) . 

The blade production techniques observed at 

Oturehua show quite conside::-able variat1on~ . Leach 

(ibid.) describes the production approach as 

'opportuni~tic'. Mo~t core~ ~how that blades were 

struck from one prepared platform · but some core~ ~how 

that blade~ were extracted ~::-om up to ~even different 

faces of the core. Previous blade scars were somet1mes 

used as fresh platforms. 

The Oturehua quarry i~ seen as a specialized 

site -esed almost for extracting and 

manufacturing purposes, and ~.:=co only occupied in the 

author's opi~ion fo::- a few days at a time Cibid.:117). 

The later distribution of the blades 1n almost all 

coa.::tal ha j itatl on ~1tes and .e..ls o the blade 

maTJu.:acturiT•? technology adapted from the ad:::e mak1nc;-

technology fa vour. i~ Leach's (ibid . ) opinion, the 

hypothesis that these ouarries were not worked by full 

time knappers or were e xploited exclusively by a single 

group of people. The presence of habitation sites 

close t o the quarry can be taken as possible e v idence 

for the more permanent exploitation of the quarries. 

The va riations in core reducti on and p::-e pa::-ation can be 

taken c.~ an iT'dication t hat e. number of workers_. each 

with e. s lightly different e.pp::-oach worked at the s ite. 
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There lS no ev1dence ~hether access was res~ricted to 

particular groups of people or not. 

Argillite Adze Quarries 

A large number of argill1te ad=e quarries in 

the Nelson-D'Urville Island area have been reported by 

S k i nne r ( 1 9 1 4), D u f £ C 1 9 4 6 ) , J ones ( 1 9 7 2 ) and , W a 11 s 

(197 4). Fo)4rty quarry sites have been recorded, whi 1 e 

a further argillite ad=e quarry has been reported and 

studied by Leach and Leach (1980, H. Leach 1984) at 

Riverton, Foveau~ Strait. The argillite e~ploited 

ranges from black to black-veined pale grey in colour. 

Argillite in the llelson Mineral Belt appears in 

a strip of land about two milcE \.:'ide, reaching from 

D'Urville Island in the north to the Matakitaki Valley 

in the south (Walls 1974:38>. The cutcr~ps take the 

form of clusters o£ large boulders. Occassionally pits 

\Jere excavated to obtain less weathered material. A 

preliminary analysis of a number of quarries in this 

area showed that the boulders were broken up using 

large hammerstones of altered granodiorite carried in 

from the Nelson Boulder Bank, or alternatively using 

indurated sandstone hammerstones (ibid.: 38). Not all 

quarries ~ere ~orked to the same degree. Walls 

(ibid.:35) recogni~es five separate groups of quarries: 
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l)Highly util1zed quarries Yith a high 

proportion of flaking act1vities and stone resources, 

2 > quarries with moderate resources but Ye 11 

exploited, 

3) quarr1es with limited resources intensively 

exploited, 

4) insignificant quarries with resources not 

fully exploited and 

5) ~orked boulders from a river or small 

hillside source. Adze manufactur1ng, including 

decortication and initial flaking to produce the 

desired preforms t.Jas carried out mainly close to the 

quarry site. }.ccording to ~1alls (ibid.: 39) tt.e adzes 

were manufactured for t~ding, and an important feature 

of these quarries is the absence of any occupation 

sites. 

The Riverton ad=e quarry examined by Groube 

C19S4J and by Leach and Leach (1930, H. Leach 1934) 

shol.:.s some close similarities to the Nelson quarries. 

This site ~as an archaic ad:e manufacturing quarry and 

workshop, where a variety of adzes was manufactured · 

including side hafted, triangular and reverse 

triangular, large quadrangular sectioned and many small 

trapezoidal and lenticular sectioned adzes (Leach and 

Leach 1980). The adze manufacturers used a more or 

less standa~ized procedure involving sevaral steps 

which "to some extent was 'formalized', set by custom 

and thus ~ransmitted by generations" (H. Leach 
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1984:117J. Quarrying. 1nvolv1ng ma1nly ~he breaking up 

of large naturally fractured boulders obtained from the 

intert1dal zone of the headland, beach cobbles and from 

areas higher up behind the beach CH. Leach 1984:113), 

was follot.1ed by transpcrtat1on to the working area. 

Two ways of reducing cores ·were employed. If large 

quadrilateral and trilateral adzes were to be 

manufactur-ed cores were reduced to the required size 

and shape. Many preforms were the result of the final

stages of reduction of the main cores, but more often 

preforms were recognizable large flakes struck from the 

parent core (ibid.:114). Following core decortication 

and ridge preparation, triangular blades were removed 

from the corners. At a later stage the edge overhang 

was reduced (Leach and Leach 1980:117-137, Leach 

1984:114-117). 

Associated features found during the excavation 

of the site included some midden material, faunal 

remains and ovens, all ind1cative o£ subsistence 

activities carried out during the course of the work at 

the quarry (Leach and Leach 1980:107-110, 139). 

The Riverton site and also the quarries at 

Nelson were occupied primarily for the manu~acture of 

ad~es from the local argilli~es and knappers sho~ed a 

high degree of skill in their work, employing a range 

of techniques (ibid.:139). It appears that the final 

lJorking stages - hammering and polishing were not 

carried out at the sites. There is no information or 
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appc.r.:nt evidence the. t tr.e quc.:-r i e s were w o!:"ked by a 

group ot permanently ' employed' craftsme n . On fhe 

contrary, i~ seems likely that the quarries were 

visited by groups of men skilled in stan~ work1ng 

whenever they required adze material. 

Summarizing the archaeological case studies we 

f1nd that the identification of ~orking areas is 

crucial for the isolation of craft specialization which 

in turn might lead t o the ici.ent if i cation of ownership 

and patterr.s of exploitation of a quar:-y. The analysis 

of lithic debitage from a quarry and associated 

workshops seems to provide the best ~ay of identifying 

this. Tr.e presence /absence of spec iali zed tools, 

discrete work ing areas and other associ e. ted 

archaeological materials, such as midden refuse, are 

useful for the identification of prehistoric pattern::: 

of quarry exploitation. Lastly, the attempt by Gram):ily 

( 1984) to establ i::.h the amount of material e:r:tre.cted 

from a quc.::-:-y, s how s a .:.::.y o: measu::-1 n9 the magnitude 

of the qua!:"rying effort performed. 

The foreqo1ng e~amples of qua::-rying in Ne~ 

Zealand all show that, although a hi~h de~ree of ski ll 

was employed by the knappers, no permanent groups seem 

to have been employed in the manufacture of adzes or 

oth e:::.- lithic materials. lt is more likely that the 

stone working techniques .:ere taught and acquired by a 

res:.ricted number of inciividuals in each g::-oup, who 

when required made spec ie.! tr1ps to the quarries to 
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r 
r make the desired tools. None of tha case stud1es 

e:<amined zho~s any evidence o.f restricted access.· but r as seen above th1z is very d1ff1cult to ident1fy. 

r· The identification of restricted access and 

special1zat1on cf the '.:orkforce in the arch.aeolog1cal 

r record can possibly be done best ~1th a detailed 

analys1s of the £laked stone industry. This data is 

r most easily acquired from the Yorkshops, therefore the 

ldentification of this particular type of specialized 

r camps is of great importance. 

As seen from the above e~amples the measurement 

r of control over access to resources using 

[· 
l 
) 

archaeological data is not easy to obtain. In light of 

the eviden=e of the preceding case studies the obsidian 

r quarries of Mayor Island Yill be examined ln the next 

section of this chapter. The research reported bela~ 

r is devoted to the description of the quarries and ether 

sites recc:::-·ded en Mayor Island during the fleldwcrk 

r period~ and Yhich could be associated in any ~ay to the 

e~plcitation of the obsidian resources. 

r 
r 
·r 
r 
r 
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TUHUA OR MAYO R ISL~ND 

Mayor Island , 1s a volcanic 1sland situated 28 

km east-northeast cf the Tauran;a Harbour 1n the Bay of 

Plenty. The first general stud1es ~ere carried out by 

the surveyor, Gold-Smith. tJh o v1sited the island 1n 

1884 -;.:hile people ~Jere still living there. He noted 

the volcan1c nature oi the 1sland, but erroneously 

called the rocks basalt. and also studied its flora and 

faur.c.. He made the i1rs~ records en the h1stor1c 

ba cJ.: ;round of Mayor Island. describing a number of 

site£, pa and liv1ng e.reas, £erne of \.:'hich could eazily 

be 1dentif1eci ~Jhen visiting the island in 1 982 . A 

detailed study of itz flora and fauna uas later c arried 

ouc. .by Slaciden (192U, Atkinson and Percy (1956) and 

lastly by Bayly et t!:l . (1956). 

MAYOR ISLAND PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

Mayor Izland is the upper part of a volcan1c: 

cone, more or less circular in plan at sea level , u1th 

an average d1ameter of 5 km. The geology c£ the island 

been studied by severa 1 people : Von \ololfe (1904) 

recognized the peralkaline campczit1on o5 the lava 

rock::;; later- stuci1es by Thomson C192t.), Bartum c ·1<;2E.J, 

Marsh a 11 (1 9 3 .:? , 1 9 3 S . 1 9 3 6 a , 1 9 3 f. b , 1 S 3 7) e :·:pan de d on 
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the geologic knowledge of Mayor Island, ~ith analyses 

of rock forms and st.ructure .. and chemical analysis. 

Cotton ("1941,1944> described Mayor Island landforms, 

with particular reference to ... 
1 ... s volcanic history. 

Later studies describing the volcanic history, 

petrography of the lavas and detailed chemical analyses 

of the lava rocks and their mineral constituents have 

been performed by Brothers (1957), Ewart <1965), E~art 

et al. (1968), Nicholls and Carmichael (1969), Baily 

and MacDonald C'l976J, Rutherford (1976) and, finally 

Buck (1978, Bucket a.l. 1981). 

Mayor Island comprises a main cone ~hich forms 

the main s:.opes of the island. The highest points of 

the island are found here and are kno~n as Opuahau (354 

m) and Tuataretare (320m). Steep cliffs characterize 

the sea~ard side ·of th~ main cone, while on the inland 

.side vertical cliffs form the roughly circular caldera 

walls. The outward side of this cone has been deeply 

eroded, especially on the northern coastt by radiating 

water courses forming features like Ruauaipiro Pass 

(Buck 1978:9). The interio:::- of the caldera an 

approximate diameter of 4.5 krn and the walls 

surrounding it reach at its ma:-{lmum point a height of 

200 metres and only 20 metrss at the lowest elevation 

at !e Rangiora Bay. 
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The rna1n cone 1s ~=aversed on i~s western side 

by a fault line running northwest to south~est, ~h1ch 

1s marked by a scarp crosslng the caldera. W1thin ~he 

caldera~ another three, or poss1bly five .. fault lines 

cross its floor in a north to northeast line. The most 

impress1ve and largest fea~ure within the caldera is a 

central dome, known as the- 'Young Dome' , 2 51 metres in 

height. The dome is a built up of a series of viscous 

1 ava f 1 O\:S and i t.s s 1 ope, though moderat.e.. is covered 

~ith huge lava blocks and crevasses. To the east, t~o 

deep hollo~s have formed t~o lakes, ~hich are joined by 

a narro~ s~ampy area. Both lakes are about three 

metres above sea level (Buck 1978). 

On the northern s:cie of the island, lies a 

narro~ fan-shaped area, kno~n as Te Ananui Flat, 

bet~een the ~~o northern extents o£ th& caldera uall. 

On the northern side steep cliffs fall 10 to 20 metres 

down to the se~. 

Another fault area, kno~n as Panu1 Flat, lies 

on the O~utu~roa Peninsula on the Southwest side o£ the 

island. This narrow neck o£ flat land connects a small 

parasitic cone, Te Panui, to the flanks of the main 

volcanic cone. High clifis also surround this small 

peninsula on the sea~ard s1de. 

No streams are present on Mayor Island; e3cept 

for a fe~ small na~ural sp~ipgz no other fresh ~ate~ 

sources are found outside the ttJo lakes inside the 

caldera. 
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The extremely dense veget~tion on Mayor Island, 

1s composed largely of l:pto.sperJ7ll.!m sco_~arium and 

r L. e_o to .s p e .r:n.1 UJ71 erico.id:s. . Hetro.side.ros to.rmentos.;, 

r £ntelaa a~.bort:.scen.s and .Ar.i.stotel i'"9 .ser:ata CAllan and 

Dalrymple 19261 ~h1ch mask the rock cover of the 

r island. Nevertheless, Buck (1978, Buck et dl. 1931) 

has been able to identify a succession of separate 

r peralkaline lava flO\JS and interbedded ryholite 

pyroclastic deposits ~hich built up the main cpne of 

r the island. The pyroclastic deposits origin3ted~ 

according to Buck (ibid.), both from flo~ pyroclastic 

r eruptions and pyroclastic airflo~s. They occur as 

r : 
thick deposits on the slopes of the main cone or as 

thinner sequences interbedded bet\Jeen the peralkaline 

r lavas of the cone. 

Six main types of pyroclastic fragments are 

r identified by Buck: crystalline and glassy 

pantellerites~ obsidian Ctotally glassy pantellerite 

r ~ith conchoidal fracture), class shards, pumice, 

accreti __ onary lapilli and free crystals. 

r 1) Pantellerite fragments These exhibit a 

large range of te:-:ture, colour and structural 

r variation. Being mainly black, grey, g~een, red pink, 

r or white, they vary from vesicular to amigdaloid 

holocrystalline hypocrystalline to (Buck et al. 

r· 1981:455). 

r 
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found. T h e o b z 1 d i ;;. n r ~ n 9 e z i rom g r e: n . b l ::1. c j( - 9 r e : n . 

c;r.:y -brown '(.C grey. 1>. r "'" - ~ 

vesicles, but mainl y conta1n abundant crystallites and 

some m1crol1tes. · uccaslonall:.: it l -"" 

microphenocryztic '~i th anorthoclase , aegir1ne and 

o.anigmat1 te mlcrcph.:nocrys'(.s ( Buck 1 ~73: 124, Buck ef. 

.:1 . 198"1:455 ) . The obsid1an on Mayor Island i.s most 

probably derl'.'ed from the outer maro1nz of the magma 

chamber ( iblci. ) 

2 ) Glass Shards: Glass .shards occurr1nc; on 

Mayor Island assume '(.hree cii~ferent types. 1. cu:-vaci 

: ragm e nt s c omposed o f g 1 ass I.' f. i ch or i gina 11 y enc l o zed 

globular bubbles, 2 . Flat glass plates nl~"':. v - -

fragments- f orm ed by fragmentat .icn of the 1-'clls '.Jh!ch 

enclose flattened lens shaped vesicles artd 3. 

Pum1ceous fragments wh1ch are glass conL.alning i1ne 

pum1ce fragments (Buck 1976:12SJ. 

4 J?umicc i -- \.. occurs in anqular to su.bruund 

:ragmen~s var ying in colour from c;:-ey tc T.Jhite. 

5J Accretitionary lapilli have probably forme~ 

by the agglutinat1cr. of ash in a mois'(. csh c louc and 

are generally spherical C Bucl~ . et " I ~. - . 



VO LCANIC HISTORY 

M 3 yo:- I s 1 and has 3 com p l e ;{ v o 1 c.:;,. n i c h : story . 

Buck (1978) recognizes 10 separaL.e e·;ents ~hich are 

responsible £or the present features or the 1sl3nd. 

Thi::. d1 f fer::. su.!:nt3ntl ally from ·.Jbat Brother::. ( 195 7 J 

found in his study. The: m.:;,.in sequence 1nvolves the 

follo~ing e·;ents: A main eruption 42000 year::. or more 

ago, ~hich formed the main cone ,;rith thick lava flo~s. 

Subsequently a period of quiescence occurrea dur1ng 

,;rh i ch the cone ~as e:{tens i ve 1 y eroded. 42000 to 8000 

years a~o rene~ea lava flows covered parts of the 

' f eroded main conE:. At least three sepa~ate events are 

recognized C.u~ing this period. First.ly. c.irfall 

tephras and lava and pyroclastic flows, follot.:ed by 

1gnimbrite base sun;,te::. and glowing pum1ce a •;alanche.s, 

and f1nc.lly renc::•.;ed airfall t.ephr;::.s, pumice flows and 

escape from ven~s formed on a developing ring ~racture . 

These uerioC.s all separat~c by 1nterm1ttent periocs 

a: quiescence and soil format1on. Between 8000 and 

1000 year ::. ago voluminous plin1an type eruptions took 

place:. This caused the collapse of the caldera a~ound 

£340 y ears ago. The last of these events e:-upted 

through a caldera lake. ~h1ch had formed aft.er the 

collapse of the calde~a. Th1s series o: eruptions 

e ;~ p e ll e d. , in B u c !~ ' s ( 1 <: 7 ~ . B u ~ i> 198! ) opin1on. 

large quant.ities cf water f~om the lake ave~ the c:-ater 

r1m, flocd1n; co~n rad1al gullies o~ t.he ma1n cone. A::. 
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a result.. th1ck allu•;i.=.l ciepc.:::1t..s wer-e i. o r:ned en the 

~estern and eastern coas~l1ne. 

l.::.ke l e·; e l follo•.1ed. ?. number of phres.t1c and 

phreat0magmat1c eruptions formed the youngest sequence 

of pyroclastic depo.:::itz recogni:ed on Mayor Izland, 

which conzist of .::. series or thin base surge depcs1t.s . 

The final phase or the volc.=.nic hist. ory of 

Mayor Island was the erupt1on less than 1000 ye ars ago 

cf the rhyolite dome , known e.s the 'Young Dome' , from a 

central vent 1 n th e caldera f l oar. Soil form5.tion on 

t.be dome is ver·:i poor (McCraw and \olh1t.ton 1971) . The 

formation of the dome prcbabl y empt1 e d the remai n1 ng 

craterlake. Neverthele.:::z 1ts surface dra1n.::.ge has 

formed tw o la}:es in t.he ~lo llot.'s bett.:een the lavas of 

At present Ma yer Island 

going through a p er 1 od of qu1 escence and accord! ••9 to 

Buck (1978, Bu(:k et .:J. 1923) t:rus volcano may be 

regarded only as dormant ~~th 5.Ct.ive volcan1c erup~ l~~s 

still likelv t.c happe n . 
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TRADITIONAL HISTORY OF MAYOR ISLAND 

Mayor Island h~~ been t he ~err1tory or the 

\~hanau e Tau~ha o. a hapu of Ngaiterang1 of the Ma~aa~ua 

·.:ak:=. . Whanau a Tau~hac people cla1m not only land on 

t:ayor Is land . bu~ also on Motit1 Island , F:angi•..;: ae.::. and 

Ota~hi~hi Cmo~ern Bo~entoun) i n the Tauranga Distr1c~. 

end some areas c: the F.ldermen Islands. The 

tradi tional history or Mayor Island, or Tu.hua, lS 

therefore c l osely 1n~erlinked ~ith that of the ma 1nland 

are=.s in the T.;,. urang.::. a1.:otrict. ."!:..detailed stud·: of 

~he history of Whanau a Tau~hao, nc~ only of Tuhua, but 

:rom Moti~i and ~he ma1nland :=.reas has been compiled by 

St.oke:; (1980) and Matheson (1971> . Much of tb: 

1n£ormation presented here is ba:;ed on S~okes C19BOl. 

~-ihanau a Tau•.;-h.;,.o t race their hi story b.;,.ck to 

~he Ngai~erangi uho l:=.nded at Whaka~ane . After 

s~ruggle ~1th the lccc.~ .?.rawa people, 

:::s-oole set~ led people a 

l.:t.e:r- conquered t:aungc.nu1 in 

C.1st:r-1c"t. .. and later consolidated thjs conquest by 

1nterrnarr1::.g e u1t h Nga~1 Rangi nui people of Tauranga. 

Whanau a Tau~hao :=.!so tra ce ~heir :=.ncestry to 

·'· ., -:.he T an gat c. \-1 h en u 2. be f ore the a r r i vel o : the can c e s 
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Wilz~n (1906:30-31> comments en tha conquez~ cf 

the pa at Maunganu1 and the relat1onship bet~een Whanau 

a Tau~hao and Nga1terang1. 

Thuz about one hundred and £ i fty .years 
ago [c. Jl ... D. 1700) Ngaiterangl 
obtained possession oi Tauranga, and 
drove the remnant of its former people, 
Ngatipekekiore away 1nto the hills. to 
the sourcee of the Wairoa and Te Puna 
rivers; ~here although now related to 
the concruerors they still l1ve. 
Another hapu o£ Tauranga's ancient 
people are Te tvhanau a Ngai Tau-r.Jhac! 
also called t·1hi tiki ore. They hold 
Tuhu.: Ma:.-·or Island and in 1235 
numbered· about 170 people. Their chief 
~as Tangit.eruru but no~ Tupaia (Horl 
Tupaea), chief of Ngai terang 1 proper, 
is also ch1ef o: both these tribes. 

At a Land Court hearing in 18~7 Hori Tupaea 

established his claim to Motiti, in order to refute the 

Arawa claim based· on residence at Matarehua by 

Ngatoroirangi. tohunga of Te ~.ratJa (Stokes 19BO: 5). 

Hori Tuapea stated: 

I belong to the Whanau a 
Tau~hac. I belong also tc Ngatirauka~a 
and also Nga1 terangi. The Ngai terangi 
are on shore and the Whanau a Tauwhao 
are on t~o islands~ Motiti and Tuhua, 
12 gensrat1 ens ~e have been here. My 
ancastors are buried at Motiti. l have 
also children born and died on Hotitl. 
Te Ipu anci Te Ninihi are living, they 
ars rny nephe~s. I have t~o children of 

i my o"t:n born there, }.k uha ta .: nd 
Ha.mior.::.. Tau~hao is the claimant tc 
Hotiti but the Ngatiaua are mixed ... I 
trace my claim from Hikutu (son o~ 
Tau~hao and Tamaoho) then Tahakura, 
then Kiri~hero. then Hinetehoro 
(mother) anci then myself. (quoted by 



Mathez on 1~71:2SJ . 

.~. t the :::~m e he~rinq s1m1lar 

e~pre:::sed by Te Patu: 

The Ngaiterangi llve on l~nd and the 
Tauwhao live on t~o isl~nds , Mot1ti and 
Tuhua. Ngaiterang1 have nothing at all 
to do with Mo~1~i. All the ~ribes kno~ 
this. (Matheson 1971:85). 

J>.s Stokes ( 1980:5) explai n.s. Hori Tupaea d oes 

not actually refute his relati onship ~ith Nqai~eran; i. 

as he ~as a paramount chief of Ngaiterangi. It 

important at that hec::.r1ng ~o establish his prior cla!ms 

~o Mctit 1 Island. Jl.t p:-esent Wh.=.n=.u a T.=.u-..:h.=.c r e g.=.:::-d 

themselves as a mi3~ure of Tangata Whenua tribes, 

Nga iterc::.ng i and Ngati A~a. 

A number o: trad1tio~s relate the story of the 

c r iqi n o: the obz1d1an or tuhu~. Mos t o: these rela~e 

a stru::-:: l:: betr.:::en ~he ~uhua Co.bsid i=-n) and poun~mu 

(green:::':. cne) and tell h o ·~ i~ came that the greens~ cne: 

is only found 1n the ~outh I sland. Different versions 

are given by P. ovell t19S7J, Best (1912) , Colenso 

(quoted in Best 1912), Wh~t e ( 1 897 -9 0) and Grey C1956). 

Col en so's ve:-s1 en gives als o some backg:::-cund tc the 

vo lcan i c hls~ory of Mayor Island: 

This is land appe~:::-s tc be o£ volcanl::: 
~ or1qin and abounds in oumice. obsid1an . 

.slag lava, pi~chs~~ne ~nd othe~ 
v itreous and volcanlc substances. I 
use the: ~ ord a:_:Jpe~:-::: 1 n consequence 



of a cur1ou::: rela~1on wh1sh some yea~s 

ago I rece1ved from an old pr1es~ 
rezid1ng at T.::.uranga. lTi the Bay cf 
Plenty. had been inquir1ng or h1m 
the place where anc the manner ho;.:. 
they in iormer days ob~ained the green 
:Jade or aze stone for ornaments and 
~eapons of war. In answer to my 
1nquiry h~ assertei that this stone was 
both a fish and a god ( atu-=. , demon or 
supernatural th1ngJ; that 1t formerly 
11 ved at tne Island of Tuhua, •..Jhither 
the skilled men of all the neighbouring 
tribes went to obtain i~ , wh ich was 
done by diving. accompanied wit h 
severa 1 superst1 t 1 ouz ceremon 1 es in 
order to appeaze its wrath, and to 
enable them to se1=e it without lnJ ury 
to themsel ves: b~t that suddenl y it 
made the ;.:hole island and su~rounding 
sea its · cloaca max1 mc., covering every 
place thickly "With e xcrement ltlous 
substances, which still remain , anc 
.Sr,.;Jam a'..Jay to the Middle lsle.nd (So uth 
l ::: land) of Ne·.J 2.ealand, "Where it nc. z 
ever since resided, and whence they 
have been obl1ged to obtain it 
(Colenso 1645, quoted in Best 
1912 : 203). 

Some cf the local traditions refer also to old 

1nhabitants of Tuhuc.. Stckes (1980) collected a nure~er 

c £ d ! £ f e :-en:.. t...' e r s i c n .s o f the s e t ~ad i t i on s . They tell 

of a group o: people Tc.ngata Whenua. called T: Ane.nui, 

th.=.t !ived on the is!anc. \~ h e n p e o p l e f r o m H c. ·.: c. i k i 

invaded the 1sle.nd they mov ed to the nor~hern flats on 

the ccc.st - Te Ananui Flats - where they conti nued to 

live and gro~ the1r kumarc.. Years later a group 

decided to return tc Ha~aiki, and e. group left under 

Akakure. leavin; the chie5 Te Whitikiore behind (Stok es 

1~80:-12 i . 
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In 1864 Mayor Island ~as included in the 

Tauranga confiscation act.. but tJas late::- returned to .. 
i 'f the · o~nershlp of t~hanau a TautJhao. In 1 8 8 B a Cro\Jn 

Grant was issued! under t.:h i ch the island tJas divided ·r 
J.!. 

...... under qc 
" .J share o~ners. Subsequently the CrotJn 

~r ".···· 

1 
purchased some of the shares (AJHR G10 1886:3 and 

Apendix 1). At the time that Wilson Vlsited the island 
-~t: 

fP ;t 
in 1835 only 170 people resided there permanently. In 

1862 an epidemi·c killed about 60 people and by 1864 

r only 23 adult males tJere living on the island (AJHR E2, 

1864). Tribal battles bet~een Whanau a Tau~hao and the 

r Arawa and the Ngapuhi £rpm the North in 1820 and later 

in 1830 tJere also partly responsible for the population 

decline. A number of the £ ormer residents 1 s£t the 

-island to live on the mainland. Host settled around 

Katikati. In 1884 Gold-Smith visited the island. He 

reports that only nine people, three men! i our women, 

and t~o girls uere living on the pa at !e Panu1 

(Gold-Smith 1884). 

Since 1913 Tuhua has besn a sanctuary declared 

under the Animals Pro~ection Act 1903 (Ne~ Zealand 

Gazette 1913:18B3). A further declaration in the 

Gazette in 1919 (Ne~ Zealand Gazette 1919:1252) set 

Mayor Island apart .:.z a sanctuary and reserve for the 

preservation of imported and native game. Under the 

Wildl1fe Act of 1953 the island became a Wildlife 
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Re:uge. 

In the early 1940::: the l.Sland '..ias vested ln a 

Trust Board retpresentlng the Maori landc~nerz and the 

Cro~n. In 1949 the Maori Land Court appointed a group 

of 11 trustees ( 8 Maori representat1 ves and 3 Cro~n, 

representlng the Departments of Maorl Affairs and Lands 

and Survey). These trustees have the authority to 

administer the reserve as if it were a National Park. 

THE MAYOR ISLAND OBSIDIAN DEPOSITS 

At a number o£ localities on Mayor Island, 

obsid1an suitable for artefact manufacture iz 

available. The quality o£ the different flows is quite 

d1stinct. At several points high qual1ty flaking 

obsidian ~ith a minimum of microlites and 

phenocrystaline inclusions is found. Each ob.sicilan 

variety , distingul.shed on the basis oi its colour has~ 

traditionally, a separa~e maorl name. lfata is the 

common name £or obsid1an. It is also kno~n a.s tu/n.1a~ 

hence the maori name for Mayor Island. Traditionally 

four types of obsidian are thus distingulshed. 

is the black variety, ftia.ia_;:;u a 1 ight honey col cured 

obsidian, Paretca a greenlsh-black obsidian, and 

fi."'al;ura.;"7p.i reddlsh-bro~n obsidian (Best 1912:197J. 

r 
f 

t·· 



Sladde n (192Sl and Tnom.:::c~ (192b) ~ere the 
-

f1r.:::t t o pr~perly surv ey Mayor Island. The :/ noted "the 

black g la.:::sy sub.st.ar.::e kno•..:n 

the island abounds. and ~hich is a product of its one 

volcanic act i 'J i ty (Sladden 1926 : 195 ). 

Sladden not.ed obsid1an flo~s 

on the north~estern .:::ide a: the island. 
~here the cl1ffs r1se up sheer t c a 
hei~ht of over 300 ft. or more 
here are t.o be seen at i nterval.s one 
above the other. several strc.to. of a 
red crumbly substance resembling burnt 
earth "(ibid.:l 9b) . 

Sladden c.lso n oted c.t the northern head land of 

Omc.pu Bay the impressive arch;.Jay "compo s ed partl ~· of 

obsidian , its flc.t top being crouned ~ith a straggling 

gro~th of pohutuka~a- (lbld. : 1S7> . 

Thomson , ~h o visited the i .::: lar.d our1ng the sa me 

yaar, mentioned in c. sepa:-at~ report t~s sources £:-om 

~hich high quality £ laJ.:ing obsid! an could have been 

in i ormer days. l'.t. Orcnaatea he noted 

that "sec.-cliifs appear to be entirel y composed of the 

tuff s cf more than one ser1es , but the stack s known as 

the Pinnacles are composed of dykes with vertica l 

:::~l v.:ge.:. " \Thom .::: on 1S2t. : 211) . He e.lsc 

observed the lar-ge v.::.r-ia.billty l n the colour of the 

o b s i ci i e. n s , ·· c. l t. h o ugh b l a c k a .b s 1 ci i a r. i s t h e c om m o n a .::: t , c. 

~reat variety of c olours can be collect.ed, grading down 

tc .pale c.nd resemblln? 2 Tt 



He aie~ men~1Jned ~hat 

par~ conta 1 ned i a! r 1 y nume::-ou.:: phenocryst.:. of c'.1.:.r~: 

and £eld.:.p.9.r . Other depos1ts de.:.cribed by Thomson are 

the ones at Ope Bay on t.he north s1ae o£ the bay and 

also those on the east .:.1de of the 1.:.land £rom Opo Bay 

t o Te Rangiora Head , where the obsid1an flows are 20 t. o 

30 feet in thic.Y.ne .:.::: (ib!d .: 2l2 - 213 ) . 

Marshall ( 1937J notes that all around the 

i .:. 1 and .. e :< c e p t at Tar a t 1 m i .Bay .. two separate o b s i d i an 

selvages are t o be f ound. the format.ions have an upper 

and lo~er sel vage of obsidi an . L.~st 1 y Brothers ' C 1 '?57) 

main in:.ere.:.t when the island was to 

e.:.tablish it.:. volcanic hi.:.tory. He nonethele:::.:. noted a 

number of the d1st.1nc~ flo~s of the main volcanic c one, 

observins that "1ndividu.::l flows ha ve no great vertical 

th1ckness c.nd rarel y e:.;ceed 100 reo:": . but lc\:.erally 

they so r:: E: t. 1 me s e =~ te nd f c r many hundreds o r •; a r d s " 

(ibid . :3 3S). Obs1d1an sel v ages on bo~h upper and lo~er 

surfaces a consist en t fe.:.ture of the flows. The 

upper su::-fac :: in·:a::-iably is e :-:tensi·;el v rupturad and 

penetr.:!ted by less alassv . . lava wh1ch has welled up £rom 

within the flows so that the top selvage raraly form.:. a 

continuous sheet. On the other hand , t he lower s elvage 

1s usuall v o f uniform ~hi ck ness and lat.erall y 

continuous. L o ~er s elv.:.ge s vary f rom several feet to 9 

feet in thickness. Upper sel·.;ages generally 

t h i c Y. e r .· even I.' ere u n b r o }: e 71 .. c: r w h ere £ 1 c w b r e c c i at i on 



c£ the uppe:- selvage has cs. usa C. m1.:~1ng of cjz1d1an 

block.=: w1th s~ oney lava. This ~op : cne rna~ be up t o 20 

feet th1ck. 

Brothers recogn1:ed a number of thin obsidian 

selvage.=: alcng the northern and \.1ez~ern s1de of the 

1zland follc•..Jing a ring shaped fault l1ne. Br-others 

( 1 9 5 7 ) be 1 i eve d these o b s i d 1 an s e 1 ·.;age s and the £ au 1 t 

line. indicated the locat1on of an "old dome" which 

filled the presen~ crater vallei . Buck ( 1 ~7 2., Buck et 

.2.1. 1981) h.5.s sho\.1n that this feature never existed. 

but that the ma~erials of the old come. whi cb were 

"massive rhy ol1te flc·.:s , \.1ith numerou.=. glassy phases , 

bear1ng ~hin selvaqes o£ obzidl:=.:t ( E::::- others 

19 57:553 ), escaped th:::-ough a number oi secondary vants 

during the period of caldera. collapse, bet~een 5uGG and 

700 0 years E . P. (Buck 1~78:193, 197 - 1~8). True 

obsidic.n iz not found on the slopes c : t~= "young dome 

in the c.=.lc!erc. , "for the glc.s.sy roc ks 

contained JQ p e r cent or more of phencc:::-yztic materi.=.l 

(Brothers 1957:556) . 

Pos, in 1'%5 C·:d lecteci. obsidian samples £rom 

three localities on liayor Isl and ..:hi::::h he namec 

' sources ' . Tb e three l ocalities samp led h.5.d high 

quc.l1ty qlassy obzidian, one loco. ted n - ,_ "'-- Paretoc. 

CN54 / 16 ) , and one on the no:-th side a= 0 , .,..-
-- c. The 

third lo:::c.lity sampled ';..'as an old preh 1storic quarry 

.site on the crater ~all , known at p:::-esent as t he 

'Staircase ' (Poz 19£.5 :1 08 ) . None of the locali t iez can 
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be truly called '1nd1vidual sources', z1nce, as already 

mentioned by Brothers (1957)-, Thomson ('1926) and 

others, the obs1dian appears 1n more or less continuous 

flows all along the walls of the main crater. 

Ward (1971) for hLs obsidian characterization 

study used obsidian collected from 

localities around the island (Ward 

These are described individually and 

Table 4.1. bela~. 

eight separate 

1971:Apendlx 1). 

are i nc1 uded in 

A number of other localities were found during 

the 1982 survey where high quality glassy obsidian 

could be extracted with relative ease. At the bottom 

of the cliffs on the south side cf T: Rangiora Bay the 

lower obsidian seam was sampled. Obsidian here is of 

high quality. High quality obsidian from the upper 

selvage was also exposed on the crater rim behind 

Taumou Pa. Obsidian with a high percenta?e c: 

phenocrysts can b~ picked up at a number of places on 

the interior slope of the main cone, especially around 

Hall's Pass, and Rauwaipiro Pass. Along the ring fault 

l~ne on the westerr, side of the island large 

semi-glassy lava flo~s can be observed, some of which 

contain sect1ons of lo~ quality flaking obsidian, and 

some good quality obsidian boulders. 
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TABLE .t\,1 , 

Description of 
Island 

sampled obsidian deposits on Mayor 

Loc~l1 ty Locat1on 
Name 

Te Raumata S ou~n en~ oi 
O.!.r.:. B.s.y 

Tarat.1m1 

Opo B.::y 

Taumou 

North End of 

1-.bov e the 
' St:.ircs.se' 
and £rom the 
old quarry 

t!or"t.h end of 
Bey upper· and 
1 ot..·er se l vage.s 

Between ~1:~.1 -

t.::.ns; ::. and T.::
Hor o Ba:: 

s 0 u t .r. t i p 0 f 
Oka·..:-a Po1nt. 

South .s1de oi. 
T.::- P..::.ngi cr .::. Bay 

On crater r1m 
behind Taumou 
Pa 

Halls Pass obsidian from 
the upper 
selva~e. on the 
inside of the 
c:-ate:- t..•.::.ll 

Opuhi 
Spr1ng 

500 m North oi 
the spring 

Obs1dian Oual1ty 
Descr1ption 

banded i.lows. h1gh 
vitreous lust.r ous 

flows range 1n 
colour from black 
to honey . lust.rous 

b l a c l\ v i t r e o us 

honey coloured 
vitreous lustre 

bl.s. d : .,. 1 treous 

.b l .::. c k t. o b l a c.J.: -
green vit.reous , 

bl.::.ck lustrous an~ 
V!t.reou.s 

bl.::.ck with 
phenoc:-yst 
1nclusio ns 

b oulders on valley 
floor, green-black 
and black banded 
str=:.t1 =1:d £lc· ..... 

hlgh 

good 

good 

o;;ood 

high 

poor 

c;rood 
t.c 
poor 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK ON MAYOR I SLAND 

M~yor Island was f1rst surveyed .by t.he 

Go•Jernment. surveyor Gold - Sm1th 1n 1884. Many of the 

places v1sited by h1m c~n no longer be 1dent.ifled. 

s1nce they are now cver;~c~n by dense bus h. The 

populat1on at that t.1me •..;oas liv1ng at Te Panui pa , 

which Gold-Smith descr1 bed a s occupy1ng 

very .strong position: from the 
s ea·.Jard .::1de it i.:: only c.2cessible by 
c limbing up perpend1cular cliffs of 
ba:::o.lt.. pumice a;.:: obs1d1.~.n . The 
nat1ves make use c : a r ough ladder , by 
which the:: descenC. t.o the foot. of the 
cliffs , where haul :- C. up on the beach 
t. n:y l<eep thel!" c.::.noe.s . The pa 1.:: 
situated about 100 feet above sea level 
(Gold-Smith 1884:420). 

South o~ the pa en a flat area, occupying about 

23 acres, Gold-Smlth observed cult1va~1ons o£ pot.a~ o es, 

kumara, c orn .::.nd tobacco, s~ra~berr1es and raspbe!"~les 

( lbici.) 

He al.so Vlsi ted t~,;o f urthe~ pa locat ed on the 

same bay Oi~ otore c.nd Tikitikinaho~. both occupy1ng 

s~rong positions . Geld-Smith also mentions garden 

a reas in the 1nside of the c~ater on the south side of 

the lakes C ibid .: 42~ ) . H: .fu~ther mentioned a numbe:r 

c 5 other pa. some o f '\,;'hich he visit.ed. Taumou pa en 

th e nor t h end of Te Rangior a Eay ~,;as in hi s opinion the 

strongest on t.he isl.::.nd. C•n a 500 feet h1gh ere.; ''-.:ith 

precip1tous slope.:: on three s_des . and 
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·~·ru ch t.he pa commands . 

obs1d1an about the pa. 1n block.=. of from a ::E'..: pcundz 

weight up to many tons·· Clbld .:423 ) . A small spr1ng 

st.:r-f a c es at the top or th1s pc.. T arawalcaur.=.. on the 

top of t.he 'Young Dome' was not v1sited by h im . 

Gold-Smith observed a nu~~er- of old sardens c.nd 

cult1vated spots around the 1sland. 

had been cult1 vated at Wh.=.renui Point . Te Ananui Flats, 

and espec1ally on the flat land around Oira Bay 

reaching to Opo · Bay. The land from Ot1ora Bay to Opo 

Bay "has all been cultivat.ed and the ruins of old 

s:.ill to be found. F:uins of old hc.uses ::.~

-- t:: 

to be found in ever-y favour-able spot. ( ibid .: 42E. ) . 

P.nother smc. ll pa at 01r-a Bay too]{ the att.ention of 

Gold-Smith. Locat.ed at the sou:.h end of t.he bay , Te 

F:aumc.-t.a pa hold.=. " a ve::y s:.ror.g p osition . The ditch 

~hich cuts it cif from the ma1n !.=.land is ver-y deep 

(L::ld.) . 

Surpris!ngl y , Gold -S m1t.h does not ment1on any 

quc.r::1ea.. only 

reference to obsid1an usage 12. ~.:hen referring to the 

siege of Tc.'-.1m~u pa by Ngapuhi ·~'c.rriors in the 19th 

cent1.1::y .· 
,. 

hur-ling the blocks of obsidian do wn on 

t.hei:: heaci.s as they to cttack ... 

Cibid : 4.23). Ho.st. prob.=..:,ly bculd2.r-s of rhyol1te lava 

were used and net ob .=. 1ci.1an . 
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The 12l=.nc tl~Sl. 

1<?65) •.Jho rec::>rded number s1te::.. 

s~ructure.s. 

en the islanC.. of '.Jhich three \..'ere rec ordeC. a::: more 

permanent l1·: 1 ng areas. The.se were Te Po.nu1, Paretoa 

anC. What.epu. He also rec orded a number o£ p1-:: s or rua 

associated to the pa s1tes. Mo.st 1mportantly for the 

present stud::·. Pas recorded one cbsici1an quarry , 

a·l though he noted t. w o o 'i:. her sourc e s c f h 1 g h qua l i t y 

obz1dian. He describe.:=: the ~uarry, (sit.e n~~jer N54 / 5 J 

as 

a t.ru~ quarry , where flak~ quality 
obs1ci::.an hc.s be:::n obt.ained b:.: 
t.unnelling into the obsidian seam for a 
d i ::: t. a 1 1 c e o £ o. b o u:. -=- .J. ... f e e t . T h e ::: i -c. e 
is on t he •.:all ut the crat.er hundreds 
o ~ fe:::t. abc~e sec. le v el. Many chips c ~ 
o .b s 1 d 1 a r1 a:- e 1 y 1 n c; a b out. t h & s i t. e " 
C1%S:108l. 

The t~ o other areas ~here h1gh quallt.Y obsid1an 

i.'=-:- :ound by Pos a:-e lc::ated bela;.: Pc.:-et. o c. pc. -:md on 

the north s1de of Oira Bay. 

f1eld~ork ~ or th::: present st.udy '.J~~ ca:-r1ed out 

in ~ay 1'3B2. At. this stage an intensive s1:.e survey 

'.JaE c3.rr1eci out , both to lccc::.e s1tes and to get an 

i 1;sisrht into the range of s1 te:; to be f our1d on the 

isl3.nd. Further f1elciwor k \,;a£ planned for the summer 

since t.h1s '.Jo:-k could n ot .De ca:-r i .:d 

out. the int.erpret.at1on that. follo'.Js has to rely on the 
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.ses.son. 

Several of the sit.es descr1bed by Go l d -Sm!th 

a';"ld Po:s wer-e rel ocated and mapped. 'n'h ilt= other-s could 

not be found or hav e been destroyed 1n the time ~hich 

has els.psed . The survey d1d not cover t.he entire 

island as can be seen from figure 4.2. Some areas were 

e~tens1vely surveyed CTe Panui and Te Kopua Flats ), 

'.ihile others were only cursori ly examined due to - the 

diff1cult. t.errc.111, dense vegetation and lack of time. 

Areas not surveyed include par-ts of the Dome and 

Crossman Hill , even though a brie: reco';1na1ssance of 

these s.reas was made. Big lava blocks and thick 

vegets.'t1on on a very t. h1n soil , cover.;: much of tins 

area, ; .. :hich in places is extremely stee-p. The areas 

between Oira Bs.y and Cs.therl~al Bay on the ncrth side as 

l well s.s the northes.zt a~ea of the isls. nci could not be 

surveyed in deta1l. 

Description and Discussion of Sites 

The si:.es ..... 111 bt= d1scussed 1n t.erms of thei~ 

type c.::.tegory rather than by geographical distribut1on . 

1>. detailed descri?ti on c : each sit.= .... -ith its site 

rec o~d numbe~ and seogrs.phics.l c oord1nat.es cs.n be found 

in Apendix 2. Jl. llst o: s ite typ~s 1s ~1ve;1 in Table 

4. 2 . 

: 
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• Obsidian outcrops 
® Quarried or mined obsidian outcroo 
- Approximate location of caldera rim 
A Workshop 
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A Po sites 
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o Raised rim pits and rua 
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Figure 4.2: Archaeological siteE recordet on Mayor 
Island 

Key to numbers of obsidian outcrops: 1. Te Raumata 2. Oira Bay 
3. Taratimi 4. Opo Bay 5. \·lai tangi Bay 6. Okawa 7. Rangiora 
8. Taumou 9. Halls Pass 10. Opuhi Spring 11. Otiora Bay 
12. Panui 13. Orongatea Bay. 
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TABLE 4. 2. 

Site types recorded on Mayor Island <I > 

Site type:.:; Number of sites 

Pa 
Pits (storage:) 

(other) 
Quarries 
\~or k i n g F 1 o or s 
Middens 
Terracas 
Pit and terrace comple~es 
Platforms 
Ditches 
Others 

Total 

3 
9 
e 
3 
1 
3 
4 
5 
3 
3 
1 

paqel57 

<I> Note : Not all sites have a separate- site record 

number-

Pits 

The predominant type of sites ~as pits , a 

number c . . . O.:. wn2cn are associated ~2~n ~erraces. 'P. total 

of H. pits f ound . These can be divided int o two 

types. Of the first type (rua) nine wer-e found. J'.ll 

ci. these are located on the slope ne:'t ~o the top of 

natural ridg es formad by lava flows. These places are 

all t,.;~ell drained and suitable for food storage. They 

t . .'::re found mo.stl y c oncentrated in group.:; of two or 

more. Only in one place uere they l ocated on the top 
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cf the ridge 1~self ( :::. 1 ~2 N54 / 2Jl ~here they are 

assoc1ated ~lth a terrace c~mplex. 

Of the second type· of pits C rectang~larl e1ght 

~ere found. These are rectangular s t r uctures, w1th a 

raised r1m on at. l east t.nree .s1des. D i mens1 ons vary 

from 2 metres wide to 7 metres w1de and 3.5 metres long 

to 10 metres 1 n 1 ength. Three of t he m were found 

isolated from other archaeological features, whi le t~o 

..:ere E ound together and associated with an apparently 

defens ive ditch nearby. These two are located on top 

o£ the crater rim , while the ot.hers a re on the flat. 

areas near the coast . 

Pits and Terraces 

Five comple ~ es of pits and terraces ..:ere founci . 

The ~erraces have all been cut into t he s1des c~ 

natural ridges the t.op oi these be:n 

e.rtif1ci;;.lly flat-:.ened. Some o£ the V ~· -'"'· I: - ! 

narrct;;, and might support at. the most t:..; o houses 

(N S4 / 23 ) . The pi _;;- are loce.ted on the s1des o: the 

ridges e.nd not on the terrace proper, as it 1s t he case 

for the isolated pits . The pit.s associated with these 

terraces are a 11 of the i irst type ( r ua ) , with on e 

exception (re~tan~ular r ai sed ri m pit.) . 
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Terra=es and Pla~fcrms 

T~o types or pl3~iorms Yere i ound built on 

n a~ u r a l 13 ·;-=. r i d g e s , or o : . a r ~ i i 1 c i a ll y b u i l t up so 11 . 

Two platforms built by flatt eni ng th e top of natural 

r1dges were f ound over Parikoura Point . Gold-Smi~h 

(1~84": describes pa 1n this vic1nity . No 

forti:1cation remains are ob•;ious on the sur£ace , but 

shell fragments indicate that the area has been used as 

a li vl"!lg place. The oth er platf orm is an artificially 

~uil~ up earth mound. s urrounded by an artif1cial 

ditch . It 1s p oss ible that it supported some iund of 

house structure. Tt.JO smal l terraces cut into a lor.< 

They resemble 

rectangul c.r pits, but ~he a re a has b e en artificially 

levelled and the s o1l used to build a bank and rim 

around the terraces . A ditch dr ain s the upper terrace. 

Three middens close to fresh wa~er sources were 

found as ~ell as a feu iscleted she lls in th~ v1cinity 

of s o:n e of the pits and terraces . Two middens were 

located near the beach on the edge o £ a natural bank. 

The upper on e has been e~posed by erosion of the bank 

end the midden can be see n in the cut underneath the 

roots o f an old pohutu}:a•..<a tree. The lower midd e n 

could tave been formed by dump1ng the refuse over the 

. I nan.:, o r thr ough erosion of it. Hidden remains 1nclude 

sp. ( P..=J ic <:.i 3 .i: .i.s ) , l liiipets 
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sc.r.J7.1l.1.s and C. .rad.z.::.-:.sJ, Cock·::: turban ( Cco.k.1a 

.sui c~7 t .. 7) _. and J'l:Ja.l.S o.r.l:.i t .. r:. f 1 :::hbones are abundant 1 n 

~he t~o coastal midden::: and charcoal and obsid!an 

flakes were found 1n all of them. Only one midden 

deposit was found inside 1:he crater at the shores of 

the Green Lake C Aroarct,.~m .. 7!Ji,r;a) .. tr:hi le some isolated 

shells were found at the Yorking floor inside the 

crater described belo~. 

Pa 

Only three sites recorded fall into this 

category. Fifty per cent of the si~es recorded in 

earlier surveys were pa, and two of the pa sites 

recorded and mapped in 19£2 had been recorded earlier. 

Most of the sites recorded in previous years are almost 

inaccessible due to the extremely dense vegetation that 

has grown and obl1terated many of their original 

features. Taumou (N54/4J has been recorded earlier-. 

This is a fortified terraced pa built on top of the 

crater rim on a high peak t.Ji th almos~ 

and cliffs falling away on three sides. 

supposedly seven terraces could 

identified. 

vertical Yails 

Only three of 

be positively 

The other two fortified sites include o~e 

headland pa, built on a peninsula with cliffs on three 

sides of it, overlooking Opo Bay (Panui). A defensive 

ditch has been recorded £or this site but a modern 

tractor track has been cut along it. The ether pa is 

_ .. 
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buil~ on a natural r1dge ~i~h a defenzive d1~ch on one 

end, and a natural scarp surrounding the rema1nder oi 

't.he Sl't.e. 

Ditches 

One ditch was found that cuts through the 

crater rim and seems to serve a defensive purpose. It 

is associated with two rectangular pits. One of the 

obsidian quarries (Staircase) is a fe~ hundred metres 

further along the crater rim. Other small ditches were 

found crossing through small ridges near some of the 

storage p1ts. It 1s more likely that these served as 

drains, since they ~ere very shallo~. narro~ and short. 

They cut across the top of these ridges and then 

disappear. 

Gardening sites 

No positive identification of g..:.rdening areas 

P~ stone al1gnment enclosing the upper part 

of one small valley or drainage was found. It is not 

clear ~hat function it might have served. ·Other 

possible stone alignments were found in the flat areas 

behind Te Panui, which according to Gold-Smith had been 

cultivated. 
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Ouarrles 

Only three places ~ere i~und on the 1sland tha~ 

can be class!fied as quarries. One c£ these h.::.d 

already been described briefly by Pes ( 19E.~). In t:.:c 

of the quarr1es the obsidian n. ::.ri .......... be:n mined 

follo~ing the natural vein inwards, forrn!ng tunnels 

about one metre high and about two metres deep. The 

obsidian quarr1ed at these places is invariably of very 

good flaking qual1ty very glassy ~ith £e~ cr no 

phenocrystlc inclusions. Presen~ access to these 

quarries lS rather difficult. S1nca a boa't. t:a.z net. 

available .. it ~as not possible to investi;r~te other 

areas around the coastline ~here other simila= quarries 

might have been found. 

Staircase quarry : Located at Tara~1mi Bay this 

quarry overlooks Te Rangicra Bay (Crater BayJ. 

first described by Pes in 19£5 and assigned a site 

number CN54/Sl. The quarry is located on the ridg~ c£ 

the main volcanic cone at a point where it is not more 

than f1ve metres ~lde. It is also the lo~ez~ point c£ 

the crater r1dge. Access to it can be by following the 

crater rim north af~er climb1ng up from Ope Ba~l· Or 

alternatively in former times it should. have been 

pczzible to climb directly up from· Te Ra:1;;iora bay 

belog the quarry. This steep slope is continuous!~· 

eroding away. The natural obsid1an flo~ is e~posed 

here at the cr.::.ter r1rn bot.h on the inzide and the 

outside of the c~ater. A tunnel approxim:tely one 
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me~re ~1de and 1.5 metrez dee; has bean m1ned 1n~: the 

obzic:an selv~ge on the outer ~all o£ the outc~op. On 

the 1ns1de o·;erl·:::oklng the c.::.ldera some peck1ng bas 

also been carried out. The ground around the outcrop 

and in front of the 'shaft' 1s covered ~1th small ~aste 

£lakes and 1rregular pieces of obsidian. not bigge:-

than 15 em in length. The waste flakes do not cover 

the ground th1ckly and are probably the result of the 

m1ning activities. There 1s no .av1dence that the 

blocks obtained ~ere iurther worked at this site, and 

no hammerstones or worked cores ~ere · £ ound. The 

rnate~ial obta1ned from this selvage is o£ h1gh quality 

and since its surfaces are f:-esh, no decortication of 

the cores would be necessary. 

Oute: wall o; 
volcanic cone 

0 1m 
~-.-1 

Fiaure 4.3 Anurc~imate 
"Stal~case" obsidian-quarry 

(figure 4.3). 

'!----Inside wall overlooking 
caldera of volcanic 
cone 

crcsz-section 
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r Taumou Pa Cuarry : On the top of the rim cf th~ 

-
volcsn1c cone JUSt behind Taumou Pa, th~ upper s~lvag2 

r o :E. o b .s 1 d 1 an i z e :: p o :a e d . ~- 't. t h 1 z p o in t the c :::-ate r r 1m 

is less than four metres ~1de. The obsid1an outcrop 

r has been quarr1ed he:::-e in several places. Blocks have 

r been hammered out of the flo~, but no tunne 11 i ng 1 s 

apparent. The area around the outcrop is also covered 

r -;.:ith t.1aste flakes (Figures £..5a,4.5bL 

Te Rang1or3 Bay Quarry This quarry is located 

r at the end of a boulder beach at the south end of the 

bay. Here, a mine drive has been quarried into the 

r cliff, the lo~est part cf ~hich is mainly ccrnpcsad of 

h .•. o .... slc.lan. The tunnel is about a metre ~1de and over a 

r metre in depth. It cuts obliquely into the rock 

(plate 4.6 Smal! obsid1an cores and ua.ste: flakes r surround the mining area. Access to this quarry uould 

r have been mainly by sea. 

r 
r 
r 

r 



Fiou r e 4 . 4a The mi ned sh~:t c~ ~ne 

Fiou::-e 4.4b Lo \.: er obsidi=.n at Te 
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Fiqure 4.5a · Uppe~ o~sid1an flo~ at Taumou pa 

Fiqure 4 . Sb 
quarrying s:::arz 

Obsidian ilc~ at Taumou .Pa ~ith some 
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Fi crure -4.6. The mined sha£~ a~ Te Rang1 or a Bay 
quarry 

vi or k i n? i l o or s 

Only one site during the ~h ole survey ~~s 

identified as a possible stone working fl6or. Th1s i.s 

located on the inside of the calder~ a ie~ me tres off 

the s vuthea.st s hore of the Ble::ck Lake ( :!:2 .P.3.r.itu) . The 

area cont.:l.ins a h1gh concentration o f obsidian blocks 

c o:::-e.s and fl akes , but sinc:e no further archaeolo? ical 

work ~as p o.ssibl e, the identification of th is sit~ as a 
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true work1ng floor remains open, as well as ~he type of 

work that was carr1ed out there. 

The occupat1on sites of Mayor Island do not 

seem to be d1rectly related to the extract1on of 

obs idian or the wo~king of the quar~ies . Although the 

rao;.;o mater ia ls are of excellent quality and abundant . , 

ar chaeological sites associated with the extraction 

work are not obvio us. This is very stranc:re in liqht of 

the apparent importance of Mayer Island obs1d1an 1n 

Zealand prehistory. Further archaeological work on 

Mayor Island was no~ possible dur1ng the course of the 

present. research s1nce permission to carry out 

excavations was re~used by the Mayor Island Trust 

Board. The archaeological potential of the quarries 

and set t 1 ements is, neverthe 1 ess, not as promi s ing a::: 

could be expected f~om comparable archaeological sites 

or quarries not only in New Zealand but other plac es of 

the Pacific and further afield. for this reason. the 

im~ossibility of c=-~~yi ng out fu::-the::- studies in the 

area at the present stage does not seem =. majo~ setback 

for the interpretation o~ the obsid1an e xploitat ion of 

Mayor Island . However, if the decision by the Mayor 

Is land Trust Board should be reversed, furthe~ 

archaeological fieldwork might focus particularly on 

the relationships beto;.;oeen the quarries a nd occupational 

sites, as well as on the identific.stion of lithic 

workshops. An impo~tant aspect of any fu~ure research 

on Mayor Island \ . .'ould be to establish the nature and 
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loca.t1on of the e=.rl1er .s ettlement.=.. Jl. t. present. the 

archaeologic3l evidence for early permanent and 

intens1ve. or even for per1od:!.c occupation on Mayor 

Island is surpr is1ngl y poor. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

An un expected result of the ar chaeological 

survey of Mayor I sland >1as the absence of any 

c oncentrated quarrying and flaJ~ing areas. f rom the 

volume of cb.=.id1an coll::::t.ed in archaeological sites 

throu9hout New Zealand 1 .:. 
-'- is surprising to find only 

two or three areas where some sort of continuous 

qu.::.rrying of obsidian took place. Nor are these 

quarries ex:.en:::ive, especially 1r: one c onsiders that 

they were pro babl y e~pl o ited hundred 

yea!:".s . No other arch.::.eological remain.::: zucb 

midden::: , ovens , etc . ~ere found at the quarries, which 

sugge:::ts that on l y periodic vis i t.s were made to the tw o 

ma1n quarry areas. Since access to the quarry at 

T aumou Pa is necessari 1 y through the pa site, and the 

at this po i i1t 1.::: not extensive, one 

assume that this outcrop was only used during the 

occupation of the pa; again unsyst.ematic working of the 

quarry 1s indicated. 
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The technology employed by th e preh1st or1c 

qu.=.rry '.Jorkers i n e::tract1ng t.h e obsHiian cannot. be 

reconstructed 1n de~ail . The absence of knc~ n work1n~ 

floors on the 1sland and of maj or working debris at the 

quarries , suggests that most of the material was 

transported in blocks or cores to the main la nd from 

where it was dlst.ributed to other parts of the country. 

On the whole , the production and extract1 on industry of 

the Mayor Island obsidian quarrie.:: , as can be 

reconstructed irom this survey, does not seem t o 

provide any e v idence t o support restr ict 1 on of a cces.:: 

to the quarries . No indic.::t1on of speciali zati on , or 

1ntens ive e ~ploitat1on is present. Thi.:: c oupleC. 

with fair ly unsystematic worki ng patterns at the 

quarries. N e•;erthe l e :=.s , an importan"': £ac"Cor that 

cannot be ignored is the fact that 30 per cent of th ~ 

recorded SiL.eS defended settlement.::. It. i s 

di :f icult to t e ll without furth :-:- .=.rch.:: e oloqi cal 

fie 1 d•..;-ork i.ihether or Taot these be 1 ong to 1 ate Ma o::-i 

occupation, but traC.it1onal history sugg ests that the 

defens ive stru ct.u::-es fro m the later oc cupati on . 

It still remains t o be fo und out if some of the 

defended settlements date back to ea::-l 1er pe::-iods. But 

it is not kno•.Jn if the p.:. and quarry i nq sites are 

contemporary or to ~ h at extent they are related . 
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The beha v iour represented at th~ quarries doss 

no~ 91ve any ind1cat::.on tha~ a permanent Yorkforce ~as 

employE:d ::.n e::t.ract::.ve t=..sk s fer an onsr o ing e xcr"!=.nge 

system. This conclusi on 1s also confirmed by the 

ev1aence that cores and obsidian blocks were not 

further worked on the island. Since the material was 

of such hi9h quality , there was no need t o test the 

stone to ensure hisrh quality ob.sidian was carried a~ay. 

At the same time , due to the nature o: the material, it 

is re.=.:::onabl e to e.rgue that it Yas c;:,.rr i ed away in 

wh ole cores from which flakes could :Oe struck as 

needed .. 1 nste.=.d of transporti nsr already struck flakes. 

' Tre.ve l :Oy canoe also faci l itates transport in the sense 

that bisrsrer loads could be carried. 

It seems likel y that e:·qJloitation of the raw 

materi.=.l w.=.s made for a number o: dif ferent consumers, 

such e.::: , in the f1rst instance , Mc.ycr Island res ident.s 

themsel v es, t h eir relatives on the mai nland. and £or 

otber g:-oups more distant ly rel.:.ted. Trc.ditional 

history shows that the people of Mayor Isl and had close 

links ,.:ith the ma1nl.=.nd tribes , and it is therefore 

probable that much of the quarryinsr .=.nd extre.ction work 

.; w-=-"' e.!so pe:-formed to supply these groups with ra:: 

materiel . 

Special purpose v::.sit s coul d he.ve been also 

performed by s-r oup::: £:-om further a: i eld. Haning 

(1575 : 103) mentions that ~h e Ngapuhi from Northland 

• .. :ent to M:J.yc:- Island f:- om •.:here t hey cbtain ed their 
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ob:::id1an. }.dam::: (1'371:3~J savs that Ma:: ~r Is land Y"'"' 

the subjec~ o f many ra1cs by other tribes, Ngapuhi and 

Rara wa from the north and ·Ngatimaru from the Yest , Te 

Arawa from the south and Ngatiwa from the east, all at 

va rious times , either i n search of utu or "Jus:. for 

the devil of it" ( ibid.). From this last statement it 

appear::: quite possi .bl e that a number of these raids 

could in actual f a ct ha ve been carried out in order to 

obtain obsidian. 

When comparing the exploitat ion of obs idian 

Yith that of other lith1c resources in Ne~ Zealand one 

finds some su.bstantial differences. Most important is 

the absence of large Yorking fleers and 5lak ing debris 

cl ose to the quarries . It 1s hypothesi :;:ed here thQt 

most o 5 the obsidian from Mayor l:::lanC. '.Jas quarried 

during per1ociic visits t o the island f o:- the specific 

pur pose o5 obtainin~ ob:::id1ar. . Further research , such 

as survey and excavati on '.J Ork on Ma vor Island i ::: needed 

to fully confirm this. 

In the next chapter the results of the sour c ing 

analysis cf the obsidian 5ound in 

archaeological sites both in the North and South 

Islands are given. The regional ana ly s i s should help 
- . 
~ in the confirmation or re futation of this c onclusi on . 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SOURCING OF NEW ZEALAND 

OBSIDIAN: THE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SAMPLE 

INTRODUCTION 

The obsidian artc5acts analyzed fo~ the purpose 

of this study ceme from 58 archaeological sites; most 

of these come from dated contexts, either directly by 

C14 dates, or through comparison of the site's 

diagnostic a~tefacts with other dated .... 
Sll..e.S in the 

area. Thirty-seven of the sites are in the North 

Island, and the remaining 21 are located in the South 

Island. The size of the obsidian assemblages va:-ied 

from about 20 to over 5000 flakes in a single 

assemblage. The assemblages were selected as far es 

possible to represent ell different geographicel e~eas 

within New Zealand. The location of the sites is sho~n 

in Figure 5.1. 
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Meyer ls:c."ld 

C 50 lCG 150km 

.--- Archaeological s ites 

F i qure 5.1 Map of Ne\.J Zealand showing location of 
archaeological sites sampled for the present study (key 
to numbers on follo~.Jing page ) . 
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Key to site numbers in Figure 5.1. 

NORTH ISLAND SOUTH ISLAND 

1. Houhora 26. Tahunanui 
2 . Pouerua 27. Titirangi Pi ts 
3. Harataonga Middens and Sandhills 

(N30/3, N30/4 , N30 /5) 28. Wairau Bar 
4. Station Bay N38/30 29. Clarence River 
5. Station Ba y N38 /37 30. ·Avo ca 
6. Sunde 31. Peketa 
7. Port Jackson 32. Timpendean 
8 . Skippers Ridge I and II 33. Houhoupounamou 
9. Hahei 34 . Redcliffs 

10. Hot Water Beach 35. Waitaki River Mouth 
11. Tairua 36. Tai Rua 
12. Whangamata 37. Waimataitai 
13. Kauri Point Swamp 38. Shag River Mouth 
14. Ellett's Mountain 39. Shag Point 
15. Hamlin's Hill 40. Purakanui 
16 . Raglan N64/16 41. Lo ng Beach 
17. Raglan N64/1 8 42. Murdering Beach 
1 8 . Aotea; Koreromaiwaho 43. Hawksburn 
19 . Mangakaware; Nga roto 44 . Pounawea 
20. Tokoroc. 45. Tiwai Point 
21 . Whakamoenga Cave 46. Pahia 
22. waihora 47. Heaphy River Mouth 
23 . Maioro 
24. Hingaimotu 
25. Paremata ' 
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The smaller assemblages of obsidian were 

analyzed as far as possible in their totality. 

Specimens smaller than appro~imately 15 mm in diameter 

could not be analyzed, since the sample holders were 

designed to be used with the 'average obsidian flake' 

as might be encountered in an archaeological context. 

Since there is a broad range of flake sizes possible an 

area of 15 to 20 mm was designed to allow enough 

latitude to mount both large cores and small flakes. 

Also very thin samples (less than 2 mm) had to be 

discarded. Sample thickness affects the fluorescence 

response as shown by Bollong ( 1983:95). With reduced 

thickness there is an apparent increased response of 

the low-Z elements and a decrease in the proportional 

response of the high-Z elements. Samples too large to 

fit the sample holders were only encountered twice. 
I 

The number of pieces discarded due to their size and/or 

thickness amounted to up to fifty percent in some 

sites. Interpretation of the results has therefore to 

be made cautiously for the follo~ing sites: Harataonga 

(N30/4), Mangakaware, Long Beach, Station Bay (N38/30), 

Station Bay (N38/37), Whakamoenga, Clarence, Pounawea 

·and Avoca) This represents a problem only in the 

smaller assemblages where the sourcing results might be 

afffected by this. For the larger assemblages, such as 

Tahunanui for .example, where only 26 per cent of the 

assemblage was sourced, the situation is not so 

problematic since this percentage represents quite a 
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large number of flakes. For the large assemblages a 

sampling strategy was adopted which is described below. 

No attempt was made to select samp les visually 

according to colour variations in the obsidian, as this 

would introduce observer bias. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

SAMPLING STRATEGY 

Several of the obsidian asse mblage s con ta ined 

over 1000 obsidian pieces. It would take months with 

the present efficiency of the equipment to analyze all 

of them. It was therefore decided to take a sample of 

all assemblages of over 400 pieces of obsidian. To 

determine the s.=.mple size an equation was used whi ch 

would allow the calculation of a sample s ize to 

represent the obsidian population with en accepte.ble 

margin of con£ i dence C 95 per cent) . As a preliminary 

step, the margin of error of the resul t s of the 

non-sampled obsidian assemblages already sourced was 

calculated. It WC.S found that at 95 per cent 

confidence the mc.rgin of error obtc.ined varied between 

±4 per cent and as much es ± 16 per cent. To calculate 

approximate 95 per cent confidence limits of the 

results obtained by the isoprobe analyses t he following 
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equation was used : 

p ±1.96~: 
n 

(Steel and Terrie, 1980:479) 

where 

1\ p = the estimate of the proportion of one trait, 1.96 = 
the standard normal value for approximately 95 per cent 

confidence, and n = the total size of the sample. 

1\ 

P ~as calculated as the proportion of Mayor 

Island obsidian in the total assemblage of the site. 

To estimate the size of n, it ~as assumed that the 

proportion of Mayor Island obsidian in a site was 1:2. 

This makes .the error 1 imi ts a maximum and represents 

the worst possible case. Using the above equation 

1\ 
p = 

1 

2 

p ±1.9JFP--
1 

II. p ± 
rn-

if, 
n = 100 p ± 100 = p ± 0.1 or 50 per cent : 

n = 200 p ± 200 = p ± 0.7 or 50 per cent ± 

10 per cent 

7 per cent 
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The margin of error of :t 7 per cent obtai ned 

ri· ~ 

t 
with a sample of 200, satisfies the confidence limits, 

since they are higher than in most cases where the 

whole of the assemblage available was used. A sample 

size of 200 is also a convenient number that can be 

adequa~ely run by the isoprobe facility in a reasonable 

time. 

The pieces were then selected using random 

number tables. The method of selecting random numbers 

varied between sites, depending on the cataloguing and 

bagging system employed for each site. The sampling 

strategy employed for each site sampled is discussed 

below. The sitc:s uhich t.1ere sampled in this manner 

were Hot Water Beach, Kauri Point Swamp, Whakamoenga 

Cave and Houhora. 

Hot Water Beach 

All obsidian flakes had individual accession 

numbers. Random number tables were used to determine 

which flake was to be sampled. From five digit numbers 

the last three digits determined the sample chosen. 

· Houhora 

The material from Houhora was analyzed by 

Bollong (1983) when testing the setting up of the Otago 

University isoprobe facility. The Houhora material 

contains over 3000 flakes;· a sample of 400 flakes was 

taken by Bollong (ibid.:137). The results of his 
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analysis were checked against the modified program 

SELECT, which allocates the individual pieces to a 

reference source (see Brassey and Seelenfreund, 1984). 

Kauri Point Swamp 

The site contained over 10,000 flakes. The 

obsidian pieces did not have individual accession 

numbers which could be used for random selection, so 

individually bagged specimens of about 200 at a time 

were laid out in a line and every 20th bag chosen until 

the desired sample size was reached. This procedure 

was not strictly random, but there was no obvious 

source for observer bias in the selection. 

Whakamoenga Cave 

Flakes for this site were selected using random 

number tables. The flakes were all in separate 

numbered bags representing separate excavation squares 

and levels. The first two digits of the random number 

determined the number of the bag to be sampled. and 

the last digit determined the number of flakes taken 

from each bag. These were then taken as a grab sample. 

Some of the assemblages studied are extremely 

small. This fact, and the under-representation of the 

sites in the inland areas of the North Island, has to 

be kept in mind when evaluating the results of the 

fall-off studies. 
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Nearly all the sites in the North and South 

Islands are located very near or on the coast, and not 

all the sites had the same functional status. Some are 

large settlement sites, while others represent small 

transitory camps, possibly occupied seasonally. The 

absence of inland sites analyzed in the South Island, 

except for Hawksburn, is due to the lack of obsidian 

material in these sites, a significant fact in itself. 

A short description of the archaeological sites 

was analyzed from which obsidian 

alphabetical order 

pieces of obsidian 

sourced, is noted. 

in 

made 

Appendix 1. 

available, 

is c-ontained, in 

The number of 

and the number 

CHRONOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

For the purpose of all subsequent analysis, the 

archaeologica1 assemblages used in this study were 

separated into groups of approximately contemporaneous 

sites, to allow for a comparison of the sites on a 

regionaL as well as on a local basis. The sample is 

large enough to be subdivided on the basis of 

chronology. This is a necessary step if changes in the 

exchange system occurring during different times are to 

be detected. It is highly desirable to group 

assemblages into time 

time-trend analysis in 

periods for purposes 

exchange· patterns. There 

of 

is 
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little agreement amongst Ne~ Zealand archaeologists on 

more than two general periods of prehistory, and even 

less agreement on more than t~o phases of cultural 

change for New Zealand as a whole. 

In the circumstances it was decided to attempt 

to group assemblages into three chronological 

divisions, based whenever possible on radiocarbon 

dates, and where otherwise, on rather less secure .. 

grounds of economy and material culture. It is 

accepted that individual archaeologists may find some 

points of disagreement as to the ascription of some 

assemblages into some chronological groups; however, 

even if some of them are indeed in error, the broad 

changes through time should still be revealed in this 

study if any such changes exist. The individual 

reasons for the assemblage groupings are to be found in 

Appendix 1. The periods chosen for grouping are the 

same for the North and South Islands : 

Group 1 (early period) : older than 630 B.P.; 

Group 2 (middle period): 630 B.P. to 350 B.P.; 

Group 3 (late period) : 350 B.P. to Present. 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the dates plotted for 

all the analyzed sites. The radiocarbon dates for New 

Zealand are difficult to interpret as McFadgen 

(1982),Trotter and McCulloch (1975) and Anderson (1982, 

1984) note. Since New Zealand prehistory covers less 
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than 1000 years, errors in radiocarbon dating are 

proportionally large, e.g. errors of ± 150 years at 95 

per cent con£ idence. Some charcoal samples ~eem to 

produce dates 200 or more years older than samples 

taken on bone co 11 ag en or marine she 11 from the same 

sites. Trotter and McCulloch (ibid. :13) advise 

ignoring the charcoal samples and relying mainly on 

other dates, if available. The inconsistencies seem to 

be greater for the earlier dates, while for dates 

around 800 B.P. , the dates seem to be more in general 

agreement. As McFadgen (1982:390) discusses, the time 

elapsed between the date of death of the sample and the 

date of an event are an important source of error. Due 

to calibration curve errors and counting errors samples 

less than 200 radiocarbon years apart cannot be 

distinguished on either wood, charcoal or bone collagen 

samples. For the purposes of this study, a mean date 

has been calculated, or a date used for the site which 

has been accepted by the excavators and is in general 

agreement with the archaeological evidence from the 

site, or the layer within the site. 
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These time divisions are not entirely 

arbitrary, and some arguments can be advanced that they 

may correspond with significant cultural and/or 

economic changes in New Zealand prehistory. However, 

this subject is beyond the scope of this thesis, and is 

avoided whenever possible. 

The divisions used here for separating the 

sites are based on broad changes within the subsistence 

strategies of both the North Island and South Island 

Maori. 

The first subdivision groups South Island sites 

which are older than 630 years B.P .. The second group 

includes sites in the range of 350 years B.P. to 630 

years B.P., while the third group contains all sites 

younger than 350 years B. P. The divisions are made 

allowing for certain variations, some sites for example 

have been grouped in the 630 years B.P and older group, 

on account of their material culture and accepted 

dates, even if some of their radiocarbon dates fall 

outside the range given. Examples of this situation 

are the Waitaki P.iver Mouth and Pounawea sites. 

The period of 630 B.P . and older coincides 

with the settlement of the first sites on the South 

Island, and the hunting o£ moas as a basic and 

important subsistence activity. For the South Island, 

Anderson (1983:47, 1984:734) argues for a peak in moa 

hunting between 900 to 600 B.P., extending on the coast 

to around 500 B.P. in the form of opportunistic 
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hunting. On these grounds, as well as on e·,~;J :nce from 

the North Islands sites, a division around 630 B.P. 

seems reasonable. 

The separation of the early North Island sites 

is based on somewhat different criteria. The first 

division contains the very early settlement sites of 

630 years B.P. and older, grouping ~hat probably 

constitutes the first Polynesian settlement sites in 

the North Island. 

From 630 years B.P. to 350 years B.P. onl 'J a 

f e\.1 sites are represented. This division is taken to 

mark a transition to the Classic Maori Phase. A trend 

can be identified in subsistence pattern chan~es , 

midden content, and increased number of storage pits. 

The changing economic situation is also reflected in 

the material cul ture in a decline in stone flakes size, 

certain types of fishhooks, and a general shift in the 

materiel culture. 

The second group of North Island sites, 630 

years B. P . to 350 B. P., involves all sites ~ith an 

J..rchai c East Polynesian cultural assemblage. At the 

same time, this classification keeps the sites on the 

Coromandel Peninsula as one unit. As La\.1 (198 2 :6) 

notes that the Coromandel Peninsula sites ere closely 

related in their material culture and settlement layout 

these sites sho~ a fairly uniform cultural development 

and material cultural and should be treated as a 

contemporaneous unit. 
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The last group 350 years B . P . to the 

present, covers what usua 11 y is termed the 'Classic 

Maor1 occupation'. A fairly marked gap can be 

identified between the dates of Classic Maori 

occupation and the earlier sites in the South Island. 

By 350 B.P. defended settlements on the North Island 

are widespread, marking a change in subsist ence 
. 

patterns and in the general cultural assemblages. 

THE SOURCING PROCEDURE 

INSTRUMENTATiON AND PROCEDURE Of ENERGY DISPERSIVE XRF 

SPECTROSCOPY 

The archaeological samples were analyzed using 

energy dispersive X- ray :luorescence spectroscopy, 

following the procedure detailed by Bol long (1983) . 

The obsidian samples were mounted whole on perspex 

(cast acrylic) holders, which, in turn, are mounted on 

a stainless steel rack using plastic magnetic s t ri p . 

Samples are brought into the irradiation position by 

advancement of the rack. This can be controlled by a 

MDL microcomputer run under a CP /M operating s ystem 

connected to the sample changer f ac i l i i:.Y, as well as 

manually. 
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Sample preparation included surface washing and 

brushing with acetone, technical grade ethanol, and 

distilled water to remove, where necessary, labels and 

surface contaminants. 

Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence analysis 

of the obsidian was carried out with an ORTEC model 

7113-06175-S Si(Li) detector (effective diameter of 0.6 

mm). Sensitivity is to a depth of 0.5 mm. Other 

components of the system are a 0.05 mm beryllium window 

that separates the detector diode from the atmosphere, 

ORTEC 729-A liquid nitrogen level monitor, ORTEC 117-B 

pre-amplifier, and an ORTEC 572 amplifier connected to 

a NORLAND !NO-TECH 5300 HCA. The amplifier gain 

setting is of 0.61 x 100 and 1 u sec shaping time. The 

amplifier setting had to be adjusted during the course 

of the research due to rni nor changes in the e lernent 

peak positions. The analysis range is 0 - 60 KeV. 

The radioisotope used for the analysis is a 50 

mCi americium-oxide (isotope 241) source ceramic with 

an active diameter of 6. 4 mm. This gives a standard 

activity of 1554 mCi/cm squared. The radioactive 

source i~ housed within a lea4 collimation container. 

The collimation inserts are made from aluminium elloy 

and capped with a 4 mm lead shielding to prevent the 

transmission of uncollimated 59.57 KeV gamma radiation 

(c.£. Bollong, 1983:64). 
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Obsid 1an samples t,.J ere analyzed for Rb, Sr , Y, 

Zr, Ba , La, and Ce. To determine the analytical val u e 

f or the specified elements i n the spectra, ratio 

measures taken over the Compt on/Ray leigh peaks t,.Jere 

employed, since these are t,.Ji t h i n the spectrum and 

independent of the trace element concentration. 

Element ratios were not used since each of the possible 

useable elements (Fe, Zr, and Ba) occur at zero level 
-

in one or more particular source groups . The ne t 

element peaks t,.Jere taken as ratios against the net 

mid - Compton value and the ratio assigned as a measure 

of the proportionate element presence (Bollong, 

1983:108-110) . 

Samples t,.Jere analyzed for 4000 seconds each and 

assigned to sources using a special computer program. 

?ORTRAN progra m AUTOMCA dev eloped at the Universi ty of 

Otago Arch~eometry Laboratory controls the ... . opera'-1on o f 

the automated sample changer facility and the transfer 

of the collected spectra onto the microcomputer link. 

Inf ormation is stored on 8 " floppy disks and in 

printout form . separate program is used for 

discriminat ing the spectra and matching them up with 

the geological reference group . An outline of the 

computer softt,.Jar e employed the two main 

programs, J..U TO t!CJ>. and S!::LECT are modified versions of 

the softt,.Jare developed by Bollong (ibid . : 80). 
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FORTRAN program AUTOMCA records initially the 

position of the samples on the stainless steel sled by 

reference to a mounted scale. It records as well 

literal information on the artefacts and run number 

assigned by the ooerator. 
- I 

The program cross-checks 

against possible duplication of existing run numbers 

already present on the destination disk, as well as the 
.. 

distances between samples as entered by the operator. 

This information on the samples is kept on a separate 

data file (SAMPLES.DAT). 

Following this initial step the program 

automates and runs the sample changer facility and 

tran3fers the collected spectrum from the MCA to the 

MDL. The program dumps the spectrum into the random 

access memory CRAM) of the MDL and converts the 1024 

channels into 512 by channel pair adding. This 

sub-program incorporates the prepared data file 

(SAMPLES.DAT). As the spectrum is transferred via the 

MCA/MDL link, it is displayed on the graphics monitor. 

The spectrum information is then lJritten onto floppy 

disk. AUTOMCA incorporates into one program features 

of the separate programs MCA, NIGHT and CHANGER (c.£. 

Bollong, 1983.). 

The spectra recorded on disk can be analyzed 

using one of the follo~ing FORTRAN programs ; AMSPEC as 

described by Bollong (ibid.:83), which allows graphing 

of the spectrum, determination of the energy of a 

region or peak, integrate window areas and produce 
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counts per channel printouts of the spectrum displayed. 

The sourcing of the obsidian is perf ormed by 

program SELECT, ~.Jhi ch is a modified version of SCREEN 

as developed and described by Bollong (ibid.:83,119). 

The sourcing parameters are the same as in program 

SCREEN . The modification resides in the reference 

group file, \.Jhere the mean and standard deviation 

values for the Northland sources (Waiare, Pungaere, 

Wet a) \.Jere modi f i ed to reduce sampling error produced 

through the inadequate r epresentation in the reference 

matrix of the Northland sources, To reduce the 

sampling erro~, ~.Jhich resulted in incorrect all ocations 

( see Brassey 1 9 8 5, Brassey t See 1 enfreund, 19 8 4) , th irty 

e.dditional source samples ~.Jere analyzed (samples ~.J ere 

o btai n ed from th e Otago University Archaeometry 

Laboratory and Auckland University 1>. nthropo 1 ogy 

Department comparative collections), and n e\.J val u es 

calculated for the r eference source .1- • 
ma~...r1x. The 

ability of the s ystem to discr i minate bet \.Je en the Mayor 

island and Northland sources improved . Nonetheless the 

netJ set of source mat er ial \.Jas not obtained by 

systematic re - sampling of the Northland source s ; it is 

the~ef ore unlik ely that the full range of i ntra source 

variability is represented in the ne~.J sample 

( ibi d .:40 ) , I t is probable that source allocations to 

sources are still sli ghtly h igher . 

This is only of particular i mportance for the sites in 

the Northland area and ~.Jill be discussed further below 
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when the sourcing results are described. The sourcing 

program attempts to reject the unknown spectrum as 

having come from one of the sources in the reference 

group file against the two and three standard deviation 

dispersion values for that element in a given source. 

If the value does not fall within the two or three 

standard deviation dispersion range for that element it 

is rejected at a 99 per cent or 95 per cent confidence 

level. 

An additional set of ratios between elements is 

used to increase the system's power to reject 

inappropriate sources. Two sets of ratio tests were 

used, one for the Mayor Island and Northland sources, 

and one for all other sources. Si nee both the Mayor 

Island and Northland sources recorded had low to zero 

Ba levels, this element could not be used to 

discriminate between these two sources. Ratios in this 

case were taken to the Zr peak. All other ratios are 

taken to the Ba peak. During the actual running of the 

program for the selection or screening process, each 

element l-iindo\.1 value generated is compared element by 

element with the reference source matrix, first at the 

2 sigma dispersion level and then again at the 3 sigma 

level. If any value beyond the standard range is 

encountered the source is rejected. It then proceeds 

to compare the ratio values for those sources which 

have not been rejected on previous grounds. 
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The only problem encountered with this method 

was that due to the variability in surface texture of 

the obsidian artefacts, the mid-Compton and Rayleigh 

peaks varied sometimes in range far beyond the mean 

values expected, as recorded by Bollong (ibid.:89-94). 

As a result of this, these spectra were 

rejected as not belonging to any of the known obsidian 

sources in the reference group. To overcome this 

problem, the spectra were examined visually and the 

proportional peak heights of the different element 

concentrations were compared. On the basis of this 

examination they could usually be assigned to a given 

source. 

THE SOURCE UTILIZATION PATTERN 

The results of the sourcing procedures are 

presented in Tables 5.1 to 5.3. Some comment on the 

sample size is necessary here before interpreting the 

sourcing results. The small sample size of some of the 

sourced assemblages can pose a problem. The 

interpretation of the sourcing results of the sites 
.• 

~ith a sample size of fet;er than 20 pieces is to be 

taken cautiously. The margin of error for the relative 

proportion of the sources used at these sites can be as 

high as :16 per cent (in the worst cases). In these 

sites a variation of one or two pieces may change the 
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proportion of sources used quite drastically. Ideally 

any sample size of fewer than, say, 20 pieces would be 

discarded for reasons of statistical significance, but 

this would reduc~ the number of sites by hal£: they 

have therefore to be used with caution.. These sites 

are marked with an asterix in Figures 5.4 to 5.6 and 

Tables 5.1 to 5.3. For this reason and for comparative 

purposes the results have been standardized to 

represent in all cases a sample size of n=20. The 

standardization procedure does not in itself change the 

proportions of the sourcing results when they are 

expressed as percentages. Figures 5.4 to 5.6 

graphically represent the percentages of each source of 

obsidian in the total obsidian analyzed for each site. 
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SOUilCING llESULTS FllOM GllOUP 1, 630 o . r . AUD OLOEil (EXPil ESSED IN NUI·IBEilS OF PIECES) 
( Note: Values in brackets equal standarized values to n:20) 
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!IOU !lOll A 191 ( 12.7) 53 (3. 5) 115 (3.0) 0 0 0 0 0 11 ( 0 . 7) 0 0 0 300 >3000 
I·IJ\IOilO 1 336 ( 0 ,It) 2 ( 0 . 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1159 (11.5) 0 0 0 795 795 
POllT 
JJ\CKSON M If 0.0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II (0 . 0) 0 0 2 (11.0) 10 15 
RAGLAN 
N6'1116 M 3 ( 15 . 0) 1 (').0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II 16 
SK . LJ\YF.Il 21· M If ( 6. '{) 0 If (6.7) 0 0 1 (I. 7) 2 ( 3 , II) 0 0 I (I. 7) 0 0 1?. 17 
SK .LA YEll 3•· • 2 ( 10 . 0) 0 1 (').0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (5.0) If II 
ToKonor. 156 ( 11. 6) 10 (0.7) 76 (5.6) 0 0 

I 
0 0 0 Ill ( 1 .0) 0 0 14 ( 1 .0) 270 5 10 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --A--- ---
South Island: 
AVOCJ\ • 2 (20.0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 20 
llJ\HKSJJUiltl 25 (20 . 0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 lfO 
LONG JJEA . + • 1 ( 6. '{) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (6. 7) 0 0 1 (6. 7) 3 ,, 
LONG BEA . ++ " 5 ( 9 . 1) 1 (I. 0) 1 ( 1.8) 0 0 0 0 0 3 ( 5 ,It) 0 0 1 ( 1.8) 11 
PAlliA • 2 (13.3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ( 6. 7) 0 0 3 2 
llEDC LIFF' 613 ( 15 . 13) (0. 2) 5 ( 1. 2) 3 (0 . 7) 0 0 0 0 7 ( 1. 6) 0 0 2 (0. 5) 86 99 
SIIJ\0 lliVEil ]If ( 5.6) 1 ( 0 · '') 6 (2 ·'') 0 I ( 0 ,II) 0 1 ( 0 ,If) 2 (0 . 13) 7 (2.8) 0 0 3 ( 1. 2) 35 19 
TITIIlANOI S * 2 ( 13.0) 0 0 1 (If. 0 ) 0 0 0 I (If . 0) 1 ( ''· 0) 0 0 0 5 26 
THIAI POIIJT 69 ( 15 . 9) 7 ( 1.6) 5 (I. 1) 1 (0.2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 (I. 1) 87 11113 
W A If1r.T A IT r.I • 1 (20.0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
wr.rnr.u oAn • 13 ( 111 . 5 ) 2 (3. 6) 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 
Hr.ITAKI lliV 21 (16.13) 2 ( 1 • 6) 1 (0.13) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (0.13) 25 25 

TOTALS : 971 135 163 5 2 3 3 53'1 2 3'~ 1802 

!Jote : 
+ SKIPPERS llJDGE (OPITO) NlfOr{ 
+ LONG DEl\CII Ll\YE!l. '1 
·I .. I·LONG DEl\CII UNP!l.OVEN!\NCED 
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Key to abbrev i ations in Tables 5 . 1. to 5.3 . 

* = s3mple s1ze less then n=20 

May = Mayor Island sources 

Nor = Northland sources 

N/M = Northland or Mayor Island sources 

FAN = Fana l Island 

Fl>.N/HU = Fanal Island or Huruiki sourced 

F P.N I GBA = Fanal Island or Great Barrier sources 

FAN/HU/GB~. = Fanal Island, Huruiki or Great Barrier 

I.::land sources 

COR/INL = Coromandel or Inland sources 

f/H/G/C/I = Fanal Island, Huruiki, Great Barrier, 

Coromandel or Inland s ource s 

H/G/C/I = Huruiki, Great Barrier, Coromandel or 

In land sources 

OTii = assigned to non-Ne~ Ze~land s ources 

UNK = sourc.:: unkor..1n 
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TEMPORAL VARIABILITY 

The results of the sourcing sho~ a large range 

of variability in the percentages of different sources 

used in the various .sites. The percentage of Mayor 

Island obsidian in the total assemblages varies from 

z ero to 1 00 per cent. In s pection of the sourci n g 

results show that at most ... 
Slt..eS more than a s1ngle 

obsid1an source was employed. 

Gr oup 1 

The source utilization patterns from the early 

site s (earlier than 630 B.P.) show tha+_ fer the most 

part Island obsidian was 1 , emp _oyea . The 

proportions from ve.r i ous sources in the assemblages 

range fr-om 2 0 to 100 per cent . The use ef source.s 

ether than Me.yor Island is more common in the North 

Island sites. The widespread distribution of obsidian 

from the Northland area is of interest . .t-.1 thous;h the 

proportions of Northle:nci obsidian are low Cme.ximum 18 

per cent) the · obsidian is present in 58 per cent of the 

early sites, compared to only 33 per cent and 20 per 

cent of the middle and late p eriod sites respectively. 

The proportion of Northland obsidian outside its area 

of nature.! occurren::::e, at sites a.s 01 stant as Wairau 

Bar in the South Island, is also of interest . It is as 

high in this site (2 out of 11 ) a.s at Houhcra (53 out 

of 300), which is only c. fH' kilometres from the 
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.source. 

Group 2 

The proportion of material from alternative 

.sources t.o Mayor Island, in Group 2 sites (630 to 350 

B.P . ), is quite marked in comparison to Group 1 . 

number of sites containing obsidian do not have any 

material from the Mayor Island sources. The percentage 

of Hay or I sland obsidian in the total obsidian 

cssemblage from North Island sites decreases in ge neral 

to about 70 per cent in this period and is replaced by 

obsidians from the Coromandel, Auckland, Gre~t Barrier 

Island an= Inland sources. In the South Island, on the 

other hand, the proporti ons of Ma. yor I sland obsidian 

are still as high o.s 100 per cent in some sites, (but 

see significance of ... . . pr·jpor L 1 ons 1 n small samples above ) 

although overall the introduction o: alternative 

sources becomes quite m~rked in this time group . 

Sources other than Ma yor Island and Northland comprise 

up to 85 per cent of the obsidian of some assemblages. 

Group 3 

The predominance of Mayor Island obsidians 

observed in the ear 1 y period sites disappears in the 

late sites (350 B.P . to th e present) . The pa t tern of 

source utilization becomes increcsingly varied and 

.t-iayor Island obsidian only represents ct most 67 pe:r 

cent of the total obsidian sourced . In most cases 
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though, its presence is limited to about 30 per cent or 

even le.ss. The presence of other sources i.s 

part1cularly striking in the South Island sites, where 

obsidian from other sources now dominates. The 

increase in the proportions of stone from sources other 

than Mayor Island is probably due to the proximity of 

some sites to alternative obsidian sources. For 

instance, the Pouerua sites contain a high proportion 

of stone from the nearby Kaeo sources, and the Waihora 

and ~1ahakamoenga Cave sites contain exclusively 

obsidian from the nearby Taupo sources. Mayor Island 

obsidian seems to have been pre£ errr:d over obsidian 

from other sources, e:otcept when an alternative source 

was noticeably closer than Mayor Island. This is the 

case for sites such as Ellett's Mountain, Whangamata, 

and Harataonga. The proporti ens of Northland .sources 

(Kaeo, Waiare, Wetal remains consistently low or absent 

outside the immediate area of origin. The obsidian 

from the Northland sources contains a relatively high 

occurrence of phenocrystic inclusions and its flaking 

quality is not as high as that o£ Mayor Island obsidian 

or some of the other sources (flrassey 1985:134-135). 

As Brassey (ibid.) has proposed, it is therefore 

possible that other sources would have been preferred 

to the Northland sources outside their immediate area. 
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SOURCE UTI LIZATION AND SI TE FUNCTION 

Since the sites us ed in thlS study are 

i?l:. 
-~· ~ ... .. . ·. 

functionally variab l e, it may be useful to investigate 

the source use pattern in rel ation t o site f un c tion . 

The sites s tudied here r epresent at l east five 

different functi onal categories: 

l ) open unde fend ed sites 

2 l temporary hunting camps 

3)defended sites 

4 )li thic ~orkshops 

5)special purpose sites 

The ascription of sites to certain types can be 

ambiguous, as archaeological si tes ~ere often used for 

multiple purposes . The interpretation as to ~hat 
.... . 
~.-ne 

main activities carried out a t ea-::b s ite were can be 

debatable . For t he pres ent clc.s3ific~tion , the 

evidence fro m th~ published rep or ts Yas us ed to def ine 

the specific assignation of each sit.e to a ny o : the 

categories. At s om.:: sites severa l different ial 

activity areas have been isolated , and therefore: the 

p resent class ification may be sub ject to dis cussi on by 

other re:searchers. Categ orization of the site types i s 

summarized in Table 5.4. E~amination o£ the s ource 

utilization pattern Sh OI..'S the proportions of 

di ff e rent types o: obsid1 cn a:-e a f fected by the 



different £unct1on of the sit~ . 

TAB LE 5.4. 

Classificati on of sit es by site f unction 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPEN I TEHPORARY I DEFENDED I WORKSHOPS I SPECIAL I I 
SETTLEMENTS I CAMPS I SETTLEt-!ENTS I I SITES I I 
-------------I --------------I -------------- - I - ----------I --- ------I --- --I 
Hamlin 1 s H. I Waihor a I Ellett 1 s Mt. I I I I 
Murdering B. I W"hakamoenga I Mangakawar e I I I G I 
Harataonga - I I Peketa I I I R I 
N30/4 I I Ngaroto I I I 0 I 
Skippers R. I I Raglan N64/ 18 I I I u I 
Pouerua I I I I I p I 
Whangama ta I I I I I I 
Long Bea ch I I I I I 1 I 
-------------I - -------------I ---------------I -----------I ---------I -----I 
Ao tea I Whakamoenga I Kore r omaiwaho I Tahunanui I Kauri Pti I 
Hahei I Timpendean I Maioro I I SHamp I G I 
Hot Water B. I Tai Rua I Hara taon.ga - I I I R I 
Pare:uata I Houhoupou- I N30/3 I I I 0 I 

; Station Bay I namou I I I I u I 
N38/ 30 I I I I I p I 
Station Bay I I I I I I 
N38!37 I I I I I 2 I 
Sunde I I I I I I 
'fai Rua I I I I I I 
Whangamata I I I I I I 
Clar ence I I I I I I 
Purakanui I I I I I I 
Shag Point I I I I I I 
Pouna.,..ea I I I I I I 
Heap~y R. I I I I I I 
Titirangi s. I I I I I I 
--- ---------- I --------------I -------------- - I - ----------I---------I -----I 
N30/5 - I Raglan I I Titirangi I I I 
Hingaimotu I N64/16 I I Tiwai Pt I I G I 
Houhora I Tokor oa I I I I R I 
Maioro I Hawks burn I I I I 0 I 
Port Jackson I Pahia I I I I u I 
Skippers Rid I Waimataitai I I I I p I 
N40!7 I I I I I I 
Redcliffs I I I I I 3 I 
Avoca I I I I I I 
Shag Rive !" M I I I I I I 
Long Beach I I I I I I 
Wai taki R. I I I I I I 
'1-lairau Bar I I I I I I 
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In Group 1 (t30 B.P. and older), open 

settlements, temporary C:imps and workshops are 

represented. Temporary camps sho~ an over~ll higher 

proportion of Mayor Island obsidian than, for example, 

the more permanent open settlements (a range of 58 per 

cent to 100 per cent with a mean value of 80 per cent, 

compared to a range of 20 per cent to 100 per cent ~ith 

a mean percentage of 58.4 per cent in open 

settlements). By weight the percentage of Mayor Island 

obsidian in the temporary camps is also higher 

(mean=66.4 per cent) while at the more permanent open 

settlements the percentage e3pressed by weight is louer 

(rnean=58.7 per cent) (Table 5.5). The t~o lithic 

workshops represented in Group 1 sites (Titirangi and 

Tiwai Point) h;ve very different pro~~rtions of 

obsidian sources. ~~hi 1 e on 1 y two source groups are 

represent=~ at Titirangi (Mayor Island and 

Fanal/Huruiki/ Great Barrier obsidian), Ti~ai Point .. 

Northland and Fanal 1 sland/ Huruiki sources are 

represented.. in addition to the Mayor Island source 

material. 

In terms of total weight of material, obsidian 

is found only in large quantities at Houhora, 

Harataonga CN30/5) and at Tokoroa (!able 5.5). These 

three sites have the overall highest quantities by 

weight of obsidian regardless of source provenanc~. 

Tbe f1rst two sites represent undefended settlements 

~hile Tokoroa is a temporary moa hunter camp. The 
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quantit y of May or I s land obsid1an, r or e xampl e, in 

itself is only s ubstantia l at Houhora (about 1.5 kg o r 

matarial in the ana lyzed sample, repres enti ng an 

approximate vo lume of 600 cc). Tha mat er ial from both 

Harataonga (NJ0 / 5) and Tokoroa could represent, at the 

most, obsidian struck from three or four average sized 

cores. The total \.leight of the obsidian from the 

remaining sites ranges from a few grams to about 200 to 

300 grams. The quantities of obsidian found both at 

Ti\.lai Point (n=14 8) and Titirangi (n=24) are extremely 

small especially as it is considered that both sites 

are speci ali zed sit~s primarily dedicated to the 

manufacture of lithic artefacts. The quantity of Mayor 

lsland obsidian, for example, 'While dominant at Ti"Wai 

Point, is only 440 grams, 'Which represents one or t'.J o 

small sized c ores of an appro ximate volume of 177 cc. 

Qu~ntities of obsidian from sources other than 

Mayor Jsland a~e sm~ll a t temporary hunting camps. At 

these sites one, or at most, t'WO sources are 

represented. lt is probable that the obsidian recorded 

from these sites can be traced to two or three cores. 

Northland obsidian is found only at Tokoroa and only in 

smc.ll quantities in this class of sites . Northland 

material is no t represented at ell in hunting sites of 

the South Island . 
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TABLE 5.5 

Total weight (g) of obsidian from analyzed sites 

SITE TOTAL WEIGHT TOTAL WEIGHT 
OF ALL M}.YOR ISLAND 
OBSIDIAN (g) OBSIDIAN (g) 

GROUP 3 (350 B.P. to present) 

Ellett's Mt 275 54 
Hamlin's H. 102 24 
N30/4 14 9 
MangaltatJare 102 19 
Ngaroto 152 16 
Raglan N64/18 292 287 
Skipper's Ridge I 796 
Waihora 3235 
Whakamoenga Cave 758 159 
Whangamata 720 
Long Beach 9 8 
Murdering Beach 6 1 
Peketa 14 
------------------------------------------------
GROUP 2 (630 B.P. to 350 B.P.) 

Aotea 
Hahei 
Harataonga N30/3 
Hot Water Beach 
Kauri Point StJamp 
Koreromaiwaho 
Maioro 
Paremata 
Station Bay N38/30 
Station Bay N38/37 
Sunde 
Tairua 
Whakamoenga Cave 
Whangamata 
Clarence 
Heaphy 
Houhoupounamu 
Pounawea 
Purakanui 
Shag Point 
Tahunanui 
Tai Rua 
Timpendean 
Titirangi Pits 

126 
1495 

311 
2903 
2187 

14 
123 
700 

47 
10 
29 

870 
391 

39 
6 

703 
23 
14 
41 

260 
662 

93 
8 
6 

112 
574 

11 
247 

1146 
14 
72 
39 
10 

B 
407 

28 
3 

580 
6 
7 
2 

126 
214 

27 
8 
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(Table 5.5. continued) 

SITE TOTAL WEIGHT 
OF ALL 
OBSIDIAN (g) 

GROUP 1 (630 B.P. and older) 

Harataonga N30/5 345 
Hingaimotu 217 
Houhora 2292 
Maioro 1 604 
Port Jackson 28 
Raglan Archaic 67 
Skipper's Ridge I 1 84 
Tokoroa 2402 
Avoca 9 
Hat.lltsburn 29 
Long Beach 6 
Pahia B 
Redcliffs 534 
Shag River Mouth 233 
Titirangi 20 
TitJai Point 441 
Waimataitai 0. 4 
wairau Bar 48 
Waitaki River Mouth 270 
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TOTAL WEIGHT 
MAYOR ISLAND 
OBSIDIAN (g) 

307 
93 

1476 
215 

5 
13 
19 

1167 
6 

28 
3 
6 

394 
133 

4 
325 

0. 4 
40 
21 

------------------------------------------------
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The sites of Group 2 (630 B.P. 350 B.P.) 

include open settlements, temporary hunting camps, 

defended settlements, workshops and one special purpose 

site associated ~ith a defended settlement. This last 

one, represented by the Kauri Point S~amp assemblage, 

has been interpreted as having a special ceremonial 

character (Sha~cross 1964, 1976). The proportions of 

Mayor Island obsidian in the different site types is 

varied: no real pattern can be observed. Although, for 

example, temporary hunting camps seem to have a 

slightly higher percentage of Mayor Island obsidian, 

the variation is large within the sites and too few 

sites are represented in the sample to draw de£ i ni te 

conclusions. The mean percentage, by weight, of Mayor 

Island obsidian in temporary camps is 54.7, compared to 

29.83 in open settlement sites and 53.8 for the 

defended settlements. The defended sites use a smaller 

range of obsidian sources, although again, due to small 

sample size some of these patterns may be misleading. 

For example, less obsidian is found at smaller hunting 

camps, therefore it is not surprising that fe~er 

obsidian sources are represented. From the observed 

pattern, it does appear that a larger range of obsidian 

sources was employed at ope:il settlements than at the 

hunting camps. It is possible to assume that a hunting 

party might carry one or two cores of obsidian to 

strike flakes as needed and therefore a smaller variety 

of sources would be represented at these sites, 
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c ompared to the more permanent ones (both defended and 

undefended), r.Jhere the full range of sources available 

to a certain group might be expected to be found . 

Group 3 (350 B.P. to present) s i tes include 

open settlements, temporary camp sites and defended 

settlements . The defended settlements shor.J a very 

uneven distribution of sources. No general pattern of 

differential obsidian use betr.Jeen open settlements and 

defended settlements can be observed in this group of 

sites. On the other hand , the t wo temporary hunting 

camps represented in the sample both utilize the l ocal 

materials in favour of stone from further afield . The 

~:. ' ·, ,. two sites (We:.ihora and Whakam oenga Cave ) were occ~pied 
~: ! 

- ( ·. 
;· 

temporarily and only obsidian from nearby local sources 

is found at these si tes . 

--~ ~ 
.. i . 
.J,::. 
~ •.· '1_·: 
~ .. SUHHARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
.... .... 

~ 
t 
..;, 

~-
~ 

~ .... In summary, obsidian from 58 archae ological 
-~ 

-~ 
site s was sourced. The sites included hunting camps, 

workshops, undefended and def ended sites, and speci<:.l 

purpose sites . In o.::-der to carry out time trend 

analysis, the sites were di v ided into three 

chronological groups. Sourcing r es ults showed that 

·i t :~· ~ 
tempo.::-al variations existed in sou.::-c e uti lization . 

~ 
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From the source util1:::at.1on pat.t.ern 1t. can be 

n o ted that although Mayor I2land obs i d1an uas the most 

popular obsidian t o be us e d in the earl y site s a ll over 

Neu Zeal and, other sources were a 1 so exploited, to a 

lesser degree , dur1ng this ti me . The s ourc ing evide nc e 

indicates that the ear liest settlers in Neu Zealand 

soon 1 earned of most of the avai 1 able sources present 
. 

in the country, and that , although their location uas 

knoun, some of these sources appear only to have been 

utilized occasion.:tlly. May or Island obsidian appears 

to have been the preferred material; this may well be 

exp lained in terms of its excellent flaking quality, 

although central l0caticn may have been a ia=tor. 

Th e increase in the use of oth er so urces in 

later p er iods . ... 1s a pparen ·_ from the exam ination of the 

source ut ili:::.:ttion pa tterns from Group 2 sites (630 to 

350 B.P. ) and Group 3 sites ( 350 E . P. to the present), 

(see Figures 5 . 4 to 5 . 6) . The u.:;e of sources C'ther 

thc.n May or Is 1 and see ms to increase when the ether 

sources are close ~t hand a n d are of good qu~ lity . The 

changes in the source util i zation pattern may refles~ 

in sreasi ng difficulty in obtaini n g ma terials from Mayor 

Island, particular l y in the North I sland . 

Some t ies bet~,.;~een people of tbe South I s lo.nd 

and No~th Island seem to have e~isted in early times, 

particularly as re fl ected by the presence o£ Northland 

mater i a 1 s i n t he South I s 1 and ( f or ex amp 1 f: at vi a i r c u 

Bar a nd Tiwai Poi nt ) , although Davidson (19 8 4:197) 



argues that peopl e d1d not know where the ir r aw 

materi~l came from. These seem to have been maintained 

through to th.:: middle period. The 1 ncreased use of 

other sources 1n the South Island appear only during 

the late period. In the middle period, (Group 2 ), 

people of the North Island used less Mayor Island 

obsidian, but in the South Island maintained the 

dominant use cf Mayor Island obsidi an until later in 

the sequence, although local differences are observed. 

For example, at sites such as Maioro in the North 

Island, the use of Mayor Island obsidian increases in 

proportion through 

observed by Leach 

Pa lliser Bay . 

... . 
~.-1me . 

(1976) 

simi liar situation 

at the Washpocl sites in 

.l\s suggested by other authors (Prickett 1975) 

the increase in warfare and territoriality during the 

later period probably made it more difficult to obtain 

ma-:.er i al s from areas previously exploited. Pos.:::ible 

restrictions on travel through certain territories 

might have encouraged the use of different or 

non-traditional sources. 

The source utilization p.:.tte:::-n differs 

according to the function of the sites. Th e pattern 

found indicates that at temporary hunting camps a small 

numbe:::- of sources was employed. In general, only on e 

source is represented at these sites. This pattern is 

observed in ell three groups o: sites fr om the ea:::-ly to 

late periods. The use o f Mayor Island obsidian appears 
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also more frequent at temporary huntlng sites, 

particularly during the early period. These patterns 

r 
~-

;·r"f .. ·· ... ·:, __ ... _.; __ '·'. 

tend to fade out during later times. Particularly ira 

the late sites (350 B.P. to the present) no real 

pattern of differential source utilization between 

defended and undefended settlements can be 

distinguished. 

The following Chapter will look in more detail 

at the use and geographical distribution of Mayor 

Island obsidian in a regional perspective. 

r 
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CHAPTER VI 

A REGIONAL ANALYSIS OF NEW 

ZEALAND OBSIDIAN 

INTRODUCTION 

The present chapter has three main objectives: 

to describe the prehistoric distrjbution of obsidian in 

New Zealand; to analyse the procurement strategies in 

light of the available data; to integrate these data 

with the available theoretical body on mechanisms of 

exchange and procurement of ra~ materials. 

The study is focused on a regional perspective 

and through the quantitative analysis of th~ data 

collected, it should be possible to analyze prehistoric 

obsidian use in New Zealand prehistory. With the 

analysis of artefact distribution and the relationship 

between abundance and distance from the source I the 

different variables which affect regional exchange 

networks will be evaluated and tested. The 

quantitative analysis of the obsidian data is used to 

isolate patterns that could provide an understanding of 

the mechanisms of exchange involved. 
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MATHEMATI CAL MODELL ING OF REG ION AL EXCHA NGE 

Ha thema t i ca 1 model z have been app 1 i ed to the 

study of regional exchange networks in the expectation 

of isolating variables affecting exchange, and to 

provide i nd i cations tot.Jc.rds the nature of these 

n ett.Jor ks . Ren f ret.J d i scussed the hypothetical 

re 1 at i onshi p between ex change types and the abundance 

of a given item in a series of articles (1975; 1977a) . 

In his most recent detailed article on the subje ct, 

Renfret.J p roposed a n umber of models to predict classes 

of archaeologically identi f iable trading mechanisms : 

dot.Jn - the - line, reciprocal exchange, directional trade 

or central plc.ce d i stribution , prestige chain trade and 

free lance trade . His proposition that ec.ch o f these 

types of exchange c ould be described and identified by 

a characteristic and specific type of curv e \..'cs sho•m 

by Hodder (1978) to be ambiguous, as several different 

types of e~change could be described by the same 

£all-o f f curve. 

Renfre~ proposed four fall-off patterns (Figure 

~.1) which ideally could each ident ify a different type 

of e: .. :chang e . By plotting distance on one axJ.s c.nd 

abundc.nce on the other axis, th e resulting pc.t terns 

could be compared t.Jith his proposed curves and the type 

of e :.:change involved coulci be identified . The shape 

and steepness of the fall-off curves be 
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characteristic of a certain exchange process. Down the 

1 i ne e:~ change. for e:!ampl e, would be described by an 

exponential fall off, where the area around the source 

- the supply area - would show a small slope, followed 

by a steep sloped fall-off, which is described as the 

"contact zone ". Renfrew found that this pattern best 

described the obsidian distribution of 1-.natol ian 

obsidian in the Near East (Renfrew, Cann, and ·oi~on 

1968:44-45; Renfrew 1972:465). The exponential 

fall-off observed, which was related to distance, ~as 

interpreted as ~ reflection of doYn-the-line exchange, 

where the consumer obtains its supplies of the 

commodities from another community some~t.at closer to 

the source, ~hich in turn obtained it from another 

neighbour closer to the source. The proportion passed 

on ~as estimated at 1/2 to 2/3 of the goods acquired. 

This process was described mathematically by 

P.en£re~ using the exponential formula of 

where 1 is the distance bettJeen villages and Y is the 

percentage of the traded item received at the distance 

x outside the supply zone: N, is the proportion at the 

edge of the supply zone, and K the proportion of the 

goods ~hich is passed on to the next community 

(1975:47). 
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In d:!.r-e ctl:lnal trade, graphic,:,. l ly described by 

Renfre\.1 as in Figur,:, 6 . 1 ( d ) , th e f.:d l - of£ curve is 

disto rted by sudden peak3 represent1 ng c entres of 

secondary distribution. Central pl a ce market e xchange 

\./ould essentially produce the s ame picture . In a 

prestige chain exchange system the drop- of£ 1 n the 

contact zone 1s attenuated. This slope ~ou l d b e 

expected if the e :;; chang ed good ~ere a •.;ery va 1 uabl e 

item, though exchanged under conditions of reciprocity . 

ln contrast t o the above, free lanes trading is 

described by Renfr e'.J ( 1972 :4 68 -47 0; 197S : 48-51) by e. 

gradua l slope- ~i thin the sphere of operat ion of th e 

traders, end a steep and sudden fal l -off outside their 

area of operation ( Fis;ure E, , 1.(c)). 

Hodder· conducted a serie~ o f simulations to 

determine uhich regression model bes t d escr ibed the 

proposed fall-off cur ves. lie simu lated a system in 

>:"hich a s erie~ of random ~.Jalks >:"ere- taken aua y from a 

f i :-: e d s ource . He ·..;:=.s able t.o gener-ate a number- of 

fall-of£ curves >:"hich resembled c losely Renf~e ~ ' s down 

the line pred icted fall-off cu~ve (1973 : 158 - 1E,4; Hodder 

and Or to n 1976:127-154 ) . .By changing the numbe r and 

length of the randomly taken steps a~ay from the source 

he concluded that very similar curv es c ould be produced 

by s imulating differ-ent conci:.ions in the random ~alk 

proces2.es. Th~ simulati on s tudy prov ided e.lso 
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D1stonce fror.: source 

Fall - o5f C'..::::-- ve s 
Ren£re~.-· 197 2 ). 

f or d iff er·en-: 

in-c. ere ztin; information 1n relation to the shape of the 

fall - of f curve . Hodder notes that th er~ ~as a positive 

relationsh i p between convezity of the fa ll - o ff cur-ve 

and length of thP ~teps taken , and a very c oncave curve 

~as associated to a sma ll numb~ r c5 very shc~t steps i n 

the ran~om ~al k (Hodder 1978:159; Hodder and Or ton 

197S :14 2,14 5 ) . 
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Hodder a2.3 o found that the vc.lue o= e:~pcnent 

alpha in the equat1on 

Log Y= a-bo.r +c 

used to describe the fall-cfi pattern produced by each 

of t h e random w a 1 k.::. , was the most sen s i t i './ e i n d e ;< when 

step lengths and number of steps were modified. High 

alpha values were associated with conve x curves. In a 

previous .study Hodder had calculated a regression model 

that best fits certain classes of archaeological goods 

by finding the standard error associated with all 

exponential equations in which the elpha values varied 

from 0.1 t o 2 . 5. The equation with the lowest standard 

error was defined as the best fit model. The analysis 

of archaeological ce.se studies showed that goods with 

low associated values, bulky objects or those whose 

disperse! range ao;;;a.y from the source was small were 

best described by equations where th e .::, l ph a values 

varied between 0. 1 end 0. 6. On the other hand, c.lphe. 

values between 0.9 e.nd 2. 5 best fitted objects 

exchanged over 1 ong distances and which were high 1 y 

valued goods (Hodder 1974 : 1 79 - 183; 1978:164; Hodder and 

Orton 1 9 7 E.: 11 3) . From Hodder ' s work it is possible to 

link the shape of a curve to a type of exchange. 

From the trends identified by Hodder's s tudy it 

should be possible to l i nk the shape o£ the fall-off 

curve with exchange type s and comm odity e3changed. The 

random walk mod el though is approp~iate for ell types 
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of exchange excluding direct access, since it. does not 

involve transactions between two communities and 

therefore in terms of Hodder's mode 1, the number of 

steps are necessarily small . A steep curve resembling 

Renfrew's down-the-l ine exchange was related to a large 

number of short steps, while a flattened fall-off 

curve, associated with prestige exchange was associated 

with an equation with high alpha values created by a 

small number o: large steps (Hodder 1978 : 159; Hodder 

and Orton 1976:138-145). It should therefore be 

possible in an empirical case to predict to a certain 

point exchange type by the best fit alpha values of the 

regression equation . 

Findl ow and Bolognese (1980a;1982) have added 

another set of predictions for the analysis of distance 

related fall-off curves . While their analysis is based 

on Hodder's ( 197 4; Hodder and Orton 1976) work and on 

Renfrew's C1977a) discussion, their predictions vary. 

In the first instanc e they precict that a linear 

regression model can be used to identify "direct 

access", whereas the other authors have empl eyed an 

exponential model where alpha = 0. Findlow and 

Bolognese (1980a:235; 1982:72-73) recognize that this 

model is almost equivalent to the linear model, though 

in cases wh e n i t does not fit, the pattern might 

indicate a different situation with an exponential 
-..r 

fall-off from an exceptionally large supply area 

(1982 : 70 . The prediction that direct access would be 
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best described by a linear model can be justified , 

since the expected effect of distance on the abundance 

in the absence of exchange can be expected not. to be 

magnified as distance increases, as it would be if an 

exponential model were used . 

Finally the hyperbolic mode 1 proposed by the 

authors, depicts an exchange system intermediate 

between a simple line~r and an exponential system. In 

the hyperbolic mode 1 the fall-of£ beyond the supply 

ione is much more attenuated . This model has not been 

.:;;. found to fit most empirical data (Findlow and Bolognese 
. ..,. 

1980a; 1982). 

·- The use of regression analysis ca n be usef·Jl 

for identifying prehistoric exchange mechanisms, though 

the results cannot be taken as final. The biggest 

problem is that similar curves can be produced by 

different trading systems. ).s Hodder has pointed out 

there is a definite relationship between length of 

steps, the number of steps from the s ource of 

production and the site of consumpti on with the value 

of the goods e xchanged in the shape of the fall-off 

curve. However, Hodder suggests the use of other types 

of analysis, such as surface trend analysis end the 

detection of spatial autocorrelation C 1978 :1 62; Hodder 

and Orton 1976), i nstead of more detailed a nal ysis of 

the fall - of£ curves in terms of exchange mechanisms, es 

these can be extremely ambiguou s . 
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Renfre~ (1977a) has also pointed out that 

different trading mechani sms can be present in several 

types of commercial a nd non-c ommerci al exchange 

systems. For example, direct ional trade can be present 

both in a redistributi ve excha nge system and market 

excha nge. Other ove r lap could possibly be f ound in the 

free lance trading system, ~here the fall-off curve 

could be duplicated either by a commercial system ~i th 

middlemen transporting th e goods or a system of 

ba lanced reciproci ty . Hodder's s o 1 uti on to this uses 

more sophisticated methods of analysis ~hich cannot be 

applied in the Ne~ Zealand case, since the data are not 

ava ilabl e for the sites . 

In addit i on to these problems, Clark (197 9) 

argues that there are a number of ot her f a ctors, 

besides the type of ex change, ~hi ch can wod i fy t h e 

alpha exponent, mai nly "d istribut i onal boundaries 

~ssociated to speci al social or economic cultural 

meanings attached to goods, patterns generated by 

economic competition bet~een goods, and the size of the 

supply z one" (1979:186). I£ r egression analysis is to 

be used to exp l ain and measure prehistoric exchange, 

Clark a rgues, the factors causi ng th e variations in 

alpha ha ve to be controlled either by explori ng curves 

not generated by alpha or alternatively explore 

situations ~here the social v.::.l ue and the "na t ure of 

economic c ompetition" of th e goods is kno~n 

(ibid . :18 7) . A reexaminat ion of Ren fre~'s (197 7a) 
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hypothesis concerning the predicted alpha values for 

different kinds of ex change systems , sho~.Jed that they 

~.Jere not valid ~.Jhen applied to specific examples. 

Clark (1979:184) argues that additional variables are 

masking the predicted values . But, because ~e must 

first a ssum e that the exchange mechanism is known 

be£ ore testing the ocurrence of the predicted alpha 

values, his results are not conclusive. It
6 

becomes 

clear from Clark's study that a good deal more study 

needs to be done to test the · valid ity of either 

Renfrew's (1977a) or Hodder 's (1978; Hodder and Orton, 

1976) models, 

The use of regression analysis for the New 

Zealand data can be Dseful for identifying certain 

trends in the prehisto~ic behav iour, and for making an 

initial set of predictions on aspects of regional 

exchange, even though it cannot be conclusi ve . For 

example, in the absence of any distinct decrease in the 

quantities of obsidian t.~ith distance and l ot-~ 

correlation valu~s, directional trade could be invoked . 

Direct access to the source should be detectable by the 

shape of the curve where a simple 1 i near mode 1 best 

fits the data. On th e other hand, a down - the-line 

exchange should be more difficult to differentiate from 

other types, such as free lance trading , though the 

shape of the curve in the supply zone could be 

indicative. The qu~ntitati v e analysis of the New 

Zea l and data in conjuncti on ~ith t he study o ~ the 
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fall-ofi curves and regression analysis should provide 

a basis for deducing possible exchange types in 

operation in prehistoric NeY Zealand. The us e of 

regression analysis requires a measure ment of the 

abundance of any given goods and a measure of effective 

distance from the site of production or source of ra~ 

material to the place of consumption. The following 

sections ~ill discuss these aspects, and wil l be 

follo•..1ed by a quantitative analysis of the 

archaeological data used for this study . 

TABLE 6.1. 

Test models employed for predicting different modes of 

Model 

Linear 
Exponential 
elpha =O 

exchange. 

Mode of Exchange Reference 

Direct Access Ericson 1977a;Hudson 
Re~iprocity 19 78 ; Renfre~ 1975; 

Hodder 197 8 ; Hodder 
& Orton 1 976; 
Findlo~ & Bolognese 
1980a , 1980b,1982 

Exponential Do~n the line 
alpha =1 or 2 

Hodder 1974; Ren£re~, 
D1xon & Cann 1968 ; 
S1drys 1977 ; Torrence 
19 81 

Exponential 
alpha=2 

Free lance trade 
(middlemen ) 
Simultaneous 
ex~hange systems 

Hogg 1971; Renfre~ 
1977a 

--- --------------------------- -----------------------
Hyperboli c Development 

towards comp1 e:~ 
directional 
exchange 

De Atley & Findlo~ 
1979; Find low & 
Bolognese 1982 

----------- ------------ --- -------------------- --------
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MEASURE OF DISTANCE 

The choice of an effective distance measure in 

the New Zealand scene has to take into account travel 

both by land and sea. Torrence's (1981:136) factor of 

two used to represent the extra cost involved in 

over l and travel was taken arbitrarily. It is not 

~ possible to establish the exact routes by ~.:hich the 

materials were transported. The ethnographic 

literature mentions a combination of sea, river and 

land travel for journeys up and dot.:n the country in 

protohistoric New Zealand. Best (1974:212), for 

example, records sea voyages from Tauranga to Hastings 

and Banks Peninsula. Nephrite was often obtained by 

parties travelling by canoe along the West Coast 

(Skinner 1912 ) . Firth (1929:432) mentions e.lso that 

people frequently preferred travel by canoe t o overland 

travel. Although sea travel could be a more hazardous 

method of transport, it would have been more expedient 

if s ources 'Were to be directly explo ited . Overland 

travel might have been easier, but possibl y slower and 

loads could become cumbersome. Based on ethnographic 

information a factor can be calculated involving days 

of travel over a certain distance by sea and overland. 

This can then be L!sed to calculate a more accurate 

factor to account for differences in travel costs. 
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Doran (197b) studied the pe rformance of a 

single outrigger canoe - f.ld - of the Car o line Islands 

and the double outrigger . canoe, v.inta , of the Sul u 

Archipel ago . The f.l<.'l canoes commonly perform trips over 

approximately 300 km and up to appro:dmc.tely 900 krr.. 

The is mainly used for fishing exped i tions on 

distances up to approximately 1000 km . In their 

per£ erma nee he compares them £ avourabl y \.i i th a modern 

day trimaran. Perf ormance \.las mec.sured in te r ms of 

speed, progress against ~ind and speed do\.in~ind. 

Though boat speed ~as measu::::-ed, no published 

information f rom Doran's study is available. 

Resea::::-ch in the Amphlett Islands by Lauer 

(1976 : 71 - 89) sho~Jed that distances up to 75 km are 

covered in a bout four days or less of sailing. The 

a verage sailing speed for the larger sc.iling outrigger 

canoes , t.1i th mast and sai 1, called a.ided ::y a, is 2. 5 

knots . His data shot.1 that under ideal ~ i nd conditions 

67 km can be covered in a day ' s voyage (nine hours ) at 

a speed of _about four knots. A dis t ance of 25 to 30 km 

at a speed of 2.1 to 2.3 knots can take C' i .. . 
--4'1. to seven 

hours . Paddling is used if winds fail . 

For comparable prehistoric European cr aft such 

c.s the Sutton Jfo o and .Nydam boats , a ro\.i i ng speed of 

three knots (rough 1 y £ i ve km per hour) £or s i x hour 

dav_s 1' s estl·mat.' e--l. rn·· 1 b "' 30 k · "" 1 s mar: e s a o u '- m a a a y . 

Under sa il some\.ihat faster conditions are e xperienced. 

The St .Brt:nndn a 12 m.:tre 1 ong ope n b oat of ce 1 tic 
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type - bui 1 t of hides stretched over wooden frames 

averaged only two to three knots crossing the Atlant i c . 

At times it reached five to seven knots for 1 anger 

periods and occasionally up to 1 2 knots (Anderson, 

pers . c omm.). 

The double canoe bui 1 t in 1 96 6, the NaJ eili, a 

replica of a Hawaiian canoe, can make 16 km an h our 

sailing _ at its best performan ce . The Ho.A:uJe 'a, built 

mainly as a sailing canoe can reach up to 18 . 5 km an 

.hour . In tradew i nd.s of 27 to 2 8 km/hr th e HoA·uJ e 'a 

could make approximately 11 km/hr heading at about 70 

degrees off the wind (Finney 1979). 

Va:Li ous types of river ana ocean going craft 

were in use in New Zealand at the initial contact 

period in the first decades of the nineteenth century . 

The sea and numerous lakes and rivers facilitated 

movement from one area to the other. A numbe r of type s 

of craft of oceanic origin were used on th e r i vers, 

lakes and on the .sec.. Ra:ts, dugouts and ca.tc.marans 

were used on la.L; es and rivers, while du g outs, built - up 

canoes, double canoes and outrigg e rs we re used on the 

sea (Bathgate 1969) . 

Some inform3.tion on the speed o £ Maori 

'i.' c.tercraft is avc.ilable. Governor· Gr e y (C ooper 

1851:25 6 - 274) in his 184 9- 50 trip s outh scross Lake 

Taupo took three and three quarte:- h ours to cross 13 

lake miles a nd three and a half hours to reach a point 

a bout 12 miles (19 km) s ou t h . Th i s tr i p wa s 

---·--~-----~----. _...,..... _______ _ 
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than B i d ·.J e 11 ' s ( 1 3 4 1 ) ~ h o to c k s i :t hours to get £rom 

Taupo t~ Motuere in a dugout c~noe. 

From this information a speed of about five 

km/hour can be estimated for the average prehistoric 

watercraft, with the exception of the large deep sea 

voyaging canoes, which could probably average about 11 

km/hour. A reasonably fit person is able to walk an 

average of five km/hour, for six hours a day. This 

agrees ~ith Walter's (n.d., cited in Brassey 

1985:130-131) observations· on travel rates through 

light bush. He ·calculated a rate of 35 km per day. It 

therefore appears that land travel could almost be as 

fast as travel by sea, provided reasonable tracks were 

used, and a· direct flat route chosen. However, it was 

possibly more economical to travel by sea, as larger 

loads could be carried in a boat. 

On this evidence an equal coefficient for 

overland and sea travel will be used. Certain routes 

~ould have been easier covered by sea and vice versa. 

A number of prehistoric tracks followed river valleys; 

these would have been navigable at points. 

For the purposes of the present work a 'maximum 

distance' was calculated in favour of a straight line 

'minimum distance'. The maximum distance represents a 

better app~oximation of the real distance between two 

places. Most sitas used in this study are located on 

the coast· and therefore it is possible to assume that 

most travel in a North-South direction was carried out 
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by sea. Distance was measured as the mozt direct sea 

route between the obsidian sources (Mayor Island) to 

the archaeological sites. In the case of the inland 

sites the distance by sea to the nearest river mouth 

was measured and then the direct distance inland to the 

site along the river course. 

MEASURE OF ABUNDANCE 

The techniques· for measuring the abundance of 

obsidian through time, discussed in Chapter I I I have 

been used by Renfrew ( 1977b) to formulate hypotheses 

about the systems of exchange involved. In the study 

of the Deh Luran plains he suggests that the changes in 

the amount of obsidian present can be interpreted as 

changes in the exchange mechanism which supplied the 

area. This, he argues, involved a shift from 

reciprocal exchange to a redistributive economy and 

reflects, as well, competition between the 

redistributive centres CP.enfre~, 1977b:310; Renfre~ and 

Dixon, 1976:147-149) •. All other studies have mainly 

recorded the abundance to monitor the supply of 

obsidian into the area cf study (see Chapter III, Table 

3. 1 ) • 
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The authors seem to ac:ept that all sitez are 

functionally · similar. HoYever, there will most 

certa1nly be a d1fferential supply of raw material to 

sites fullfilling different functions within an 

exchange system; supply will be channelled 

differentially to permanent settlements, hunting camps 

or religious centers. No definite reference to this 

problem is made by any of the authors concerned. This 

problem is of particular importance in New Zealand, 

where we are dealing with a large variety of sites, 

i ncl udi ng hunting camps, permanent settlements on the 

coast or inland and fortified temporary and permanent 

villages. Even if the supply to the area was constant, 

one cannot expect the absolute abundance to be the same 

for each of the above functional categories of sites. 

Not all measures of abundance used by previous 

authors are applicable to the New Zealand situation. 

Obsidian from the Ne~ Zealand sites analyzed in this 

study comprise from 100 per cent to less than ten per 

cent of the total lithic assemblage. A number of 

studies have used ratios cf obsidian versus pottery or 

flint to measure the changing patterns within a site at 

various phases of its occupancy. Finding a measure of 

abundance applicable to a wide range of sites is more 

difficult if regional comparisons are to be attempted. 

Possibly a combination of measurements would be the 

most applicable in this case. 
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information 

available on the archaeological sites considered in 

this thesis vary enormously. For some sites sufficient 

data are available to calculate an abundance ratio of 

obsidian versus other flake material, ~hile for other 

sites very scant and incomplete information is 

available. The absolute number of obsidian flakes is 

not a good i ndi cater of obsidian abunda·nce, si nee it 

. might be affected as discussed earlier by differential 

recovery techniques and actual size of the excavations. 

There are t~o ·possible artefacts against which the 

obsidian ratio in this case could be measured: ground 

stone tools (adzes) and/or all other flaked stone 

flakes (por-cellanite, silcrete, chert). The advantage 

of using adzes as a comparable element is that they are 

diagnostic artefacts in New Zealand sites. On the 

other hand, early site reports often do not record 

numbers of these artefacts. Finished adzes and adze 

preforms· are often not differentiated, and when they 

are, this separation can be ambiguous. Flaked stone 

tools are often not well recorded either, and 

information on their weight and number is not complete. 

The scope of this dissertation research did not allow 

complete re-analysis of all the flake stone tools in 

the assemblages being studied, in addition to the 

obsidian. However, enough and better data lJere 

available· from published excavation reports on 

quantities of flaked lithic materials then on adzes and 
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adze pre£ orm.s, and these were used there£ ore. Table 

6.2. presents the data of obsidian (numbers) against 

the numbers of non-obsidian flakes found in the sites. 

Information on the quantity of flaked stone 

material in the archaeological sites is f~agmentary and 

consequently the percentages of obsidian in the total 

flaked lithic assemblage cannot be calculated for all 

sites. 

Table 6,2, 

Number of obsidian flakes and other lithic flakes in 

analyzed sites.(information from published sources), 

with percentage of obsidian flakes in flaked stone 

assemblages, Yith distance to the nearest source. 

Site Other Obsidian Per- Distance 
Flakes Flakes cent age to nearest 

Obsidian source 

Group 3 
350 B.P. to present 

Ellettrs Mountain ? 132 ? 
Hamlin's Hill 14 100 220 
Harataonga 
}~30/ 4 2 13 87 145 
Mangaka~are ? 27 ? 
Ngaroto 10 27 73 130 
Pouerua 5822 117 20 23 
Raglan N64/18 ? 74 ? 
Skippers Ridge I I 305 100 75 
Waihora 321 100 so 
Whakamoenga 
Occupation 2 433 100 so 
Whakamoenga 
Occupation 4 237 100 so 
Whangamata 
midden A 36 100 36 
Long Beach 486 32 6 1523 
Murdering ·Beach ? 13 ? 
Peketa ? 8 ? 
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(Table 6.2. continued) 

site other 
flakes 

Group 2 
630 B.P. - 350 B.P. 

Aotea 1 
Hahei 7617 
Harataonga 
N30/3 18 
Hot Water 
Beach 606 
Kauri Point 
s~amp 

KorerornaitJaho 
Maioro 
Paremata 110 
Station Bay ? . 
Station Bay ? 
Sunde 
Tairua 4 
Whangamata 87 
Whakarnoenga 
Clarence ? 
Heaphy River ? 
Houhoupounamou ? 
Pounat.:ea 1183 
Purakanui 97 
Shag Point 160 
Tahunanui 15000 
Tai Rua 800 
Timpendean 145 
Titirangi ? 
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obsidian per- diatance 
flakes centage to nearest 

obsidian source 

43 98 350 
3470 31 64 

171 90 10 

1182 69 58 

>5000 100 35 
6 100 350 

116 100 230 
2?' -b 67 980 

26 ? . 
34 ? 

6 100 200 
250 98 50 

82 49 36 
244 100 35 

5 ? 
i7 ? 

9 ? 
10 1 1620 
38 28 1524 
18 .32 1484 

566 36 1120 
14 ., 1440 "-

11 7 995 
5 ? 
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(Table 6.2. continued) 

site other obsidian per- distance 
flakes flakes centage to nearest 

obsidian source 

Group 1 
630 B.P. and older 

Harataonga 
N30/5 451 113 20 10 
Hingaimotu 5 99 95 240 
Houhora 494 3000 86 420 
Maioro 795 100 100 
Port Jackson ? 15 ? 
Raglan N64/16 ? 16 ? 
Skipp~rs Ridge 17 100 73 
Skippers Ridge 4 100 73 
Tokoroa 510 100 180 
Avoca 900 20 2 1120 
Ha~ksburn 300 40 12 1920 
Long Beach 87 4 4 1524 
Pahia ? 2 ? 
Redcliffs 2043 99 5 1172 
Shag River· ? 19 ? 
Titirangi ? 26 ? 
Tiwai Point 
(working floor) 1000 148 13 1740 
Waimataitai ? 2 ? 

·Wairau Bar ? 11 ? 
Waitaki River ? 25 ? 

TECHNOLOGICAL MEASURES 

The variety of recovery techniques used on 

archaeological sites has resulted in an uneven quality 

in the nature of the data. The per~entage of obsidian 

in the total 1 i thi c assemblage is not entirely 

satisfactory as an index to study exchange. It can be 

expanded _by the inclusion of a technological measure 

reflecting differences in methods of manufacture of the 
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artefacts. In effect, the technology of obsidian 

manufacture can be used to examine exchange types. If 

sites distant to an obsidian source have access to 

lesser amounts of raw material one would expect the raw 

material to be treated differently t.1hen it is scarce 

than when it is abundant. As the raw material becomes 

less plentiful, less wastage of the rat.1 material could 

be expected and the overall size of the debitage (waste 

flakes) in the assemblages, could be expected to 

decrease (cf . .Renfrew 1977b:295). Such a re-use and 

re-working of artefacts should occur where the raw 

material gets scarce. McBryde and Harrison (1981), 

Evett (1973), Hughes (1977) and Strathern (1969) have 

observed both archaeologically and ethnographically a 

negative relationship between artefact size and 

distance from the quarry. 

Although a general decline in size with 

increasing distance can be expected for most types of 

artefacts, several factors can determine the shape of 

the distance fall-off curve. Artefact size can be 

determined by factors other than the availability of 

the rat.1 material, such as functional and stylistic 

variables imposed by the consumers. 

General predictions on the shape of the 

fall-of£ curves can be made. For direct access the 

fall-off curve should be linear, while a dot.ln-the-line 

exchange should cause size to decline exponentially. 

The use of size alone as an index to measure exchange 
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Ammerman 

(measured 

by the form in ~hich the obsidian enters the site) is 

of key importance in establishing the role of the site 

in an exchange network. His argument, that only cores 

and large flakes or blades are found at certain sites, 

is mainly directed towards identifying site function. 

He argues that sites ·a with greater proportion of 

artefacts in the early stages of manufacture were 

involved in direct trade with the source, or received 

the raw material preferentially, and then it was passed 

on to nearby sites. If Ammerman's hypothesis is 

extended to the New Zealand data, it could be argued 

that at permanent base settlements the greater amount 

of imported raw material would be found, while at 

temporary camps one would expect a 1 ower number of 

artefacts in the early stages of manufacture, such as 

cores and exhausted cores. 

The use of size alone as an index to measure 

exchange behaviour can be severely biased by selective 

and differential recovery techniques during the 

excavation of a site. Since there is no way in the 

present case to allow for variations in sieving and 

recovery techniques, the assemblages here have been 

used in their totality. By using the largest possible 

sample o£ obsidian it is hoped that the effect of the 

differences in the context of the excavation of the 

artefacts will be minimized. Measurements of size have 
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been separated by thei!:" stage of manufactur-:: in the 

reduction sequence. It is hoped in this way that 

sampling bias due to factors beyond the ~riter's 

control can be accounted for. A technological analysis 

was performed on the sourced Mayor Island obsidian 

assemblages. 

Classification of flakes t.:as based on a 

reduction sequence of NeY Zealand obsidian which was 

worked out on the basis of all available archaeological 

obsidian. The reduction sequence from raw material to 

finished tool is presented in Figure 6.2. The raw 

material in New Zealand appears naturally in basically 

two different forms: 

a) ~eathered cobbles and boulders 

b) natural flows or dykes 

The first type is found, for example, at the 

obsidian deposits of Northland (Kaeo, Pungaere, 

Waiare), Taupo and Coromandel (Moore 1983, Moore and 

Coste~ 1984, Ward 1973). The material appears as 

cobbles or boulders and can be picked up in river beds, 

or from bomb deposits and detrital deposits (Ward 

1977:183; Brassey 1985:42-43). This obsidian has 

usually a weathered surface and some natural cortex. 

The second type of obsidian deposits is found 

at Mayor Island, while another obsidian dyke has been 

reported by Morgan (1927:72) in the vicinity of 

Kai taia. ·obsidian from these deposits has usually no 

cortex or badly weathered surfaces. 
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The initial stages of core praparation differ 

for each type of obsidian, depending on the presence or 

absence of cortex on the n~dule available. In general, 

no careful core preparation was carried out before 

removing flakes from the cores. The fl~king approach 

·could probably best be described as 'hit or smash' in 

order to produce irregular flakes. Such a 'nodule 

smashing' technique or approach has been recorded also 

in Mesoamerica (Boksenbaurn 1980). Obsidian flakes 

struck in this way, constitute the larger bulk of the 

artefact assemblages of the Early and Middle 

Preclassic. In the nodule smashing technique, t~o or 

more flakes are detached si~ultaneously (ibid.:12-15). 

The general reduction sequence involves the follo~ing 

steps. 

~/ 
~ 

~~l 

large 
mulfi-direcfionol 
core ____ _. 

prtmary flakes 
and blades from 
core shaping 

debr~cge 

~F-i~q.u~r~e~£~.~2~·~~= The obsidian reduction sequence 
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The natural cor~ex covered cobbles are split to 

produce a flaking platform flakes may alzo be removed 

from the edges. The removal of edge flakes produces a 

multi-directional core from which further flakes can be 

struck. From the cores and core fragments it appears 

that flakes were struck in more than one direction. 

Mined blocks do not present cortex, and 

preparation of these blocks for flake r~moval may have 

been minimal. Mining at the quarry site produced a 

block ~ith a usable shape and possibly striking 

platform(s) . from W"hich the required flakes could be 

struck. 

Flake preparation from both types of core seems 

to have been identical. Hard hammer percussion flakes 

~ere removed from around the core, producing mostly 

irregular shaped and sized flakes and an occ~zional 

parallel sided blade. The lithic artefact assemblages 

studied from Ne~ Zealand archaeologic~l sites are 

composed mainly of flake tools. These consist 

primarily of flakes which \.;'ere modified slightly to 

produce a workable edge ·or a flake that was used 

githout edge modification. Eventual additional 

percussion flaking was applied to the larger flakes to 

produce more sophisticated bifacial flaked artefacts. 

The archaeological obsidian ~as classified into 

cores, core fragments, primary f lakee, 

flakes, primary and secondary blades and 

Each of these categories is defined below: 

secondary 

debitage. 
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Cores: blacks of raw material from which flakes 

have been struck. 

Core fraaments: e~hausted cores or pi~ces of 

cores from which a series of flakes/ blades have been 

struck, and which cannot be used to produce any further 

flakes or blades. 

Primarv flakes: the first flakes removed from 

the core; they may have cortex on one or more surfaces. 

They do not sho~ flake scars on their dorsa~ surface, 

and are the result of the decortication of the core or 

its preparation for flake production. 

Secondarv flakes show few if any remains of the 

original exterior surface of the core, and have flaking 

scars on the dorsal surface. 

Primarv blades ( 1: 2w) are the product of the 

decortication or shaping of the core and h~ve a portion 

of the exterior surface of the core. Generally they 

are struck along a natural straight edge or corner. 

Second~rv blades do not she~ any remains of the 

original outer surface of the core, and have flaking 

scars on the dorsal surface. 

Debitaae: waste flakes and chips resulting from 

the uorki ng of the cores at all stages from 

decortication to secondary flake removal, as uell as 

waste material from flake retouch. They shou . flake 

scars on most surfaces, 
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THE PERCENTAGE OF OBSIDIAN IN THE TOTAL FLAKED LITHIC 

ASSEMBLAGE 

In order to consider the relative abundance and 

the relationship with distance for each site studied, a 

separate analysis for each individual source should 

ideally be carried out. A separate fall-off curve, 

ab~Jndance and technological study should be done for 

each individual source e2ploited in prehistoric New 

Zealand. Ho~ever, a number of problems are present 

which make this approach impossible at present. 

1) Only Mayor Island obzidian and obsidian from 

the Northland area can be isolated ~ith any degree of 

accuracy from the rest cf the obsidian assemblages 

using the 

University. 

present sourcing facilities at Otago 

2) All other obsidian sources exploited in 

prehistoric 

identified. 

Ne\J Zealand cannot be individually 

Distance decay curves and other quantitative 

studies can there£ ore only be attempted £or the Mayor 

Island and Northland assemblages. Since the proportion 

o~ Northland obsidian is so insignificant in the 

assemblage~ outside its area of natural occurrence, as 

discussed in Chapter V, the present analysis tJill be 

concentrated mainly on the Mayor Island obsidian 

component of the assemblages. 
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Nevertheless, the relative importance of the 

total obsidian assemblages in the f l.aked lithic 

material is briefly consi~ered here. Based on Table 

6.2., the percentages of obsidian in the total lithic 

assemblage ~ere plotted for each of the three groups of 

sites, against distance from the source with the 

highest representation in the assemblage. When these 

were sources other than Mayor Island or Northland, the 

distance to the closest alternative obsidian source was 

taken. 

GROUP 3 
1aaoli 

nJ gsa 
0 

"C c 
:J 
.c 
<t 

.. 

2 I. 6 8 10 12 11. 16 x1trkm 
Distance 

GROUP1 
1aa0/o •· • 

nJ 

gsa 
0 

"C 
c: 
:J 
.c 
<t 

GROUP 2 
1aa0/o : •• : 

2 I. 6 8 10 12 11. 16x1cfkm 
Distance 

2 I. 6 8 10 12 11. 16 1S 2ax1(jkm 
Distance 

Figure 6.3.: Fall-off curves for relative abundance of 
obsidian in the total flaked lithic assemblage 
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Initial inspection of the three plots in Figure 

6.3., sho\.ls a clear fall-off in the the abundance of 

the obsidian after apprqximately 300 km from any 

source. The fall-off pattern is different for the 

three groups of sites, but nonethel_ess, overall 

similarities in the pattern can be observed. The 

importance of obsidian in the majority of sites 

decreases_ dramatically at distances of over 1000 km 

from the quarries. Based on a purely qualitative 

inspection of the data, either free lance trading or 

do~n-the-line trading could be supported for the sites 

located at distances of approximately 1000 km from the 

sources. In all three plots a number of outlying 

points can be observed. Their abnormal position in the 

plots does not seem to be related to site function. 

Qualitative inspection of the three plots .sho~s that 

within the approximate radius of 300 km from the 

sources almost no fall-off can be detected. 

In Group 1 sites (630 B.P. and older), the 

percentage of obsidian in the total assemblage of 

flaked st·one artefacts is minimal (not higher than 19 

per cent) at South Island sites (over 1000 km form the 

source). In all these sites, obsidian does not play an 

important role numerically. Silcrete blades are the 

predominant lithic artefacts in these sites together 

~ith occasional chert, porcellanite and argillite 

flakes. Both chert and ·silcrete are available at 

sources 1 ocated closer to the sites than any of the 
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obsidian quarries. All these sites, containing small 

percent·ages of obsidian and located at over 1000 km 

from the sources, are in the South Island of Ne~ 

Zealand. In the North Island sites, obsidian plays a 

major role in the lithic assemblages (85 to 100 per 

cent) with only one exception (Harataonga N30/5). 

In Group 2 sites (630 B.P. to 350 B.P.) the 

abundance of obsidian in the sites further away from 

the source increases quite substantially compared to 

the earlier sites. At all the South Island sites, the 

obsidian percentage increases to 36 per cent. In 

general, in the North Island sites the percentages 

remain as high as in the early period sites, with the 

exception 6£ three sites, where the decrease in 

abundance seems to be more related to site function 

than to distance to the source. For example, at Hahei 

obsidian represents only 31 percent of the lithic 

materials. Activities at this site are mainly oriented 

tot-lards the manufacture of basalt adzes and drills 

(Harsant 1984). 

Lastly, for the final group of sites· (350 B.P. 

to present) it is difficult to argue a definite 

fall-off in obsidian abundance. Within the first 300 

km the obsidian percentages are as high as in all the 

earlier sites. Due to the lack of information on sites 

at increasing distances no definite conclusions can be 

made on the fall-off pattern. From the single site in 

the sample (Long Beach), it appears that the fall-off 
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is steep and obsidian is not an abundant artefact in 

the tool kit. 

Regression analysis performed on the data 

shoYed that the fall-of£ patterns were highly 

significant at 95 percent for the three groups of 

sites, as seen from Table 6.3. 

TABLE 6.3. 

Associated F values for abundance (percentage counts) 

of obsidian with distance 

F value Degrees 
Freedom 

Group 1 5.88 7 
Group 2' 20.54 15 
Group 3 13.65 9 

Follo~ing Findlo~ and Bolognese (1980a, 1980b) 

and Torrence (1981) the correlation coefficient ~as 

used to identify the best fit equation for the fall-off 

data of abundance ~ith distance. The Pearson-r value 

~as calculted for six regression models: one linear and 

five exponential (using the equation Log Y=-bxO( +a, 

where the alpha values were varied from 0.1 to 2. 0). 

The correlation values associated with each of the 

models tested are given in table 6.4., for each of the 

three groups of sites. 
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TABLE 6.4. 

Pearson-r value for regression analysis of distance 

with abundance (percentage counts) 1 

·Model Group 1 Group_ 2 Group 3 
N=9 N=17 N=11 

Linear -0.676 -0.760 -0.776 
Exponential alpha = 0.1 -0.523 -0.998 -0.567 
Exponential alpha = o.s -0.460 -0.606 -0.537 
Exponential alpha = 1. 0 -0.405 -0.591 -0.499 
Exponential alpha = 1. s -0-.376 -0.561 -0.475 
Exponential alpha = 2.0 -0.364 -0.533 -0.464 

t N refers to the number of sites considered. 

The analysis has produced a picture that 

essentially confirms the first qualitative impressions. 

The abundance for all groups of sites declines with 

distance. In two out of three cases a linear equation 

produced better results than an exponential model. An 

alpha value of 0. 1 was found to best fit the data of 

Group sites. The e~~ly and later period sites 

(Groups 1 and 3) were found to be best described by a 

linear model. The variation in the best fit model from 

a linear_ to an exponential, indicates that some changes 

in the distribution of the obsidian may have taken 

place. The lo~ values of alpha (0.1) and the linear 

model both suggest that obsidian was carried to the 

site by a small number of short moves (c. f. Hodder 

1978; Hod.der and Orton 1976), suggesting that direct 

access might have been the mode of acquisition rather 
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than doYn-the-line exchange (see also Table 6.1). 

In a ~ay, this sort of result is not completely 

une~pected for the North Island sites. The almost 

complete lack of fall-off within ·the first 300 km 

radius from Mayor Island strongly suggests that d1rect 

access was the main form of acquisition of the raw 

material. 

THE UTILIZATION OF MAYOR ISLAND OBSIDIAN 

The following section considers the 

geographical distribution and the technological aspects 

of the utilization of Mayor Island obsidian. The 

sourcing results presented in Chapter V indicated that 

the utilization of Mayor Island obsidian decreased in 

the later periods of New Zealand prehistory. The 

percentage of Mayor Island obsidian in the total 

obsidian assemblages and its relationship ~ith distance 

from the source is considered here. 

Ylhen the percentage (weight) of Mayor Island 

obsidian in the total obsidian assemblage is plotted 

against distance from Mayor Island, a signific~nt 

correlation between the two variables is only found for 

the early sites CF=14.6SS at P=O.OS with 17 DF). In 

the early group of sites (Group 1) a distinct increase 

in the proportion of Mayor Island obsidian is found 
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with increasing distance. This relationship holds true 

for all site types. Although, as discussed above, the 

overall importance of obsidian in the total flaked 

lithic assemblage decreases in these sites ~ith 

increasing distance from the source, .Mayor Island 

obsidian was more popular at more distant places. 

Since no particular differences can be detected in 

relation to site function, distance and popularity of 

Mayor Island obsidian (see Figure 6.4), it could be 

argued that the increased percentage of Mayor Island 

obsidian is related to its higher value in areas 

further removed from the source. 
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Figure ~~~~~6~--4~.--~: Percentage (weight)of Mayor Island 
obsidian in the total obsidian assemblage. 
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In later periods (Groups 2 and 3) the 

relationships between distance and percentage of Mayor 

Island obsidian are not significant (F= 0.134 and F= 

0.158 respectively). The distribution is equally 

random when individual site types are compared. It can 

be argued that this was due to the larger variety of 

good quality sources discovered as time went by, and 

their increased exploitation; the relative importance 

of Mayor Island obsidian decreased. Distance does not 

seem to be an important factor in the acquisition of 

Mayor Island ·obsidian. Two possible alternative 

propositions can be made to explain the observed 

pattern. 

1). Supply was left to 'chance', and whatever 

obsidian that was available was used. 

2) Mayor Island obsidian lost its exclusive 

value as more sources were made available. 

The technological analysis that follows should 

be helpful in testing these t~o propositions. If 

technology was 1 ess wasteful in the ear 1 i er sites it 

could be argued that Mayor Island obsidian was a more 

valued item in this period than during the later 

periods. The proportions of the various stages of 

manufacture of artefacts in each site (cores .. flakes, 

blades, debi tage) of the three groups of sites are 

presented in Tables 6. 5 to 6. 7. The tables show the 

technolo·gical breakdown for all the Mayor Island 

obsidian recovered from the sites. Figure 6. 5 
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graph1cally represents the percentages of the different 

types of artefacts recorded. Measures of distance, 

from all sites to Mayor Island and the values of the 

mean weight of artefact.:: for all sites studied are 

given in Tables 6.8 to 6.10. 

The- first point to establish is Yhether the 

technological data, when plotted against distance, show 

any evidence to support Renfrew's (1972) LaY of 

Monotonic Decrement. An inspection· of Tables 6. 8 to 

6.10 and the graphs in Figures 6,6 to 6.8 indicate that 

for.the three groups of sites, the mean weight variable 

does not decline monotonically with distance. The 

relationship was investigated for only four artefact 

types cor:es, core fragments, secondary flakes and 

debi tage. Primary £lakes, and primary and secondary 

blades were e;oecluded from the analysis due to their 

small representation in the samples. 
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Figure 6. 6. : Fall-off for mean weight of artefact 
type with distance from the source, Group 1 sites. 
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Figure 6. 8. : Fall-off £or mean ~eight of artefact 
type ~ith aistance from the source, Group 3 sites. 
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TABLE 6.5 
Percentage of different artefact types, Mayor Island obsidian, 630 B. P. and older 

Sites n cores % core 'f, primary 'f, secondary % .secondary 'f, debitage % distance 
frags. flakes flakes blades 

North Island 
N30/5 lt8 3 '·3 5 '10.4 0 o.o 38 79.2 1 2. ' 0 o.o 1~2.0 
Hingaimo 20 0 o.o 2 10.0 0 o.o 111 70.0 0 o.o 11 20.0 12110 .o 
Houhora 191 5 2.6 39 20 ·'' 11 5.8 129 67.5 0 o.o 7 3·7 1120.0 
Haioro 1 336 1 0.3 3 0.9 0 o.o 216 611.3 0 o.o 116 311.5 230.0 
Prt Jack IJ 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o ,, 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 152.0 
N611/ 16 3 1 33-3 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 66.7 0 o.o 0 o.o 352.0 
Skippers 6 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 6 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o "/3.0 
Tokoroa 156 19 12.2 211 15 ·'' 3 1.9 99 63.5 lj 2.6 7 ''· 5 

180.0 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

South Island 
Avoca 2 1 50.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 so.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1120.0 
llawksbu 25 0 o.o 2 8.0 0 o.o 18 72.0 0 o.o 5 20.0 1920.0 
Long Be 1 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 15211.0 
Pahia 1 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 180~.0 
Redclif 68 3 ''· 2 11 16.2 9 12.7 30 1.111.1 0 o.o 15 22. 1 1172.0 
Shag Ri 20 0 o.o 1 5.0 0 o.o 16 80.0 1 5.0 2 10.0 1118l.J • 0 
Titiran 2 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 1 ?o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 920.0 
Tiwai p 69 0 o.o 3 ''· 3 1 1 .lJ 55 79.7 5 7-2 11 5.a 17'W.O \. 

Waimata 1 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 11192.0 
Wairau 8 1 12.5 0 o.o 0 o.o 5 62.5 0 o.o 2 25.0 932-0 
Waitaki 21 0 o.o 6 20.6 1 4.8 111 66.7 0 o.o 0 o.o 14611.0 '0 

Cv 
•Q 
Ill 
I J 
tn 
•.0 



TABLE 6.6 
Percentage of different artefact types, Mayor Island obsidian, 630 B.P. to 350 B.P. 

Sites n cores core % primary % secondary % secondary % debitage % distance 
frags. flakes flalces blades 

North Island 
Aotea 26 0 o.o 1 26.9 1 3.8 16 61.5 1 3.8 1 3.8 350.0 
llahei 20'1 2 1. 0 9 11.6 3 1.5 102 '!B .5 6 3.0 82 4 1 ·'' 611.0 
N30/3 3 1 33·3 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 66.7 o· o.o 0 o.o 1'111. 5 
llot Wate 33 0 o.o 1 3.0 2 6. 1 21 81 .8 0 o.o 3 9. 1 58.0 
Kauri Pt 61 0 o.o 11 6.8 0 o.o 129 80. 1 3 1. 9 18 11.2 35.0 
Koreroma II 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o ,, 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 350.0 
Maioro 2 60 0 o.o 1 1.7 1 1-7 110 66.7 0 o.o 18 30.0 230-0 
Paremata 9 2 22.2 0 o.o 0 o.o 5 55.6 2 22.2 0 o.o 980.0 
Tairua 92 1 7-6 15 16.3 1 1 • 1 67 72.8 1 1 • 1 1 1 • 1 50.0 
N38/30 3 1 33-3 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 66.7 0 o.o 0 o.o 212.0 
N3B/37 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 212.0 
Sunde 2 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 1 50.0 212.0 
Whangama 5 1 20.0 0 o.o 0 o.o . ,, 80.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 35.0 
Whakamoe 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 163.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
South Island 
Clarence 1 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o ·o o.o 976.0 
lleaphy R 58 1 1.7 8 n.o 5 0.6 37 63.8 1 1.7 6 10.3 1380.0 
llouhoupo 1 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1108.0 
Pounawea 3 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 3 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1620.0 
Purakanu 6 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 16.7 0 o.o 5 83.3 15211.0 'tj 

Shag Poi 41 . 2 ''· 9 1 17. 1 ,, g.s 19 116 ·3 0 o.o 9 22.0 1484.0 llJ 
•.C! 

Tahunanu 67 1 1.5 3 II. 5 2 3.0 119 13.1 1 1.5 11 16 .11 1120.0 m ,, II 100.0 0 o.o 11140.0 
t.J 

Tal Rua 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o (1" 

Timpende 2 1 50.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 995.0 C> 

Titirang 2 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 920.0 



!r 

TIIDLE 6.7. 
Percentage of different artefact types, Mayor Island obsidian, 350 B.P. to present 

Site n cores core 

"' 
primary .,. secondary % secondary % ·debitage 

"' 
distance 

frags. flakes flakes blades 

North Island 
Elletts 19 0 o.o 1 5-3 0 o.o 17 89.5 0 o.o 1 5.3 220.0 
Hamlin's 8 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 12.5 6 75.0 0 o.o 1 12.5 220.0 
NJ0/11 2 50.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 50.0 0 o.o 0 010 liP>. 0 
1-!nngnlmw 2 0 o.o l 50.0 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 130.0 
Ngaroto 5 1 20.0 0 o.o 1 20.0 1 20.0 1 o.o 1 20.0 130-0 
N611/ 18 lJ8 1 2.1 5 10 .II 0 o.o lJl 85.lt 0 o.o 1 2. 1 352.0 
Skipp II '19 6 12.2 11 22.5 3 6. 1 25 51.0 2 .!J. 1 2 It. 1 75.0 
Waihora 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1611.0 
Whakamoe 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 163.0 
Whang a rna 7 2 28.6 0 o.o 0 o.o 5 71 ·'' 0 o.o 0 o.o 36.0 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
South Island 
Long Bea 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1523.0 
Murderin 3 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 66.7 0 o.o 1 33-3 1521J.O 
Peketa 1 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 11110.0 

'o , ... 
•Q 
m 
tJ 
IT• ....,. 
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TABLE 6.8. 

Mean ~eight Mayor Island obsidian 630 B.P. and older 

Sites 
total 

N mean SE 
core 

SD mean SE SD 
cr fr 
mean SE SD 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------North Island 
N30/5 48 
Hingaimo 20 
Houhora 191 
Maioro 1 336 
Prt. Jac 4 
N64/16 3 
Skippers 6 
Tokoroa 156 

6.40 
4.65 
7-73 
0.64 
1-35 
4.43 
3-10 
7.48 

1.0 
0.9 
0.4 
o. 1 .. .. 

~ 

0.6 

6.4 17.9 
4.2 o.o 
6.1 29.8 
1.3 18.6 

* o.o 
* 6.8 
* o.o 

7-9 19-3 

* o.o .. 
.. 

o.o .. 
o.o 
2.5 

.. 
o.o .. 
o.o .. 
o.o 

10.9 

. 7 .so 
5-05 

11.90 
5.10 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
7.60 

* 
* 

1.0 .. 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.7 

* 
* 

* o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
3-5 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------South Island 
Avoca 2 
Hawksb 25. 
Long B 1 
Pahia 1 
Redcli 68 
Shag R 20 
Titira 2 
Tiwai 69 
Waimat 1 
Wairau 8 
Waitak 2 

3-15 
1.10 
3-20 
5.70 
5-79 
6.65 
2.20 
l;.71 
0.40 
4·.97 

1 o. 69 

(Table 6.8. cont.) 

.. 
0.2 .. 

* 
1.0 
1' 1 .. 

.. 
2.0 
1.2 

.. 
1.2 

I 

.. 
8.8 
4.8 

* 
5.3 

5.7 
6.0 

5., 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

33-, 
o.o 
o.o 

11.7 
o.o 

17.9 
o.o 

pr fl sec fl 
Sites mean - SE SD mean SE 

North Island 
N30/5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hingai 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Houhor g.6 1.7 5.5 
Maioro 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pt.Jac 0.0 o.o 0.0 
N64/16 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Skippe 0.0 0.0 o.o 
Tokoro 5.7 * * 
South Is land 
Avoca 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hawksb 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Long B 0.0 0.0 o.o 
Pahia 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Redcli 8.5 * * 
Shag R 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Titira 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tiwai 9.5 * * 
Waimat 0.0 0.0 o.o 
Wairau 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Waitak 9.7 * * 

4.7 o.so 
4.5 1.10 
5.6 0.20 
0.7 0.05 
1.4 .. 
3-3 .. 
3· 1 .. 
5-9 0.60 

1.2 .. 
1.3 0.30 
3-2 .. 
0.0 o.oo 
3.8 0.70 
;.1 1.40 
2.0 • 
J;.2 c.6o 
0.4 .. 
3-7 .. 
7-3 0.88 

.. 
c 
0 
0 

0 
0 .. 
0 

• 
0 

.. 
0 
0 
0 .. 
0 
0 .. 
0 

• 
0 

o.oo 
o.8o 
o.oo 
5-70 
8.30 
3-40 
2.40 

16.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 

16.45 

sec bl debit 

o.o 
* o.o 

1.4 .. .. 
I 

o.o 
o.o .. 

o.o 
• 

o.o .. 
4.9 .. 

• 
• 

o.o 
o.o 

• 

SD mean SE SD mean SE SD 

4.3 
4.0 
2-7 
o.a .. 

.. 
I 

6.4 

. .. 
1.3 

o.o 
3-9 
5-2 

• 
4.0 

I 

I 

3-4 

4.6 
o.o 
0.0 
o.o 
o.o 
0.0 
o.o 
2.8 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
7-9 
o.o 
4.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

.. * o.o o.o o.o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
.. .. 

4.9 .. .. 
1.4.7 .. .. 
0.2 0.1 0.3 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o .. 
1.7 .. o.o 

0 0 o.o 
0 0 o.s 
0 0 o.o 
0 0 c.o 
0 0 1.2 
* * l;.O 
0 0 o.o 
* * o.g 
0 0 o.o 
0 0 1.8 
0 0 o.o 

o.o o.o .. .. 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.2 e.g 

.. .. 
o.o o.o .. .. 
o.o o.o .. .. 
o.o o.o 
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TABLE 6.9, 

Mean ~eight Hayor Island obsidian 630 B.P. 

total 
Sites N mean 

North Island 
26 

198 
3 

33 
161 

Koreroma It 
Maioro 2 60 

Aotea 
Hahei 
N30/3 
Hot Wa.te 
Kauri Pt 

9 
3 
0 
2 

Paremata 
N38/30 
N38/37 
Sunde 
Tairua 
Whakamoe 

92 
0 

Whangama 5 

4.29 
2.90 
3- 70· 
7-49 
7.12 
3.60 
1.20 
4.33 
3.46 
o.oo 
4.20 
4.42 
o.oo 
5-52 

cores cr fr 
SE SD mean SE SD mean 

o.6 3.2 
0.3 3.8 

I t 

1.1 6.5 
0.4 4.7 

* • 
0.2 1.9 
1.3 s.o 

I I 

o.o o.o 
I I 

2.1 21.4 
o.o o.o 

I I 

o.o 0 
19.5 • 
3,7 I 

o.o 0 
o.o 0 
o.o 0 
o.o 0 

13,9 I 

6.6 • 
o.o 0 
o.o 0 

34.2 • 
o.o 0 

15,7 I 

0 
I 

• 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 

I 

0 
0 
I 

0 
I 

7.7 
11.7 
o.o 

11.5 
12.6 
o.o 
3-9 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

15.5 
o.o 
o.o 

SE 

• 
I 

·o.o 
* o.a 

o.o 
• 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
3-3 
o.o 
o.o 
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to 350 B.P. 

p:-- fl 
SO mean 

I 

I 

o.o 
I 

2-9 
o.o 

* o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

13.1 
o.o 
o.o 

3.4 
2.7 
o.o 

17.6 
o.o 
o.o 
0.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

---~---------------------------------------------------------------------------South Island 
Claren 1 
Heaphy 58 
Houhou 1 
Pounaw 3 
Puraka 6 
Shag P 41 
Tahuna 67 
'Iai Ru It 
Timpen 2 
Titira 2 

3-30 
10.00 
5.70 
2.23 
0.30 
3-06 
j.20 
6.65 
3.84 
2.00 

('!able 6.9. cont.) 

Site SE 

North Island 
Aotea 1 

Hahei I 

N30/3 0 
Bot W 1 

Kauri 0 
Korer 0 
Maier '* 
Parem 0 
N38/30 0 
N38/37 0 
Sunde 0 
'Iairu 
Whaka 
Whang 

0 
·o 
0 

South Island 

SD 

I 

• 
0 
I 

0 
0 
I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Claren 0 0 
Heaphy I 1 

Houhou 0 0 
Pounwe . 0 ·o 
Puraka 0 0 
Shag P I I 

Tahuna I • 

Tai Ru 0 0 
'Iitira 0 0 
Timpen 0 0 

sec fl 
mean 

3.2 
3.2 
0.9 
7-3 
6.7 
3.6 
1. 5 
3.4 
1.9 
o.o 
5.6 

12.4 
o.o 
3.0 

o.o 
8.5 
o.o 
2.2 
0.1 
2.3 
2.9 
6.7 
1,S 

2.2 

I I 0,0 0 
1.4 10.3 38.6 I 

I· I 0.0 0 
I I 0,Q 0 
I I 0.0 Q 

0.5 3,2 g,Jt I 

0.5 4.4 29.8 I 

I I 0.0 0 
I I 5,5 I 

o.o o.o o.o 0 

SE 
sec bl 

SD mean 

0.6 2.6 
0.4 3.8 

I I 

1.1 s.8 
0.5 4.8 

* I 

0.3 2.2 
I I 

I I 

c.o o.o 
I I 

1.8 15.2 
o.o o.o 

I I 

o.o 
1.4 
o.o 

• 
I 

0.7 
0.4 

o.o 
I 

o.o 
8.5 
o.o 

I 

* 

* o.o 
I 

2.6 
3.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
c.c 
1.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
3.4 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
6.3 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
3.2 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

0 3-3 
• 18.6 
0 5.7 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
I 13,4 
I 4.1 
0 o.o 
I 0,0 
0 2.2. 

I 

• 
I 

o.o 
o.o 

I 

I 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

debit 
SE SD mean 

* 
I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 

0 
0 
0 
I 

0 
0 

0 

* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.I 

0 
0 
0 

I 

I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• 
0 
0 
0 
• 
0 
0 

0 
I 

0 
0 

0 
0 
I 

0 
0 
0 

0.1 
1.4 
o.o 
,, 1 

6.5 
o.o 
0.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
2.8 
2-9 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
3-5 
o.o 
o.o 
0.14 
,, 3 
1. 5 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

I 

I 

I 

o.o 
o.o 

I 

I 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

SE 

I 

0.1 
o.o 

I 

0.7 
0.0 
0.2 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

I 

I 

o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
10.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
4.5 
6.3 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

SD 

I 

1.0 
o.o 

I 

3-2 
o.o 
0.8 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

I 

I 

o.o 
o.o 

o.o o.o 
I I 

o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 

I I 

I I 

0.4 1.11 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o . o.o 
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TABLE 6.10. 

Mean Yeight Mayor Island obsidian JSD B.P. to Present. 

Sites total cores cor fr pr fl 
n mean SE SD mean SE SD mean SE SD mean 

North Island 
Eller.ts M 19 2.85 0.50 2. 1 o.o 0 0 0.3 * * o.o 
Hamlin's 8 3.00 0.80 2. 1 o.o 0 0 o.o o.o o.o 2.8 
N30/4 2 14.50 * I 7-3 * * o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Mangakawa 2 9.50 I I o.o 0 0 15-7 * * o.o 
Ngaroto 5 3-12 * I 19.1 I * o.o o.o . o.o 1. 0 
N64/18 48 2.92 0.32 2.2 9.5 * ff 4.6 * * o.o 
Skipper's 49 5.85 0.70 4.9 12.4 * * 7., 1.2 3-9 7-3 
Waihora 0 o.oo o.oo o.o o.o 0 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Whakamoen. 0 o.oo o.oo o.o o.o 0 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Whangamat 7 22.69 * * 6.4 * * o.o o.o o.o o.o 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------South Island 
Long Beac 0 o.oo o.oo o.o o.o 0 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Murdering 3 9-47 * * o.o 0 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Peketa 1 1.!10 * * o.o 0 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

(Table 6.10 cont.) 
Sites sec fl sec bl debit 

SE SD mean SE SD mean SE SD mean SE SD 

North Island 
Ellett 0 0 2.!10 0.3 1.2 o.o 0 0 2.4 * I 

Hamlin I * 3.10 * * c.o 0 0 2.7 * * 
N30/4 0 0 1.80 * * o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
Mangak 0 0 3-30 * * o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
Ngarot * * 11.90 I I 0.2 * * 0' 1 * * 
N6ll/18 0 0 2.58 0.3 2.0 o.o 0 0 1.8 * * 
Skippe * * !1.07 0.5 2.8 5-5 * * 0.3 * * 
Waihor 0 0 o.oo o.o o.o o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
Wnakam 0 0 o.oo o.o o.o o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
Whanga 0 0 24.94 * * o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------~---------South Island 
Long B 0 0 o.oo o.o o.o o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
Murder 0 0 12.60 * * o.o 0 0 3.1 * * 
Peketa 0 0 1.40 * I o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
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No signi£1cant relationship could be found 

between mean weight of artefact types or mean weight of 

the total assemblage: with distance from the source. 

Table 6.11. shows the F values and corresponding 

degrees of freedom associated with the data. 

TABLE 6.11. 

F-values for mean ~eight of artefact type ~ith distance 

from the source 

Group Artefact type DF 

cores core second. debit. total 
frags. flakes sample 

Group 3 2 .. 032 0.825 0.083 1.620 0.365 17 
Group 2 0.235 0.015 0.346 0.634 0.099 22 
Group 1 2.794 0.295 0.135 0.024 0.004 17 

Hot:ever, some minor trends, statistically not 

significant c~n be observed in the data. The fall-off 

in the mean Yeight of cores observed for Groups 1 and 

3, corresponds ~ith the expected behaviour. With 

increasing distance, cores were used for longer before 

being discarded. This is also confirmed by the 

decrease in weight of the exhausted cores (core 

fragme~ts). Secondary flakes also show a slight 

tendency to 4ecrease in size with increasing distance . 

For some of the variables there is a tender1cy for a 

positive ~elationship between artefact ~eight and 

distance as opposed to the predicted trend.· The mean 
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~eight of cores for Group 2, for example, increases in 

direct opposition to the predictions of the Law of 

Monotonic Decrement. The relationship between debitage 

mean weight and distance is also positive for both 

Groups 3 and 1 sites. The tendency of the debitage to 

show a positive relationship with distance, especially 

in Group 3 sites, may be due to problems in site 

representation in the sample, or even recovery 

techniques employed during site excavations at 

particular sites. Scarcity of the material does not 

seem to have affected the ~ay in which the material was 

used. Although Mayor Island material might hsve been a 

more valued obsidian, no special care seems to have 

been taken ~o ensure maximum use of the material. 

The absence of any definite relationship 

bet~een the mean weight of artefacts and distance and 

the almost total absence of any diztance decay pattern 

in all three groups of sites is significant and rather 

unusual. The explanation for this different and 

'anomalouz' pattern may be related to a high degree of 

mobility of the prehistoric Maori population. 

In addition to the investigation of the 

relationship of the mean weight of artefact type with 

distance, the relationship bet~een the total weight of 

obsidian of each artefact type with distance from Mayor 

Island was investigated. Again, no significant 

relationship between total weight of material and 

distance was found for most cases. The only 
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significant relationship CF = 3.21 at P=O.Ol and 17 DF) 

was found for the total weight of cores of Group 1 

sites (Figure 6.9.). The total weight of the obsidian 

cores decreased with increasing distance. Although the 

relationsh1p for the other groups of sites is not 

significant, the general pattern shows a decrease in 

total weight of obsidian material as the distance.from 

the source increases. The Pearson r value using 

different alpha exponents was again calculated for the 

total weight of cores for Group 3 sites. It was found 

that this relationship was best desc:::-ibed by a linear 

model (r= -0.399). In accordance with the predictions 

this ~auld be ind1cative of direct access as the most 

likely method of procurement of the raw material. 

L.50 

0') 

- 300 
:c 
0') 

"Qj 
~ 15 

CORES 

GROUP 1 sites. 

. . . 0 •• 
500 1000 1500 2000 

distance ( km) 

Fiaure 6.9. : Fail-of£ curve for total weight of 
obsidian (cores) with distance. 

The low correlation between the variables 

confirms that the Law of Monotonic Decrement is not 

operating in the case of Mayor Island obsidian 

distribution in Ne~ Zealand. Directional trade cannot 

be invoked for an explanation of the pattern because 
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individual sites are not receiving supplies 

preferentially. Distance does not seem to affect the 

technology of the artefact production, as the 

assemblages are all relatively similar. 

The mean values for the variables considered in 

the study are quite similar among the sites studied. 

It seems that even the most distant sites, such as 

Ha_wksburn, TiYai Point or Pahia, did not alter their 

technology in response to the assumed high costs of 

acquisition. The lack of correlation between the 

technological variables and distance could be due to 

strong stylistic/functional constraints. It appears 

that obsidian flakes ~ere only used for certain tasks 

~hich did. not require any careful preparation or 

elaboration. Especially in the South Island sites, 

~here alternative lithic materials were used 

preferentially (silcrete and porcellanite), obsidian 

seems to have played a minor role in the tool kit. 

Detailed use wear analysis on ne~ly excavated obsidian 

assemblages could be a useful guide in clarifying some 

of these points~ 

ln general it seems that obsidian ~as not 

exchanged through any elaborate exchange system. From 

the different lines of evidence it seems that, for 

example, ~ithin the North Island and within an 

approximate radius of 300 km from the source on Mayor 
. 

Island, most obsidian ~as acquired either directly from 

the source or from groups of people living extremely 
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close to them ~ho had access to a large supply of the 

raw material. 

The fall-off experienced in the abundance of 

obsidian at places further than, say, 300 km from the 

sources on Mayor Island, makes it clear that obsidian 

was not of prime importance at these sites. The small 

quantities of .J.t in the sites do not encourage the 

suggestion that special trips ~ere made to acquire it. 

Rather, on the odd occasion when long trips were 

undertaken, obsidian tJas acquired together with other 

items and taken south. Most commonly though, •• l\.. 

probably reached the more distant sites by way of a 

down-the-line system. It should be mentioned also, 

that a few huge blocks of obsidian have been found on 

occasions at places along the South Island coast, for 

example on the Otago Coast (Otago Museum accession 

numbers 075.595; D75.207), North Canterbury and Milford 

Sound. The North Canterbury block weighs 54 kg 

(Anderson n.d.), and blocks of this size could only 

have been transported by canoe. They were most 

probably obtained on a trip north, or otherwise left by 

a party who could acquire it from the source while on a 

special visit to the south. The two blocks held at the 

Otago Museum have been sourced by Leach and Manly 

(1982:100-101) to Mayor Island. The block from Milford 

Sound, one of the largest ever found in New Zealand was 

found to be of en unknown New Zealand or Pacific source 

(Leach, pers. comm.). Mayor Island obsidian, as 
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mentioned before, seems to have had a higher value in 

the South Island sites, and could therefore have been a -

valued gift given in exchange for some southern items. 

Although, as mentioned, flake and debitage size 

are not responsive to distance, the tot-?-1 weight and 

therefore quantity of ceres decreases with distance. 

Most excavated South Island sites have fe~ or no cores 

and a higher proportion of exhausted cores. Even if 

the size of the final products does not seem to be 

affected by the scarcity of the ra~ material, cores 

were used until they were exhausted. 

FINAL REMARKS 

Based on the regional analysis of obsidian 

distribution several important conclusions arise. 

1) Obsidian was generally the most important 

raw material for the manufacture of flaked tools in the 

North Island sites considered. In contrast, at South 

Island sites, obsidian was only marginally represented 

and is not an essential part of the tool kit. 

2) Mayor Island obsidian increasingly dominates 

in the obsidian assemblages as one moves away from the 

obsidian sources. South Island sites sho~ a marked 

preference for Mayor Island obsidian, especially during 

the early period. The dominance of Mayor Island 
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obsidian disappears in general during later times, 

nevertheless it is still of greater importance in South 

Island sites. It is argued that Mayor Island obsidian 

was more valued at these places than obsidian from 

other sources. Access to other sources may have been 

more difficult in comparison as it involved travel 

through possibly hostile territories. 

3) From the technological analysis performed on 

the obsidian assemblages it can be concluded that the 

manufacturing technology cf flakes did not change with 

increasing distance· from the source. The obsidian 

flaking ~as remarkably uniform all over Ne~ Zealand, as 

it ~as used apparently for the manufacture of 

multipurpose cutting/scraping tools. This also 

explains partly the lack of any correlation between 

artefact type and distance and the 'anomalous' fall-o£f 

pattern observed from the arte£actual analysis. 

The explanation of the fairly even amounts of 

obsidian found at North Island sites in a radius of 

approximately 300 km from Mayor Island may lie in the 

nature of the high mobility of the prehistoric 

population. Long trips t.1ere apparently not a rar6 

occurrence in historic times. Numerous ethnographic 

references recount long trips undertaken by groups of 

people at ~hich long stops for food gathering and other 

reasons ~ere made (Heaphy 1~59). The coll=ction of raw 

materials during these voyages did not engender much 

extra cost. The quantity of obsidian entering the 
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sites would therefore not be related to distance but 

would be a function of the degree to ~hich trips were 

made, their purpose and the number of stopovers made 

during these trips. 

4) Differences 1n the fall-off pattern of 

obsidian abundance bet~een the North and South Islands, 

indicate that there were possibly t~o ways of acquiring .. 
the raw materials, existing side by side. Direct 

access, seems to have been the more common way of 

obtaining obsidian 1n the North Island, although, th1s 

does not e~clude the d1stribu~ion through a 

do~n-the-llne system betYeen neighbouring communi~ies. 

A down-the-line system is more appropriate to expla1n 

the South Island pat~ern. 

Finally, in the following concluding chapter 

(Chapter VII), the implications of these findings are 

discussed. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The principal objective of the present thesis, 

to understand the role of Mayor Island as the main 

source of obsidian in prehistoric Neg Zealand and 

identify the me~hanisms of exchange responsable for its 

distribution, has been met, ~ithin the limitations of 

the archaeological data. The study of Mayor Island 

obsidian exchange was approached follo~ing t"\.10 basic 

lines of research. In both cases a number of 

concluzions have been reached, although several 

theoretical and methodological problems ~ere 

encountered along the ~ay. It remains no~ to integrate 

the results of these t~o separate lines of inquiry, the 

study of the quarries on Mayor Island, and the regional 

distance £all-off studies, to reconstruct the picture 

of prehistoric obsidian exchange in Neg Zealand. 

Most significantly, all lines of evidence 

pursued agreed, ~hether based on the regional data, or 

the analysis of the Mayor Island sites, that obsidian 

exploitation from the Mayor Island sources was not 

highly organi::ed. Looking ·first at the data from the 

qu~rries themselvez and the site survey carried out on 
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Mayor Island, the eviden== po1nts towards un~pacialized 

and unintensive exploitat1~n and extraction of obsidian 

from the flows. From the absence of extensive working 

floors and quarry debris it appears that access to the 

obsidian deposits was unrestricted and that obsidian 

was obtained by individual parties, who carried away 

whole blocks elsewhere. 

In addition, the evidence from the Mayor Island 

obsidian distribution and the fall-off pattern support 

the findings from the site oriented study. 

The results from the sourcing of New Zealand 

obsidian assemblages have shown a pattern of change, 

both in source utilization throughout New Zealand and 

in obsidian utilization from the early to the later 

periods of occupation. Initially, Mayor Island seems 

to have played an important role, since it provided the 

best quality obsidian sour:es. Other available scurces 

were soon discovered and exploited to varying degrees. 

Nevertheless, Mayor Island obsidian was the most 

commonly used obsidian curing the first fetJ hundred 

years, although in later times, other sources were 

increasingly used, particularly by North Island 

communities. 

On the basis of the various studies, an 

appro:-timation of the possible exchange mechanisms in 

operation can be made. The identification of the 

rprecise· mode of exchange·frcm among all the possible 

types is impossible without further testing and data 
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collection. The f1n~l razults obt~1ned from the 

analysis of the Mayor Island obsidian di~tribution tend 

to favour the suggestion that a subztantial number of 

communities located at considerable distances from the 

Mayor Island cbs1d1an sources (up to approximately 300 

to 400 km), obtained their ra~ materials through direct 

access throughout the temporal dspth of Ne~ Zealand 

prehistory. The changes observed in the pattern of 

source exploitation have been linked to changes in 

political affiliation and increasing ~ar£are placing 

restrictions en travel and movement through certain 

territories. If most communities within a 'contact 

area' had obtained their ra~ materials directly from 

the sources·, and access to these became increasingly 

more difficult, al~ernative sources had to be 

exploited. The increasing proportions of Mayor Island 

obsidian at certain sites (Wa.shpool, Maioro) may have 

been a direct result of changing political 

affilitations. }.t South Island sites, 800 km or more 

distant from any source, the obsidian did not play an 

important role; other lithic materials replaced it. 

The preference for Mayor Island obsidian was 

particularly strong at places where no ether readily 

available obsidian existed. 

Procurement for most consumers ~ithin a certain 

radius by direct access to the obsidian sources is 

S'l:lpported by both the regional analysis (Chapter VI) 

and the research carried out at th: quarries themselves 
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(Chapter IV). It appears that despite the apparent 

sirnpllcity of this model, the procurement strategy 

might have been more complex. The temporal changes in 

source utilization observed (Chapter V) between the 

three groups of sites considered might be of some 

importance for understanding changes in the 

distribution pattern due to broader economic or 

political changes taking place at the time. The data 

examined in the previous chapter (VI), indicated that~ 

for a large number of consumers, the distance from the 

quarries to the place of consumption ~as not the most 

relevant factor in procurement costs. One may ask ~hat 

other possible reasons might be put forward to explain 

this pat tern. The fishing grounds surrounding May or 

Island are some of the richest in Ne~ Zealand for the 

presence of deep sea game species, within relative calm 

waters. Even today Mayor Island is considered one of 

the prime areas in New Zealand for deep sea fishing. 

It is suggested, therefore, that stops on Mayor Island 

may have been .scheduled "CJithin other activities, such 

as special fishing trips. Visits might therefore have 

been undertaken for a variety of reasons as Mayor 

Island may have offered several attractive prospects to 

the visitors, obsidian being but one of them. 

The obsidian fall-off study indicate.:: further 

that most obsidian at sites in the South Island 

probably arrived through· a do~n-the-line exchange 

system. Whether it was received from some other 
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communities through glft-exchange or zome other custom 

can·not be established at present. Nevertheless, one 

can assume that mostly h~gh quality flaking obsidian 

would have been given as a gift to visitors from the 

South Island, or left by North Island parties on 

special trips to the south. A::. increasingly more and 

more varied sources ~ere exploited in the North Island, 

this would have been reflected to some e:-ctent in the 

materials reaching the South Island sites. However, 

during the later periods of prehistoric occupation, 

Mayor Island obsidian maintained its position as the 

dominant type in the South Island. 

It i.:: by no means certain if obsidian in the 

South Island was exclusively received by a 

down-the-line exchange mechanism. ~.lthough this type 

of ex change is supported by the abundance £all-of£ 

data, the technological analysis of the obsidian 

artefacts does not completly agree ~i th the predicted 

behaviour. Strictly speaking, if down-the-line 

e?.change was the only system responsible for the 

dispersion o£ obsidian, one would e:.cpect· that, as the 

raw rnate.rial ~as passed on through the system, unworked 

blocks would be reduced to smaller and smaller forms, 

or would be exchanged in ever decreasing quantities. 

This would mean that only the sites close to the source 

would have un-worked blocks of obsidian., and a larger 

amount of ceres, and l.lorked cores and £lakes would 

enter the more distant sites. 
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None of these predictions proved to be strictly 

c~rrect for the Ne~ Zeal3nd dat~ since no significant 

relationship bettJeen distance from the source and the 

form of the raw material as it entered the sites ~as 

found. It was found that the total weight of cores was 

the only variable which was inversely correlated with 

distance, and in accordance with the theoretical 

predictions, direct access was again indicated by the 

correlation coefficient. Ethnographic information 

reviewed in Chapter I I shows that commodities were 

acquired beth . by direct access and by exchange . 

Movements of people over 1000 km or more are also 

documented (Anderson 1980). It can be suggested that 

once the material had arri\yed in the South Island it 

was distributed through reciprocal exchanges bettJeen 

related groups. 

The use of particular types of sources at 

specific site types is supported by the date.. 

Differences, especially between permanent and temporary 

sites, are observed. It is likely that parties on 

special hunting journeys would select carefully the 

pieces they would take and, therefore, one would expect 

to find only few sources represented at these sites. 

No technological differences in artefact 

manufacture between functionally different sites could 

be found from the examination of the data. The 

technology to produce obsidian artefacts ~as remarkably 

uniform throughout the ragion. 
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An important implication of the finding that 

obsidian was obt:iined by two systems is that fairly 

large quantitiea of a resource can be distributed over 

a large area without systematic exchange taking place. 

Further implications are that costs of acquisition may 

not necessarily be reflected in the technology of 

artefact production, and that the d ... stribution of a 

resource is not necessarily the result of a complicated 

exchange system. 

It has also been assumed usually, that if a 

resource was d1stributed over a large area, it must 

have had a high value associated with it. However, the 

cost of acquisition of the obsidian would be 

considerably· reduced if it ~as obtained by reciprocal 

exchange or a doun-the-line system and it ~auld reduce 

the procurement cost for people living further from the 

area c£ supply. Other reasons for the apparent low 

value of obsidian may be related to the form o£ 

transport used. Travel by canoe ~as probably more 

efficient and easy, would reduce the associated cost of 

overland travel and would have increased -the area of 

the supply zone. 1 n addition, the cost incurred in 

obtaining obsidian may have been reduced by the fact 

that it 'I''!~C,O w .... _ 

activities. 

obtained in conjunction with other 

The examination of the relationship 

between transport, cii stance, demand and the type of 

exchange may shed further light on the value of a given 

resource. 
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In retrospect, llmitations of the present work 

become evident. One of the most serious deficiencies 

encountered was the lack _of sophisticated techniques 

for measuring human behaviour. The theoretical review 

presented in Chapter I I I demonstrates the. state of our 

current inability to predict and detect accurately 

types of human behaviour. As Anderson (n.d.: 17) has 

pointed out it is not only the exchange mechanisms 

themselves which elude archaeological demonstration but 

the fact that the existence of transactions requiring 

two way activities often cannot be demonstrated. 

One of the major problems of the regional 

analysis utilizing the fall-off curves proposed by 

Renfrew ( 1·972, 1 S75, 1977a) is that they cannot 

adequately discriminate between different classes of 

exchange. Probably the biggest problem in 

archaeological exchange studies is the lack of a 

theoretical background that could enable us to predict 

exchange types. As the theoretical review sho~ed, the 

present state of exchange theory does not allow for 

accurate discrimination in the field of any of the 

exchange ·types described by anthropologists. Further 

progress in this line of inquiry requires a better 

theoretical basis for predicting the nature of exchange 

and development of the methodological techniques. 

These limitations are mainly reflected in the regional 

analyses. · 
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Ho~ever, some~h1ng ha~ been laarnad in thiz 

study concerning the nature of obsidian exchange in New 

Zealand. Although l1mitations in the archaeolog1cal 

data were encountered.. as discussed in each Chapter, 

several significant conclusions have been.made. It was 

found that the site oriented study - the analysis of 

the quarries proved extremely informative. Although no 

sophisticated techniques were used, or more detailed 

research carried out at this point, it is clear from 

the highly informative results obtained from the 

initial site survey, that quarry analysis can provide a 

number of ans~ers in the detection of the functioning 

of prehistoric exchange systems. The relationship that 

emerged bet~een the quarry sites, types of production 

and procurement has shown the value of the combined 

regional and .site oriented approach. More tiork 

investigating the relationship to other obsidian source 

utilization is needed before the total picture of 

obsidian consumpt1on in New Zealand can be fully 

understood. Further work investigating the 

relationship to other obsidian source uti 1 i zation is 

needed. The development of an accurate sourcing 

procedure capable of discriminating between other New 

Zealand sources should be a priority. 

The present study is offered as an initial 

attemut at solvinc some of the comulicated asnects of ... - - -
prehistoric human communications. Future field~ork and 

analytical t.;to:-k should provide the required data to 
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confirm or, perhaps, alter the present conclusions. 

The data files from the prsent research have 

been stored in the Otago University Archaeology 

Laboratory archive system, and can be consulted for 

research purposes, prior consultation with the author. 
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APPENDIX :1. 

DESCRIPTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES MENTIONED IN THE 

TEXT 

The s1tes are listed in alphabetical order 

according to the names used in the te:-tt, followed by 

the official site number of the New Zealand 

Archaeological Azzociat1on and, in brackets, the number 

assigned to the site on the location map (Figure 5.1). 

Rad1ocarbon dates a~= given in 'ysa~s before present' 

and are c i t·e d using as £ ar as p o s sib 1 e the ' o 1 d h a 1 f 

life' of Cl4, uncorrected for secular variation. 

Aotea N64/25 (18) 

Aotea. consists of a series of prehistoric 

terraces on a slope of a shallow valley, on the Waikato 

Coast near Aotea Harbour. The site corresponds to a 

settlement ~hich dates to tha late fifteenth or early 

sixteenth century A.D .. About 20 terraces are spread 

ou~ over the gentle slops; they tend to occur in 

groups, one lsrge cne ~ith two or three sm~ller ones. 

Four terraces l-7ere e:!cavated and \Jere numbered ~.1 to 

A4. Terraces } .. 1 and A2 have not been dated. Terrace 
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~.::. had t~o occupa"tion~ on it. Ter-ra::e Jl.4 featured 

several occupations for which C14 dates are available : 

1560= SO B.P •. 1520= 50 B.P. Structural evidence on 

the terraces belonged to sleeping and/or cooking 

houses. Artefacts~ besides 43 cbsid1an p1eces, include 

abraders, files, polishers~ drills, one adze fragment~ 

one scraper and one greenstone flake (Fox and Cassels 

1983). Tuenty f1ve p1eces of obsidian from the site 

l-2ere analyzed. 

Avoca Point 549/46 (30) 

The site is a small mea-hunter settlement 

located at Avoca Point on the Kaikoura Peninsula, 

northeast coast o£ the South Island. Occupational 

remains uere mainly found in one layer of black stained 

soil and l1rnestone gravel. Faunal material reco~;ered 

from 't.he site included e~~inct b1rdz., sea birds, seal 

bones~ rat and dog bones, as ~ell as several sp&ciez. of 

shell:ish. The cultural assemblage recovered from the 

site included mainly silicious rock flakes, 900 flint 

flakes and 20 obsidian flakesf as well as one obsidian 

core end three flint cores. Besides the above 

e.rtefactsf 74 basalt and argillite flakes uere 

recovered. H1storic records indicate that a bu~ial 

lJith a moa egg and ad~e head was found late last 

century. The e~cavations are dlscussed by Trotter 
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. .. 
(1930J. Ths .site 1.s dated t.o around 666 E.P . on the 

basis of rad1oc~rbon dates (840: 60 B.P.; 8f0: 40 B.P.: 

860= 40 B.P.; 740= 90 B.P.J (ibid.:283-~84J. T·~o 

obsid1an flakes from the site ~ere analyzed. 

Clarence 542/11 (Garden Complex sites C and D) (29) 

The Clarence sites are located on the mouth of 

the Clarence River. Four Slt.es ~ere investigated by 

Trotter and McC.ulloch in 1979. On the raised beach 

terrace and alluvial fan deposits, lies an extensive 

gardening complex (site C), ~ith pits .. lo~ ~alls and 

raised terraces. The site covers an area of about 10 

ha. Site D, a small hilltop pa, consists of a group of 

pits and terraces, similar to site C. Both sites e.re 

described in detail by Trotter and McCulloch (1979). 

Trotter (pers. comm. 198 4 > believes that the si tss 

are about 400 years old.· Five obsidian p!eces lJers 

made ava1lable; only one piece ~as analyzed. 

Ellett's Mountain N42/23 (14) 

A defended hillsite pa located on the Auckland 

Isthmus for ~hlch no da~e.s are available. Salvage 

e:~cavations ~ere c.:.rr1ed · out by the Ne~ Zealand 

Histo~ic Places Trust in 1982. Obsidian from thi~ site 
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w a.::: r e (: J v ere d £ rom a Lat. e Per 1 o d con t e :~ t ( ~1 c K 1 n 1 a y , 

per.s. cornm.). 

Hahei N44/97 (9) 

The site is a coastal dune midden 1 ocated on 

the coast of the Corornandel Peninsula and 1s 

typical of Archaic sand dune middens in the are~. 

Sa 1 vag e e: :t cava t i on s we r 2 c ~=- r i e d out on t. -w o o c cas i on s 

(Edson and Bro~n 1977; Har.s3nt 1979, 19 8 4). The main 

activities carr1ed cut at the .si~e ~ere the manufacture 

of adzes~ drill po1nts and other lithic and bone 

artefacts. Over 3000 flakes were recovered from the 

site. Siliceous flakes were more abundant, but judging 

from use-wear analysis. Earsant (ms) thinks that 

obsidian tools were more important at the site. The 

been dated around s.so B.F'. Five 

radiocarbon dates ~ere obtained~ 300::45 B.P ... 556:64 

B.P., 549::60 "P p 
.,.; . . . . 700::60 B.P. Harsant 

prefers the two inte~mediate dates for the site on the 

basis of economic and artefactu:.l evidence from the 

site. Four hundred and fourty nine obsidian pieces 

~er: analyzed and resul~s ~e~e cb~ain:d for 397 p1eces. 
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Hamlin's Hill N42/137 (15) 

Hamlin's Hill is located bet\.1een the Tamaki 

River and the upper reaches of the Manukau Harbour, 

south of Auckland. An e~tensive area of pits and 

terraces make up the site. Salvage excavation 

conducted exposed the interior of the pits, and 

evidence for houses and cooking areas. The site is 

located close to sea resources, and it is well placed 

for exploitation of shellfish, both in the nearby 

harbour and river. Few artefacts were recovered from 

the site: one adze fragment and a fe~ obsidian and 

greyTWacke flakes (Davidson 1970b; Irwin 1975). 

Structural and economic evidence place the site into 

the Classic Maori Phase (Davidson 1970b:121). Twenty 

eight obsidian flakes 'Were analyzed. 

Hingaimotu N128/20 (24) 

The site, located in the sand dunes south of 

Opunake. south Taranak1, was a small multi-activity 

habitation site occupied for only a brie~ period of 

time during the Archaic Phase. Excavations carried out 

by Fyfe revealed a shallow occupational surface with a 

hearth and an oven. No dates are available for the 

site. 

flakes. 

Artefacts comprised Archaic adzes~ obsidian 

chert flakes, bone artefacts and stone 
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r .. artefacts (drill, files) (Fy£e n.d.). Fcrty s1:-: 

obsidian flakes were analy:ed. 

r 
r Harataonga Bay, Eastern Hidden N30/4 (3) 

r The site is a midden located on the eastern 

r side of the sandy Harataonga Bay on Great Barrier 

Island. It is situated on a low terrace behind the 

r beach. Eight and a hal£, t~o metre squares ~ere 

excavated. Stratigraphy on the site was simple, and 

r was composed of a surface midden layer ~hich overlay, 

' 

r ) 
in most places, a st:ri le layer of sand. A series of 

ovens at tne base of the midden layer was partly filled 

r··. with sand and charcoal. Five earlier cultural deposits 

restricted to one area of the site were found beneath 

r the midden layer and were separated from it by a clean 

sand layer. Very few artefacts were recovered from the 

r site, mainly obsidian ilakes and some siliceous flakes 

and worked bona. The site served as a base £or food r preparation, primarily of shellfish~ fish and birds. 

r P.adiocarbon dates for the site are 21t:: 55 B.P. and 

247± B.P. CLat.:t 1972; Law 1982). Four obsidian 

r flake~ ~ere analyzed. 

r 
r 
r 
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Harataonga Bay, Western Hidden N30/5 (3) 

The site is loc~ted on the western zide o£ 

Harataonga Bay. Great Barrier Island. The midden lies 

on the dunes behind the beach, and is part of a 

generalised occupation site where many different 

activities were carried out. No evidence of structures 

was found a~ the site. Part of the site was stratifi~d 

into two layers (upper and lo~er). Artefacts from both 

layers are Archaic, and the faunal material from both 

layers is nearly identicsl. The artefacts are 

therefore treated as a single period assemblage (La~ 

1972). No radiocarbon dates are available for the 

site, but on the artefactual evidence a thirteenth 

century date is postulated (ibid.:100). Artefacts from 

the site include one-piece bone fishhooks, lure 

fishhooks and points, needles and a bird spear. Stone 

artefacts include adzes and adze preforms, basalt and 

siliceous flake material and obsidian flakes. Sixty 

seven obsidian flakes were analyzed. 

Harataonga Bay Pa N30/3 (3) 

This site is located on a low ridge above the 

beach of Harataonga Bay on Great Barrier Island. The 

only visible features of the pa were the pit and a 

ditch~ both of which ~ere investigated. Excapt for 
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obsidian. artefacts were rare on the site. The site 

was ma1nly used for storage, defence, cooking and some 

stone work1ng. Its small surface area could not have 

sustained more than three or four houses, and a storage 

pit ( La'1',.7 ·1972). One radiocarbon date for the site is 

available of 441± 55 B.P. (Law 1982). Fifty two 

obsidian flakes were analyzed. 

HaYksburn 5143/2 (43) 

The Ha~ksburn mea-hunting site is 1 ocated in 

Central Otago at an altitude of 660 metres above sea 

level in the Carrick Mountains. The main occupation 

area is quite large and was covered with porcellanite 

and silcrete flakes. The site has one main cultural 

layer, (it probably represents a camp-site which was 

occupied several times for possibly short periods of 

time), which is divided into distinct activity areas: a 

cooking area, represented by ovens, rnoa-bone, stone 

tools and flakes, a midden area containing rnoa, small 

bird and dog bones~ some freshwater mussel, shell 

fragments, and a ro~ of three hut sites marked by stone 

kerbed scooped hea~ths. Artefacts recovered from the 

site are mainly silcrete blades,· porcellanite flakes 

worked into scrapers and knives as well as argillite 

adzes. There ~ere 40 small obsidian flak~s almost 

entirely from around the huts ( ,.nderson 1979: 48-59). 
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The site is radiocarbon dated to about 650 B.P. 

!Anderson 1979). Twenty SlX obsidian flakes were 

analyzed. 

Heaphy River Mouth S7/1 (47) 

The site is located at the mouth of the Heaphy 

River, north~est Nelson. Excavations ~ere carried out 

in 1960 to 1963 (Wilkes and Scarlett 1967). The 

occupational deposit was restricted to one layer of 

blackened sand and crushed shell. Several pave:nents. 

were uncovered at the site, which were interpreted as 

wood and stone working areas Cop. cit.:198). The site 

~as a small settlement with distinct activity areas, 

including adze repa1r and flaking, and minnow lure 

manufacturing. Stone flakes recovered include obsidian 

and argillite (both used and waste flakes), adzes and a 

grindstone, and silicif1ed sandstone flakes used as 

knives and scrapers. Several ovens were found at the 

site. Bone (seal, moa and small birds) and shell 

fragments were found associated with them. Faunal 

material found in a separate midden included mussels 

Cm_vt.i.lu.s s_p.) and pipi (_J:Ja_Dh.ia.s sp.), but no bone 

remains. Artefacts recovered include bone minnow 

lures, bone points, ornaments, abraders, adzes and 

flakes. One radiocarbon date dates the site at 432: 70 

B.P. Cop. ·cit. :210). Sixty nine obsidian flakes were 
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analyzed. 

Hot Water Beach N44/69 (10) 

The site is a beach midden situated on the east 

coast of the Coromandel Peninsula. Salvage excavations 

were carried out in 1969 and uncovered three 

occupational layers (layers 3b, 4 and 5). Adze 

finishing ~as an important activity carried out at this 

coastal site. Jl .. ll adze material cams from the nearby 

Tahanga basalt quarry. It ~as also a fishing camp 

mainly confined to inshore fishing. No general changes 

in the subsistence and exploitation pattern between 

Layers 4 and 5 ~ere found. Layer 3b, a later 

occupation, suggests a more restricted exploitation of 

resources. Bone ~orking tools (drills) and other stone 

flakes are few in number. Radiocarbon dates for the 

site are a 11 from Lay e :- 4 and are 4 21 :: 4 0 , 4 8 4::: 7 9 , 

453:t 40, 325:t 78 B.P. The site ~as probably occupied 

between , ... D. 1350 and A.D. 1540 (Leahy 1974>. One 

hundred and ninety obsidian pieces were analyzed. 
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Houhora N6/4 (1) 

The site is 1 ocated on a 1 ot.: coasta 1 plat£ orm 

at the mouth of the Houhora Harbour, and at the foot of 

Mt. Camel~ by Yhich name it is also known. The 

excavation and the site have been discussed by 

Shaw cross and Roe ( 1966) and Roe ( 196 7). The 1 i thi c 

material from the site Yas analyzed by Best 

<1975,1977). Two radiocarbon dates from the lo~er 

occupation are 796=56 B.P. and 690:40 B.P.{ShatJcross 

1972:603-605). Shawcross suggests that the site 

represents the first settlement of a 'virgin region' 

( 1972:611). Davidson ( 198 4:169), in contrast.. argues 

that the site is probably a typical e:arly Polynesian 

settlement in the far north, a summer hunting and 

fi~hing camp, and probably far from unique in the 

Northland area. Over 3000 obsidian flakes were 

recovered from the site as part of the lithic 

assemblage. Other d1agnostic artefacts recovered from 

the site include hi-perforate lure pc·ints and broad 

tattooing chisels, fishhooks, bone artefacts and adzes. 

Four hundred obsidian flakes \Jere selected for 

analysis. 
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Houhoupounamu 576/7 (33) 

The site is loc~ted in North Canterbury on the 

inland side of dried up lagoon or s\.lamp, about two 

kilometres from the beach. The bottom layer is formed 

by a shell midden. The site was occupied twice between 

250 B.P and 350 B.P. anc around 500 B .P. (Trotter 

1982:90). Nine obsidian flakes were analyzed. 

Kauri Point S~amp NS3/54-55 (13) 

The obsidian assemblage analyzed for this study 

comes from a s~amp deposit adjacent to Kauri Point Pa, 

located on the Katikati Peninsula in the Western Bay of 

Plenty. The pa was £ ir.st excavated by Golson and the 

Auckland Archaeological Society in 1961. Golson's 

report C1961) outlines three occupation periods for the 

pa. Ambrose ( 19 t. .2 J in later e:-tcavati ons established 

five periods of occupation. Shawcross in 1962 and 1963 

searched the adjacent swamp for cultural deposits. It 

yielded a large number o£ wooden artefacts, including 

334 fragments of wooden combs, wooden figures, 

horticultural tools, gourds, flutes .. tJooden vessels, 

textiles and about 14,000 obsidian flakes. The 

material recovered has been reported by Sha~cross 

( 1964) and the excavation by ShatJcross ( 1976). Seven 

radiocarbon dates were initielly obtained for the site. 
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Problems 1n dating the saquence led to t~o add1t1on~~ 

samples be1ng analyzed. On the basis of these 

additional samples Sha~crosz ( op. cit.: 296 > concluded 

that the initial deposits of the s~amp dated to the 

sixteenth century and that it was used until the 

eighteenth century. Green (1978) re-assessed the dates 

discarded by Sha~cross and concluded that the probable 

beginning of the sequence at the swamp is more likely 

to have been around the end of the fifteenth century 

A.D. He further argued that the upper 1 imi t of the 

sequence is likely to have been before A.D. 1770 and 

probably be£ore } .. D. 1650. Correlating the sequence 

Yith the construction of terraces of the pa (dated at 

A.D. 1350 ·to 1570) allo~ed Green to conclude "that the 

swamp deposit is not of long duration, at least in 

relation to the entire pa which carries on into the 

eighteenth century J. •• D." (Green, 1978:37). Tne 

sequence for the site can be summarized as follows. 

The s~amp and pa were used for gardening. and terraces 

were constructed on the headland. These activities 

took place e~ound A.D. 1500. The deposit of combs and 

other objects in the s~amp began probably shortly 

afterwards and continued for about 200 years. At the 

same time a ditch and palisade and pit were constructed 

on the pa and a midden deposit farmed. Later a ne~ 

defensive system ~as constructed on the pa, which ~as 

used unti 1 the eighteenth century. Sha~crosz (1964~ 

197£) suggests that the s~amp site represents a ~~ = .. ,. __ 
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~~vu. a dump for sacred obJects rend:red 

associat1ons. Two hundred and forty 

flakes from tha sgamp ~ere analyzed. 

Koreromaiwaho Pa N64/8 (18) 

p.:qa33:: 

~ .5J:JU by the 1 r 

nine ob:::idian 

This site is adjacent to the Aotea site. It is 

a small hcad~and pa located on the crest of the sand 

dunes. Surface finds recorded included patches of 

shell midden and a scattar of artefacts. Some pits and 

a ditch ~ere visible. Some surface artefacts ~ere 

collected (Fox and Cassels 1983:93-94J, and include 

some obsidian flakes. Si~ pieces of obsidian ~ere 

analyzed. 

Long Beach 5164/20 (41) 

The Long Beach midcien site is 1 ocated a't. the 

back of the sanddunes en the open bay of Long Beach, 

Otago. It has two cultural layers separated by a 

sterile sand layer. !he ea:::-l1er one (layer 4), dated 

to the late Archaic by t~o radiocarbon dates, 490: 58 

B.P. and 733: SS B.P. ~ produced a typ1cal Ja.rchaic 

artefact assemblage (bait and lure hooks, ~orked whale 

boner silcrete blades, ad:s fragments and four obsidian 

flakes): as ~ell as a transition barracouta point. The 
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middle layer which saparatad the Archa!~ l~yer from the 

later one, had some intrusive artef~cts. includ!ng s:~ 

obsidian flakes, which with few exceptions could not be 

assigned with certainty to one or other of the adjacent 

layers. The upper layer (layer 2) conta1ned several 

Classic Maori artefacts (bone pendants, bone comb 

teeth, trolling 1 ures, composite bait hooks, 

chalcedony~ 32 obsidian and other stone flakes). There 

1s a general continuity in style in the site from the 

late Archaic layer to the ca. 200 years later Classic 

Maori layer (Le~ch and Hamal 1981). Seven flakes were 

analyzed from a dated context and 11 flakes tJe:-e 

unprovenanced. 

Maioro N51/5 (23) 

The site is a defended settlement on a knoll 

naar the west coast of the North Island and close to 

the ~aikato River and the Hanukau Harbour. Excavations 

uncovered four phases of occupation, shown by 

successive storage pits. The site began as an 

undefended settlement in the thirteenth century~ which 

is known from a ser1es of filled storage pits which 

underlie later defences. The second phase sa~ the 

beginning of a palisaded enclosure; the e~rlier pits 

~ere filled in. the natural slopes of the knoll were 

steepened, and a working floor was uncovered. In the 
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third phase in the sixteenth century, the dafence2 ~ere 

strengthened and recond1tioned. Shortly thereafter, 

the defences fell intc d1suse and the .site became an 

open sett.lement again. Large storage pits were dug. 

Radiocarbon dates corrected for secular effects using 

the new half life for Phase 1 are 873± 55 B.P. and 

821~ 47 B.P .. Green (1983), believes that the younger 

range of these dates is a better estimate for the age 

of Phase 1 occupation. Three dates for Phase 2 are 

a v a i 1 ab 1 e ( 4 2 0 = 52 B • P • , 3 4 5 ~ 51 B • P .. , and 2 9 3 ~ 56 

B.P.) of ~hich the latter one is considered to be too 

young (ibid.). Phase 3 is supposed to have been around 

1510 to 1630 } ... D.~ ~h1le the latest occupation, Phase 

4, took place in the sixteenth to seventeenth century 

(Green, 1983; Fox and Green, 1982>. The obsidian from 

the site had been previously analyzed by McFadgen (Fox 

and Green 1982). The results ~ere checked against the 

Otago University sourcing results and .seemed to be in 

agreement~ ~ith a few e~ceptions, therefore the resul~s 

used here do not precisely coincide ~ith the ones in 

Fox and Green (ibid.). P.esults ~ere obtained for 931 

obsidian ·pieces. In those cases were the flakes could 

not be analyzed by the O~ago University facilities (due 

to size), the results from McFadgen' s analysis ~ere 

used. 
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MangakaYare II N65/35 (19) 

The site 1s a pref)istoric swamp fort1ficaticn 

in the Central Waikato on the edge of Lake Mangaka~are. 

It comprised a palisaded enclosure ~hich contalned 

houses and cooking areas built on sand lenses built up 

over the original peat surface. lt is dated mainly 

within the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries A.D. 

The set t 1 ement was de£ ended by its pa 1 i sa des and its 

location in the swamp. Eight to ten houses were 

concentrat"ed on one side of the site.. c1 ose to the 

lake. The population of the site exploited marine 

resources which were carried to the site by canoe. 

Shellfish .and fish remains were found. The site was 

occupied throughout the year. Artefacts recovered from 

the site .belong to the 'Classic Maori Phase' (Golson 

1959). These included stone adzes Ctype 2bi, pounders 

and grinders, wooden beaters. bone pendants, and other 

bone and ~oocien artefacts. Thirty two obsidian pieces 

were found orig1nally a"t. the site; some ~ere 

subsequently lost (Bellwood 1978b:40). The artefact 

assemblage dates probably to bet~een 'JI •• t'. 1500 to 

A.D.1700 (ibid.). Radiocarbon dates on wood fragments 

place the initial occupation o£ the site at around A.D. 

1450 to 1500 < 424:: 74 B.P. and 389~ 54 B.P.) and the 

t~o dates of 280: 76 B.P. 

the latast limit of the 

cit.:71) believes that 

and 232: 38 B.P. may define 

occupation. Bellwood Cop. 

the site ~as occupied for 
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probably less than 300 years and mczt probably bet~een 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centur1es. ~elve flakes 

from the site ~ere analy=ed. 

Murdering Beach 5164/16 (42) 

The site is located on a small beach near 

Dunedin. It is a late preh1storic settlement set in 

the foredunes; earlier mate!"ial was iounci inland. The 

site was invest1gated by Lockerbie (1959J after it had 

been fossicked for some time. Radiocarbon dates 

E~ggest occupation about 300 years B.P. 

Ngaroto.N65/18 (19) 

Ngaroto is a swamp pa located on the: edge of 

Lake Ngarcto in the Waikato area. E:: ::a vat i ens tJe:--e: 

carried out by the Waikato .~rchaeological Group and 

later by W. Shawcross (Sha~cross 1968). The site is a 

defended settlement tJi th a number of platforms ~i th 

·houses, and a palisaded en:losure:. 

continuously occupied for sever~l 

Artefacts recovered belong to a 

The s1te ~as 

hundred years. 

Classic Maorl 

assemblage <Golson 1959)~ and include stone clubs, 

patu, greenstone ornaments, pounde!".S! purni ce pots~ 

adzes and stone flakes. The site ~as occupied bet~een 
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A.D. 1500 and A.D. 1360 and t-1s.s .::1mil:,.:r- to, though 

largsr th~n, the LaJ\e M::1ng3k~·..:are s·..:~mp pa. 

flakes of obsidian wer~ enaly=ed. 

Paremata N160/S (25) 

Fliteen 

The site lies at the entrance to Porirua 

Ha~bour on the ~est cost of Well1ngton on extensive lo~ 

sand dunes. The site rescue excavations ~ere described 

by Davi-dson (197Ba:203-23f). The site had been badly 

distu~bed .· and e~tensi ve mi:~i ng of its three 1 ayers 

occur~ed. Neve~theless, th~ee Maori occupations could 

be identified: a mea-hunting occupation, a later 

prehistoric one and a Maori-European occupation 

Paremata Pa in the nineteenth century ( op. 

cit.:227). Because of the disturbance. the lithic 

material ~as initially analyzed as a single assemblage 

by Moore and Challis ( "1960: 325-3:::9). Green obsidian 

dominates over all rock types~ forming about 45% of the 

total lithic assemblage. Other lithic m~terial 

includes chert C25!~) 7 rnetasomatised argillite (15%), 

grey~acke, basalt and other rocks. Obsidian ~as evenly 

distributed among the layers. Thirty one fiakes appear 

to be late occupation, and 63 appear to be associated 

Yith Layer 3 (mea-hunting period) <Davidson 197Ba:224). 

Other artefacts recovered include a number of bone 

ornaments and tools. A radiocarbon date of 514:t 80 
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B. P. obtai ned at a 1 ~ta::::- date. 

any oi the e~cavated layers Cop. 

can not be related to 

cit.:214). 

Peketa 549/23 and 549/48 (31) 

The site is a Kati Mamoe pa, dated at about 240 

yea:-s B.P. (280= 50 B.P. and 340:: 50 E.P.) (Trotter 

1982:98). Seven flakes were analyzed, six from S49/23 

and one from 549/48. 

Port Jackson N35/88 (7) 

Located 

Peninsula, the 

An oven ~ith 

on the north 

site was :1rst. 

associated 

end of the Coromandel 

excavated by Davidson. 

burnt moa and He-~to.:-

m=:r.J·a·.z·olial J·.s se_;:;te,::7t.r J·o,-;eJ .J·.s ( kalta l bcne.s ~as 

s:~ cava ted. In 19 81 further excavati on.s were carried 

out. Jl.n ~.rc:haic occ".lpation ~as recorded and a later 

Maori occupation in another area of the site. the 

Jl.rchaic midden contained about 80% Nesto.:- mt:~.idioenl.i.s 

se_at::nt~iona.l.i.s ( kaJ:a) bones, and some seal and mea 

bones. The later occupation contained e~clusively 

shells and no bone remains. A radiocarbon date on moa 

bone collagen collected at the site gave a result o£ 

650 B.P. The site has been. described by Foster (1982), 

and as he has commentad Cibid.:13-19, 168-69J, the site 



h~c b~en heav1ly defla~e~ over ~he las~ yeara and 

arteiac~ represenLat1on (mainly surfac e collected) ffiay 

be affected. Obs1d1an analy z ed ~az recovered from the 

Archai:: c ontext of the site. (areas Band C ), a pebble 

floor, and surface c ollect:C. ; they have to be treated 

as a s i ngle s.:1mple Cibid .: 89 ) . Fifteen flakes t-~ere 

analy:::ed . 

P ouerua sites: NlS //. 36, NlS /237, NlS/277, N15/501, 

N15/505, NlS/507, 

( 2) 

These a rchaeologic.:1l sites, located in the 

Pouerua aree. , in the inla-:~d Bay of Islands, are all 

open sat t l ement sites surround 1 ng the Pouerua cone p.= . 

The sites tJere i nvestigated as part a: the Pouerua 

projec:. CSutton ·19 8 2 , 19 e 2 .. 198~; Brassa y 19 2 5 ) . No 

absclt.!~e dates fc::: th e si :.. e are availa~le a::. ye t , bu:. 

the s i t.e s d.=. te to the l. , - -
-~e- prehistoric or possibly 

early h1storic period CBra ::. ::.ey ibid .: 13 ) . 
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Pounagea 5184/1 (44) 

The site. located at Hanuka Po1nt - Pouna~ea -

in southeast Otago~ has been described by Lockerbie 

(1959:75-110) and Hamel <n.d.). Initial radiocarbon 

dates for the site 

Rafter (1957:732-749). 

were published by Fergusson and 

The site is a deep stratified 

midden, now interpreted as belonging to a single 

cultural tradition with little or no change in its 

sub.siatence activit1ez or material culture. 

Radiocarbon dates from the site range from 500 to 800 

year.s B.P. Artefacts recovered from the site reflect 

the subsistence activities carried out at the site, and 

include f is"hhooks, 1 ures, harpoons, stone adzes, and a 

wide range of stone flakes and blades. Only three 

obsidian flakes from the site Yere available for 

analysis from the ten flakes e~ccavated in 1979 (Hamel 

n.d.:31). 

Purakanui 5164/8 (40) 

This site, located on the western shore of 

Purakanui Inlet, north~est of the Otago Heaas, is dated 

to the late fourteenth century A.D. The site, a large 

midden, had three occupational layers, all.bclieved to 

have been deposited within· the space of a few years. 

The site ~as excavated 1n 1979 and the excavation and 
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artefac~s are d1scussed by Andersen C19B1:20l-22ll. 

The main iunct~ion of the site 

mainly red cod and barraco.uta. 

identified included some seal, 

t.;as open-sea fishing .. 

Other faunal material 

dog, she 11 f 1 sh, and a 

variety of fish. Artefactual material included a large 

range of stone flakes and blades mainly of silcrete and 

chert. Thirty eight obsidian flakes were recovered, of 

which 17 were analy=ed. Shell and bone implements 

included f ishhoolts and awls. Of the five radiocarbon 

d·ates .. two are regarded as secure, 562:: 30 B .. P. and 

571= 34 B.P. (op. cit.:205). 

Raglan Archaic Dune Site N64/16 (16) 

Archaic site located on the northern edge of 

the modern Raglan Golfcourse at G.R. N64/374446. A 

large amount of basalt flakes and adze blade tools were 

recovered from this site as well as some chert and bone 

artefacts. The obsid1an assemblage ~as surface 

collected (Edson, pers. comm.). 
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Raglan N64/18 (17) 

This site is likewise a sur£ace collect1on made 

from a dune site on the northern side of Raglan 

Harbour. Artefacts recovered include sandstone 

grinding tools, sinkers and bone f1shhooks (Edson, 

pers. comm. ) . 

Redcliffs 584/76 (34) 

Redcliffs comprises several archaeological 

sites on flat ground adjacen:. to cliffs alongside the 

estuary of the Heathcote and Avon Rivers~ just north of 

Christchurch. The material analyzed comes £rom a site 

lying on old sand dunes which have accumulated along 

the base of the cliffs. Evidence points to a single 

occupation .scatte:r-ed over about 4 ha ... ~ith a smaller 

later occupat1on represented by a fe~ artefacts. 

Cooking actlvitle.s and the disposal of food remains 

appear to have been carried out throughout the site, 

with artefact manufacture restricted to some areas. 

Prehistoric }.rchaic middens along the area had beers 

uncovered si nee 1 e 51 (Torlesse, 1851:7: Trotter 

1967a:251). 
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Part of the analyzed material (57 flakes) came 

from a se~er trench dug in 196~. Bones of four species 

o£ moa. ext1nc~ b1rds, rat, dogs and seals Yere found. 

Artefacts present were cores and ·flakes of basalt 

produced from adze manufacture. }.11 these were 

recovered from a single occupational deposit. 

:Radiocarbon dates on moa bone collected gave ages of 

615± 40 B.P. and 581:t 40 B.P. ( T~otter 197Sb: 199). 

Further controlled e~cavations ~ere carried out at the 

Redcliffs School section, whe~e under a disturbed 

layer, a black· deposit containing artefacts, m~dden 

shells, stones and bones was found. The main structure 

found ~as a pit used as an oven. Artefacts indicated 

food preparation, manufacturing and other activities 

(Trotter 1975b). Eighty two obsidian flakes were 

analyzed. 

Shag Point 5146/5 (39) 

Shag Point is a mid-sixteenth century A.D. 

site located on the tip of the Shag Point. Peninsul.:;., 

North Otago. It lies about half a mile north of the 

Archaic site at Shag R1ver Mouth. The zite was 

excavated by Trotter in 1969. Artefacts recovered are 

typologically sin.i lar and represent one single 

occupational layer. A radiocarbon date on shell places 

the site at 434= 50 B.P. Artefacts recovered from the 
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site were rnai nl y stone flakes of chalcedony. ob.sid1an 
~ 

and orthoquart:itc:. Mo.:. bone used fer 

manufacturing £izhhcokz and lures. Activities carried 

out at the settlement included fishhook manufact.ure .. 

though the main activity at the site was food gatharing 

and preparation, as ev1denced from the e~ten.sive midden 

material. a number of stone abraders were manufactured 

at the site, apparently £or use elsewhere (Trotter 

1970). Seventy eigh~ obsidian flakes were analyzed. 

Shag River Mouth 5155/5 (39) 

Located on the south side of the Shag River 

mouth beside some small £sand hills, the site produced 

a substantial quantity of artefacts and moa bone 

remains. Spo~adic excavations have been carried out at 

the site since 1872 C Te·.'iotdale 1924; Skinner 1924). 

The site had, like the Waitaki River Mouth sitef 

remains of groups of houses containing stone-edged 

hearths. A considerable number of stone artefacts 

(about 200 adzes) and bone tools {fishhooks, awls, 

etc.) were recovered from the site. It ~as probably a 

settlement which ~as repeatedly occupied for long 

periods of time (Ande~son 1982b). The site represents 

one of the earliest settlements in the South Island, 

~ith two radiocarbon dates· of 823:::55 B.P. and 802::55 

B.P. Thirty five obaidian pieces from different 
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e~cavat1ons (by Tev1otdale and Tretter) w:re analyzed. 

Skippers Ridge I (Opito) N40/7 (8) 

The site is located on a ridge top behind the 

beach and coastal flat at Opito Bay, east Coast of the 

Coromandel Pen1nzula. The site consists of an 

e~tensive settlement with storage and cooking areas. A 

total of four occupation.:; waz recorded at the site. 

Radiocsrbon dates from the first occupation date it to 

807± 57 B.P. The first three occupations were probably 

continuous and probably little time elapsed between 

them. The main changes from occupation 1 to 3 involve 

the building and rebuilding of storage structures. 

Occupation 4 belongs possibly to a period before A.D. 

1300. The settlement apparently t;as an adze ~orking 

site~ as shown by the large number of basalt flakes and 

chips at the site, and a complete absence of bone 

artefacts including fishing gear and siliceous stone 

flakes. The portable materi~l culture could not 

generally be associated Yith any of the structures or 

confidently associated with a particular occupation. 

It was therefore regarded as a single assemblage, 

broadly contemporary with the use oi the pits .. The 

material from Layer 2 (occupation 4) represents 

probably a separate assemblage and is probably 

associated Yith only one occupat1on (Davidson 1974, 
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1975: Bellwood 196~). Fifteen flakes of obsidian were 

analyzed. 

Skippers Ridge II N40/73 (8) 

The.site is located on a small ridge behind the 

foredunes of Opito Bay~ Coromandel Peninsula. -

Excavations at the site ~ere carried out by Bellwood in 

1967 (Bellwood 1969), and are located about 200 metres 

from a .site e:-tcavated by Parker in 1959-60 (Parker 

1959, 1960) called Skippers Ridge I. The site was 

composed of a series of pits and di tche.s. The pits 

were both rectangular and circular in shape and served 

a variety o£ purposes. Some were connected by drainage 

ditches (for a description and discussion see Bell~ood 

1969:199-204). A~te£actual material recovered from the 

site comprised 139 worked basalt £lakes. 305 worked 

obsidian pieces, 26 chert flakes, five basalt adze 

roughouts and two finished adzes, as well as one basalt 

polisher and some kauri gum. The artefacts from the 

site seem to have been used for cutting and scraping o£ 

fibres and wood 1 and the site as a whole seems to have 

been used for food storage, stone tool manufacture and 

the ~orking of wood; fibre dressing might have. taken 

place as well. The site ~as dated to < 132 B.P. and < 

213 B.P. [sic] (ibid.). lt is close enough in age to 

the prehistoric period £o~ no European arte£a=ts to be 
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found and for stone adzes and flakes still to have been 

made and used. It was cont:mpor~neous ~lth the 

neighbouring site, Skippers Ridge I. One hundred and 

five obsidian flakes were analy=ed. 

Station Bay, H38/30 (4) 

The site .. located on Motutapu Island, is an 

undefended settlement with pits. terrace~. house floors 

and midden material, all set on a sloping ridge 

overlooking the bay. One burial ~as also £ound. One 

radiocarbon date on bone collagen of 600=50 B.P. from 

the burial is interpreted as being too old (Leahy 

1972). T~enty six obsidian flakes were analyzed. 

Station Bay, N38/37 (5) 

The site is an undefended settlement.. located 

on Motutapu Island. It comprises a settlemsnt area 

with pits.. terraces and middens. The site was 

e:<cavated by Davidson (1970a). Si:-t radiocarbon dates 

l<iere obtainsd. Davidson estimates the most likely 

occupation at 185=71 B.P. (1984:250). Thirty f OU!" 

obsidian pieces were analyzed. 
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Sunde Site, Hotutapu Island N38/24 (6) 

The Sunde Sl te is a midden at Northwest Bav 
- ! 

Motutapu Island, wh1ch was occupied before, bet~een and 

after the Rangitoto ash falls. The site was occupied 

on at least three successive occa.zion.s by people with 

an Archaic material culture as evidenced by adzes, 

mostly in the process of manufacture, and some items of 

fishing gear.. The first occupation before the ash fall 

period was abandoned apparently at tha onset of the 

eruption (} .. D. .1350: 50), but the site was probably 

resettled shortly thereafter. Two cultural layers 

above the ash cont1nue in the same tradition a.s the 

pre-eruption occupation. Dur1ng the last occupation 

the site was only occupied for cooking. It lacks the 

earlier artefacts and probably belonged to a separate 

occupation phase. 

The earliest C14 date is from belo~ the ash 

layer and dates the- ccupat1on around 640= 60 B .P. }. 

second date from above the ash layer dates at 630: 60 

B.P. (Scott 1979; David.sori 1974: Law 1975b; Nichol 

1981). Five flakes ~ere analyzed. 
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Tahunanui 520/2 (26) 

Thi.:; iz an archaic. site.. located on the ncrth 

coast o£ the South Island, cl~sc: to Tahunanui Beach, 

Nelson. The site has only one cultural l~yer ~hich was 

deposited over a prolonged per1od of time, mainly as a 

stone tool manufacturing place. An extremely h1gh 

density of flake material (argillite and obsidian 

mainly) covered the site. Artefacts manufactured at 

the site included adzes and fishing gaar, which -was 

mainly made from· moa bone (Millar, 1964i. The site has 

been dated to 53~= 70 ~.P. The dates come from an even 

sample, ~hich possibly predates the main occupation 

(flaking activities) (Millar, 1967). One hundred and 

seventy seven obsidian flakes ~ere analy=ed. 

Tairua N44/2 (11) 

Tairua is a littoral st~atifieci midden loc~ted 

on the dune at Tairua~ Coromandel Peninsula. The· 

cultural layers at the site represent t~o temporarily 

separate layers. There is also a clear differentiation 

o£ activities at the site. The ear 1 i er 1 ayer at the 

site (layer 2J conta1ns a la~ge rangs of artefacts and 

faunal material attributed to the Archaic Cultural 

Phase (Golson, 1959). The at the sit.e is 

consistent gith artefactual evidence from other Archaic 
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sites in the North Island. Green (1970) or1ginally 

believed that the earliest layer belonged to the 

initial period of occupation of the Coromandel 

Peninsula. The later occupation (layer 1) is different 

from the one below. It is a midden composed mainly of 

mudflat shellfish species. 

Radiocarbon dates at the site are restricted to 

three dates for layer 2, of Yhich one is contaminated 

(879± 49 B.P.). A further date of 443z 40 B.P. seems 

questionable~ and the last one, 570: 60 B.P. is taken 

on shell. A date no later then the fourteenth century 

~ •• D. is accepted for the site. (Green 1962; Jones 1973; 

Rowland 1977; Smith 1978). One hundred ands~enty three 

flakes were analyzed. 

Tai Rua 5136/1 (36) 

The site is situated behind the modern beach of 

the Waimakarua River in North Otago. The site was 

e~cavated by Trotter and Gathercole and several reports 

have been published (Trotter 1959, 1965a, 196Sb, 1966, 

1970; Gathercole 1961; Hjarno 1967). A total of seven 

layers was uncovered ranging from modern occupation 

to early Archaic. The site was an undefended 

settlement where a series of activities such as 

butchering of moa, cooking, tool manufacturing, etc. 

took place. Stone tools comprised mainly siliceous and 
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greywake flakes, a fe~ adzez, hammers, and sinkers. 

Bone artef3cts included a variety o£ fishhooks. 

Trotter (1979) believes that settlement was less 

permanent than at Wairau Bar. Radiocarbon dates place 

the site at 500 B.P.. N1ne dates were obtained from 

moa bone collagen, marine shell, and charcoal (Trotter 

1979:227). Eight pieces of obsidian from the site were 

analyzed. 

Timpendean 561/4 (32) 

The site is also known as the Weka P::aee .......... 

Shelter. "It is a rockshelter located in a limestone 

outcrop, with a panel of rockdrawings on the inner 

face. The shelter was excavated .first by Haast in 1876 

and later again by Trotter (1972). Trotter's 

excavations revealed three periods o£ occupation, the 

main occupation containing shells. moa bone, other 

bird bones, stone a::-tef acts (obsid1an, siliceous 

flakes~ argillite, ·and adze pieces) and bone artefacts. 

A high percentage of marine shells found suggests to 

the authors direct contact ~ith the coast. Radiocarbon 

dates of this layer taken en marine and freshwater 

shell are respectively 436:53 B.P. and 704z41 B.P .. A 

date of 450 B.P. is accepted by the authors for the 

site (Trotter 1972:49). T~o obsidian flakes from the 

site were analyzed. 
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Titirangi Sandhill S16/83 (27) 

This site, located at the head of Ti tirangi 

Bay, Marlborough Sounds, was occupied at least three 

times. The main activities carried out during the 

first occupation of the site were mea-hunting and adze 

manufacture. This earliest occupation is dated to 830 

B.P. Nineteen obsidian pieces were found. 

A second occupation dated to 440 B.P., used the 

site for adze manufacture. No big bird hunting was 

recorded. Two ~bsidian pieces were recovered from this 

conte:<t. 

The last occupation was shortly after European 

contact. · European claypipes were recorded, but 

otherwise the artefacts ~ere manufactured of bone, wood 

and stone (Trotter 1977bl. Five obsidian pieces from 

the site were analyzed. 

Titirangi Pit 516/93 (27) 

This site is part of a series of pits, probably 

used as d~ellings, located on ridges overlooking 

Titirangi Bay, Marlborough c • ..,ounas. The pit 

investigated is adjacent to a small pa site (Trotter 

1977b:10) Five obsidian pieces were found, t~o-of which 

were analyzed. 
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r Tiwai Point 5181-2/16 (45) 

r The Tiwai Point site is located on a low gravel 

and sand peninsula opposite Bluff, between Jl.~arua Bay 

r and Foveau:-! Strait. The site was an extensive stone 

r 
working area. Excavat1ons were carried out in 

1967-1968 in two separate areas. The first area was an 

r argillite and other stone material working floor. The 

second area was also an extensive flaking floor which 

r was associated with a midden containing fish and bird 

bones, including moa bones, as well as shellfish and 

r mammal bones. Both area.=: be 1 ong to a single 

occupation. Finished artefacts recovered included 

r adzes, some chisels, 1 ure shanks, fishhooks and some 

r 
dentalium beads (Park 1969; Sutton and Marshall 1980, 

Huffadine 1978). Tha site has been dated by C14 to the 

r thirteenth century A.D. (770:80 B.P.' 770~60 B.P. I 

700~40 B.P., 640=40 B.P. and 442::53 B.P. which is 

r considered too late for the .site) (Park 1979). Seventy 

seven obsidian flakes were analyzed. 

r 
r Tokoroa N75/1 ·(20) 

r This is an Archaic mea-hunting site from the 

r - inland North Island. Green (1970l assigned it into the 

Settlement Phase of the area. The site is located on a 

r streambed. It ~a.s only occup.1ed for a shcrt time by 

! r :l 
~a 
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people in tranz1t. A~ th= time of the 1n1tial 

occupa~1on of the site~ forest grew in the area ~hich 

suppl1ed food resources. berr1es, birds and fungi. The 

exploitation of the resources was however not very 

significant, only t~o to three moa are r.epresented at 

the site. Artefacts recovered were 510 pieces of 

obsidian and a few adze flakes. Horwood (1974J on the 

basis of obsidian use-_wear analysis believes that the 

site was a base camp, but that not all activities 

carried out thare ~ere represented in the e~cavations. 

He argues further that the tools used were not 

manufactured at the site, o= at least in the area 

e:-tcavated. T~o hundred fifty four flakes were 

analyzed. · 

Waihora Rockshe1ter N93/5 (22) 

The site is loca~;d on the western bay of Lake 

Taupo. Excavations in 1956 established four 

occupational layers in a total of eight layers of 

deposition. The first five upper layers, except layer 

two had cultural mate::-ial. The three deeper layers 

were all sterile and contained natural deposits. Layer 

5 represents the most recent occupation on the site. 

Jl.rtefacts included broken combs, woven material, lake 

end marine shells, pumice artefacts, obsidian and other 

stone ilakesl and bone toggles. Layer 4 had obsidian 
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charcoal, gourd remains and stone flakes associated. as 

~ell as one adze and ad:e rcughout. Faunal remains 

included sh=lls and dog, rat and bird bones. Layer 3 

did not have any specific artefacts associated. Bird 

and rat bones ~ere also found. Layer 2 ~as sterile and 

layer 1 contained only one ad:e. 

All these occupations seem to have been 

temporary; but during the last period the shelter might 

have been used for the exposure o£ bod1es and 

deposition of personal artefacts (Hoskins and Leahy 

1982). Besides the above artefacts, 32 obsid1an flakes 

covered ~i th red ochre.· ko.ko&/a.i and two adzes, all 

unprovenance~, ~e~e recovered from the site. The site 

is dated by comparison of its artefactual material to 

Whakamoenga Cave with the seventeenth to late 

eighteenth century A.D. (ibid.). One hundred and 

eighty flakez of obsid1an ~ere analyzed. 

Waimataitai 5146/2 (37) 

Located at the mouth of the Waimataitai River, 

Katiki, Otago; it ~as a mea-hunter camp site. The site 

~as excavated and described by Trotter (1955:295-303; 

19b7b:137-142). Moa bone fishhook manufacturing debris 

was present in some quantity. About half of the bone 

artefact assemblage is made of moa bone. Lithic 

material included silcret= blacies. Two radioc~rbon 
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dates on shell gave a date of 626=30 B. P. and 701::47 

B.P. One obsidian piece analyzed. 

Wairau Bar 529/7 (28) 

Located on the shingle bar at the Wairau River, 

Marlborough, it ~as described by Duff (1956) and Bell 

(1957) and later by Trotter (1977a). Being one of the 

richest South Island mea-hunter sites it has been 

considered a 'site-type' ~ithin this period of New 

Zealand Prehistory (op. cit.:75). Some 39 burials 

with associated gravegoods ~ere unco·:ered at the site 

(Houghton ~975:231-246), separate from a habitation 

area featuring postholes and ovens. Radiocarbon dates 

place the site between 600 B.P. and 700 E.P. A large 

assemblage of sophisticated adzes, artefacts and 

ornaments, ~hale tooth pendants, and a large assemblage 

c£ fishhooks and rninno~ lures. The obsidian analy=ed 

from the site was recovered during Trotters's 

excavations. A total of eleven pieces was analyzed. 
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Waitaki River Hauth 5128/1 (35) 

Located on the sea coast just .south of the 

Waitaki R1ver mouth, the .site lies on t~o river 

terraces. The site represented in Teviotdale's vie~ an 

early mea-hunter site (Teviotdale 1939), and was 

excavated on several occasions from 193"1 to 1937 by 

Skinner, Teviotdale and others (Tsviotdale 1939). 

Structural remains found at the site, suggest. to 

Anderson (1983) that the .site was a frequently occupied 

.camp. The midden produced remains of not less than 68 

moas, and probably many more. The si~e represents one 

of the earliest settlements of the South Island (600:80 

B.P.). !he obsidian flakes from the site are all 

unprovenanced. T~enty five flakes ~ere analyzed. 

Whakamoenga Cave N94/7 (21) 

Whakamoenga Cave is located on the north shore 

of Lake Taupe. The stratified depcsits inside the cave 

date from the Archaic to European times. Eleven layers 

t.1ere found at the site ~hich were grouped into three 

occupations on the basis of a rockfall, a renewed 

occupation and the appearance of European material. 

Occupation 1 is dated to the fourteenth to fifteenth 

century } .. D. by t-wo radiocarbon dates: 605::55 B.P . 

and 479::55 B.P. This occupation lJas divided into two 
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per1ods! separated only by a short. t.lme bre.:tk. Moa 

bone and other bush bird bones were recovered from this 

iayer; an ob.sid1an worltlng area l-ias uncovered at the 

back of the cave. 

rad1ocarbon to 279=55 

Occupation 

B.P. and 

2 was dated by 

249:=59. B.P. Fet.Jer 

bushbird bones were found and numerous obsidian flakes 

were prepared at the s1 te. The material was probably 

brought to the site by canoe from Whangamata Bay (Leahy 

1976) to be worked and then removed. This activitiy 

~as carried on from the earlier occupation. Used 

shells were abundant at th1s level. 

The latest occupation (4) is dated to the 

~inteenth century A.D. It contained European material 

mixed with ·obsidian flakes (Hoskins 1962; Leahy 1976). 

One hundred and thirty nine obsidian flakes were 

analyzed. Eighty three of these are from late 

contexts, and the remaining 56 from Archaic contexts. 

Whangamata Wharf N49/2 (12) 

The site is located on the east coast of the 

·coromandel Peninsula on c sand£pit between a large 

estuary and an ocean beach. The site was excavated in 

1969, and two rna1n occupation layers were uncovered. 

The top layer ~as a thick deposit of shell midden 

(midden A)# and beneath, separated by about one metre 

of sterile sand .. a second layer of midden (midden E) 
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was found. The composition of midden }. was ma1nly 

I shells (bivalves), while midden B contained a h1gher r: percentage of bones over shell. A large number of dog 

r bones ~ere found in midden B~ as well as large 

quantities of obsidian flakes. Only t'~o adzes were 

r found and relatively few basalt flakes; the function of 

the site is believed to have been habitat ion rather 

r than as-workshop. 

Midden B is an Archaic occupat1on, while the 

r later midden belongs to late prehistoric Classic 

occupation CAlle 1972). Forty three obsidian flakes 

r were analyzed, thirty six from midden A~ and seven from 

r midden B. 
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APPENDIX 2 

LIST OF SITES RECORDED ON MAYOR ISLAND 

(Grid references are given for the NZMS map 2 S 0, Map 
No. U13, (1979)) 

Site number 
and'Grid 
Reference 

N54/1 
E:279900 
N:642740 

1'1~· 4 I 2 
E:279895 
N:642790 

N54/4 
E:280055 
N:643035 

NS4/S 
E:280030 
~l: 642975 

N54/8 
E:279895 
N:642760. 

N54/23 
E:279780 
N:642937 

Site description 

Panui Pa. Headland pa with some 
terraces and pits. 

Ridae Pa defended on the northwest 
side by a ditch and a scarp on the 
other three faces. It has one 
platform some~hat elevated on the 
too and one terrace on the scaru, 
that overlooks the beach on South 
East Bay. 

Taumou Pa. Hilltop terraced pa 
naturally fortified, with 
artificial terraces, now almost 
completely obliterated. 

Quarry. Tunnel mined into an 
obsidian flo~ on top of the crater 
rim. Flakes are scattered on the 
ground. 

Midden exposed by erosion of the 
natur~1 terrace above South-East Bay. 
Midden material consists of Cell~na 
sp., He.rita sp., Heliot.i$ sp., a 
fe~ cockles, Coo.kia .sulcata, one 
mammal bone, charcoal and obsidian 
flakes, as ~ell as a fe~ fishbones. 
It is probably the same midden as 
site NS4/8 recorded by H. Pos (1965). 

T~o pits ~ith associated terraces. 
The pits have been described by P. 
Moore (N54/23). A third pit is on 
the scaro on the inside ~all of the 
cratar. Several terraces on the scarp 
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NS4/32 
E:279820 
N:643160 

N54/33 
E:280020 
N:642940 

NS4/34 
E:280020 
N:642940 

N54/3S 
E:280065 
N:642940 

NS4/36 
E:280050 
N:642940 

N54/37 
E:230007 
N:642960 

N54/38 
E:280017 
N:642980 

N54/39 
E:280029 
N:642900 

N54/40 
E:280025 
N:643050 

N54/41 
E:279895 
N:642760 

. ' 
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of the crater wall, both ins1da and 
outside were found. A d1tch CNS4/24) 
del1mita~es clearly this site to the 
northwest. 

Sub-rectangular pit~ without ra1sed 
rim. (dimensions: 3m by 4m). 

Two rectangular pits with raised rim, 
along the crater rim. Pit A: 6.5 x 
5.0 m by 0.70 rn deep; Pit B: 10.0 x 
7.0 m by 0.50 rn deep. 

Ditch cutting across the crater rim. 
About 5 metres of the pits of site 
N54/33. 

T~o pla~£orms on a natural ridga, 
ssnarated bv a ditch. One shell was 
found on the side of the platform 
( Coo.k.i~7 ... c:ul c:e ta) • 

Series of three terraces on a natural 
ridge. Jne rectangular pits ~ith 
raised rim on the lo~est one. Two 
storage pits were found on the 
scar~ of the uooermost terrace. 
Pit dimen~ions.are: 1.0 x 1.5 m by 
0.50 m deep. 

Rectangular pit with raised rim. Pit 
dimensionz: 2.0 ~ 3.5 to 4.0 m long. 

Midden on a low mound near the shore 
of the Green Lake. M1dden material 
includes Ne:.ite sp., Hal.iot.i.s sp., 
Cellar.: sp., ri;a.i.s or.b.ita,. and 
Cooltit!i .sulcate, obsid1an and 
charcoal. 

Working floor. Obsidian flakes, cores 
and boulders are lying scattered on 
the ground. A few shell fragments wsre 
also seen. 

Cave. A small, low natural cave ~ith an 
artificial rock ~all covering the lo~ 
entrance. The cave is located on the 
lo~er slopes of the 'Dome'. 

Hidden exposed underneath ~ natural 
bank or terrace on South-East .Bay. 
Midden material seems to have been 
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NS4/42 
E:279890 
N:642770 

NS4/43 
E:279880 
N:642760 

NS4/44 
E:279880 
N:642775 

NS4/4S 
E:279895 
N:642755 

N54/46 
E:279890 
N:642790 

N54/47 
E:279895 
N:642785 

1'!54/48 
E:279880 
N:642795 

NS4/49 
E:279895 
N:642795 

NS4/50 
E:279295 
N:642795 

!JS 4/51 
E:279895 
N:642795 
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dumped from the top of the terrace on 
to the beach. Material consists of 
lfaliot.is sp., He.r.ita sp., 
C:Jlana sp., Coo.A·.ia .sulc.!it .. &J, 

charcoal, fishbones and obsidian flakes. 

Raised platform, oval shaped, Yith a 
surrounding ditch, 2.0 m Yide and 
1.0 m deep. The platform i? 1.5 m high 
and 20 m long and about 15 m Yide. 

Rectangular pit with raised rim on 
three sides. 

Storage pit Crua) with a round opening 
in the bottom of a small valley. 

Rectangular pit ~ith a raised rim on 
three sides. It is open to the north, 
and facing a small man-made terrace. 
Could be part of Panui Pa. 

Two pits or rua with a round opening, 
located on a scarp. 

Sub rectangular pit Crua), about 1.0 rn 
deep. Caved in. 

T~o deep pits on a ridge top. Pit 
dimensions: Pit A: 1.20 m x 1.20 m by 
1 • '0 m deep ; Pit B : 0 • 6 0 m X 0 • £ 0 m by 
1.0 to 1.2 m deep. 

T~o pits or rua located on the top of 
a ridge. Beth pits are caved in. Pit 
dimensions are: 0.85 m x 1.30 m and 
1.60 by 1.30 m • 

Ditch cutting transversally across the 
above ridge (site N54/49) ~here the 
pits are. lt could have been a 
drainage ditch. Another ditch on the 
ridge immediately to the ~est of the 
above, apparently serving the same 
purpose, ~as found. 

Three storage pits (rua), t~o on top 
of a ridoe and the third on the side 
of it. The three pits are located to 
the northwest of NS4/49. 
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N54/52 
E:279895 
N:642795 

N54/53 
E;279730 
~~: 642865 

NS4/54 
E:280050 
N:642965 

N54/55 
E:280060 
N:643055 

NS4/56 
E:279920 
N:643160 

NS4/57 
E:279700 
N:642900 

NS4/58 
E:279700 
N:642900 
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Stone alignement, encir=llna the unner 
end of a·small gully. The stones are 
rough lava blocks, stand1ng about 
50 em tall. 

T~o adjoining terraces ~ith a raised 
rim anc a drainage ditch coming out of 
the upper one, and running around the 
1 oto~er terrace. 

Quarry. Tunnel mined into an obsid1an 
flow at the outer base of the crater 
~all, on Te Bay. 

Quarry. Obsidian flo~ on the crater 
rim, behind Taumou Pa. Flakes 
scattered on the ground, but there 
is no tunnelling. 

Cornple~ of three rectangular pits. Two 
·are open on one end. They do no~ nave 
a raised ra1m. The pits are between 
2 m and 4 m long. 

Storage pit, semi-circular in shape, 
located on the peninsula on the south 
end of North~est Bay. 

On ths same neninsula ~here the above 
site is locaied, a flat stone in an 
unriaht nosition was found. It could be marking a burial place, since 
traditionallY this area has been 
used for burials. It was therefore 
net further investigated. 


